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ball.

the Lhurcties.
Universalist church next Sunday
christening of children will follow the sermon.
Communion will be observed at the close of
the morning service.
At

Championship.

uitfh Wins

Vinalhaven, June 16th and
ionship of the Knox-Waldo

tl
<

the

I
!

MAINE, THURSDAY, JUNE 29,

children on the platform. All then stood to
greet their queen while the Guard placed the
gold and crimson crown upon her head and the
aceptre of authority in her hand.
The young
ladies wore
white muslin robes which

they made for the occasion and their hair was
The usual services will be held at the Uni« □nconfined except by becoming head bands,
j
rhey all approached the throne from different
versalist church next Sunday morning, with
******
parts of the church marching to the slow strains
Won Lost Percent preaching by the pastor, Rev. A. A. Blair.
pf music
.875
1
7
The parts were all exceptionally
Sunday school at noon.
3
.625
5
well taken.
The closing scene was most imThe
services
will
be
held
next Sunregular
4
.500
4
pressive as all stood to receive the benediction
5
.375
3
day at the Baptist church, with preaching ser- >f
the pastor. Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson.
7
.125
1
vices at 10.45 a. m. and 7,30 p. m. by Harry H.
Every available seat in the auditorium was ocUpton of Colby College, who will supply for
9. Rockland, 1.
cupied and all were pleased with the exerthe month of July.
Sunday school at noon
season opened June
_.i((lrtl base ball
cises, particularly the pastor, who recognized
and
Christian
Endeavor
at
6
30
m.
p.
Prayer
when
[he ability of many of his young
.ingress street grounds,
parishioners
this,
meeting,
Thursday,
evening.
one or two players
md commended their
...w u. .m, lacking
willingness to assist.
The services at the Congregational church
the Rockdefeated
reported,
f.en
THE WAR NEWS.
of 9 to 1.
Haley was next Sunday will be as follows: Morning worby a score
", e way and held the visitors to ship at 10.45 a. m. with sermon by the pastor,
The
problem of the position of Greece is apBelfast came across Rev, Walter T. Hawthorne, to be followed by
>a bile
parently eliminated. In answer to what was
at the right time. Belfast’s the Lord’s supper. Sunday school at noon,
^
practically a joint ultimatum of the Entente
«ttBt and clean and the fans were Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening at the
powers Greece has acceded to all demands, inprospects. Curtin’s hitting home of Mrs. H. C. Pitcher, 29 Church street.
cluding the demobilization of her army, confeatures. The BelThe American Spirit and the Present Na.l8 ,„.e of the
tent to the movement of troops across her tercrowd was on hand, al- tional Crisis will be the subject cf Rev. A. E.
a -,..,d
■itory and the prohibition of export of supwas somewhat raw forreaj
Wilt-on’s sermon at the Unitarian church next
plies to the enemies of the Allies. The conhe score;
This
will not be poiiti
Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
cession of Greece as to crossing her territory
cal, but patriotic and religious, and appropriBELFAST
How large a
>ught to lead to something.
ate for the Fourth of July season.
Everyone I Force is at Salonaki has never been
ab. r. bh. po. a. e.
reported,
13
0
who has not another church to attend is cordi4
1
3
)Ut there is thmiffht tn lie at least 200 0C0 men
0
0
1
5
0
.3
P
ally invited.
ind 100,0(0 Serbians, trained soldiers, are said
10
10
3
...4
1
0
0
At the Methodist church next Sunday morn2
0
...5
;o be armed and
equipped and eager for the
^
000
1
...31
ing, communion service with an appropriate : fray. With the e forees.and with the Russians
12
1
1
.3
10; sermon. At 2.30
dose upon the frontiers of Romania, there
p. m. Mr. Sellers will speak
0
1
0
1
12
.4
0
0
0
0
.4
0, in East Northport. At 7 30 p. ni.,gospel ser- ( jhould be something doing soon in the Balk10 vice with sermon on “Manhood or
0
1
1
„3
Swine,” and ms.
music. This, Thursday, evening at
There are many things in this war not easy
special
1
11
9
8
27
.32
7 30, piajer meeting, followed by a meeting of
for an outsider to understand because of the
n'KLAND
itrict censorship. One thing is, why should
bh. po. a. e
ab. r.
9tb and 16th, when Chester J.
-he French be left to defend Verdun alone?
0
0
0
0 absent July
4
0
defeating
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Bro». n,

Superintendent

work of the East Maine

Sunday
Conference, will

of the

The Sunday school will be held
and the other services omitted.

ply,

school

as

supusual

Children’s Sunday was observed at the Unitarian church last Sunday morning at the regular service, when the children of the paris.>

A A. 7; BANGOR 2,
Arresting game on the Connds last Saturday afternoon
card & Barrows A.A.team and
f the Bangor high team and
■

t

irs.

I

mainstays in the box
It was a rattling good
: year.
way and the L & B. team surely
f

.,

by Savage, who

headed

is

ex

the

It will go
ik game from a
:u
net seven

record

as some-

c

on

e

scoring standpoint

Tike

with but two

runs

Bangor has

outs.

but seemed unable

team,

fast

a

to

Court:.
M
B
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The Uuiversalist Sunday school went to
Swan Lake yesterday for their annual picnic,
Mr. Z. D. Hartshorn

a. m. on

accompanied

vis

party.

Robbins.

College,

buckboards*
them to pro-

Dr. Foster

ot

tier

Her husband
aeain,

out

was

Rev. Horace B. Sellers
mains will be

peanuts.
Sewing Club met in Red Men's Hall
Friday evening, June 23rd, with 47 members
and guests present. At 6 p. m. a chicken supper was served by the members. The evening
was spent in dancing.
This is the last meeting
of the club until September. The club wish to
thank friends for their patronage and hope to
see them at the suppers this fall.

Frank D. Hazeltine,

in

Mrs. Ben Hazeltine.

Misses Alice E, and Martha E. Southwortb,
students at St, Joseph Academy, Portland, arrived home last Friday night.

Mrs. Sadie H. Cooke of Bangor spent the
week-end with Mrs. W. C. Vose, Northport

Miss Esther Kalloch has returned to her
home in Thomaston from a three weeks' visit
with her aunt, Mrs. G. H. Robinson.

avenue.

Lynne Rand, Mrs. Herbert Rand and two
from Salem, Mass., are at Camp Winnecooa, where they will spend the summer.

Ralph O’Connell of Bangor spent Sunday
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles O’Connell.
Miss

night
mer

sons

The many Belfast friends of John C. Carey
Mary A. Bickford arrived Tuesday
Brooklyn, N. Y., to spend the sum- of Montville are sorry to hear of his illness
and hope he may have an
early and complete
Belfast.

from

in

recovery.

William F. Bean of Kansas City, Mo., arrived Tuesday to Bpend the summer with his
sister, Miss Annie M. Bean.

Milton C. Stephenson, a Colby College stuent, arrived home last week and will assist his
father, D. F. Stephenson, in the store during

L. Slugg, local manager of the CoeCo, left Monday on a week's busitrip to New York.

Morris

ness

the

1

Mortimer

sea

witn

Nellie M. Kneelantl of Somerville,
Mass., was the guest of Beltast relatives the
past week and is now at her cottage at Temple

Mr

after

a

Heights

B.

to

visit in Belfast

Saturday to open their
Allyn shore for the season.

and

Mrs. Henrv Iverson

season.

Lobe

cottage, Bohemia, on the South Shore,
Northport, for the season.
Henry Davidson of Belfast was a recent
guest of his brother, Fred L. Davidson, in Appleton. Mr. Davidson spent the winter in

Getchell and family of Augusta

last

on

for the

Prof, and Mrs. Ralph L. Flanders and children of Boston arrived
Saturday to occupy the

Mr. and Mrs. John S. Collins.

arrived
home

Tuesday

last

William

at the

and the

and Mrs. Alfred

Mr.
Boston

Groves returned

summer.

Mrs.

Mrs. Walter O. Pour of San Diego, Calif., is
the guest of Hon. and Mrs. C. 0. Poor. Her
husband will join her later.

at

a student at Bowdoin
is the guest of his
parents, Mr. and

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Copeland of Albion were
in Belfast several days the past week with
relatives.

naa

officiating,

was

Mrs. Thomas E. Shea returned
a short visit in Camden.

Mrs, Annie E. Ryder and daughter Thelma
of Roxbury, Mass., are
spending the summer
with Belfast relatives.

recently visited
her to make her as comfortable as possible.
The funeral will be held in the Methodist
vestry this, Thursday, afternoon at 4 o’clock,
time

C. Small
loaned them the use of his cottage, and Mr.
Charles Bradbury contributed a half bushel of
vide boats for tne

Mrs. Etta Harris Bebee of Hampden
Belfast Monday and Tuesday.

Mr. and

visiting

Mrs. George Lewis of Stillwater is the guest
of her daughter, Mrs. Colby A. Rackliff.

H. E. Nuss, died June 26th
Carrie E
at her home on Water street after a long illShe was born in Belfast in Dec, 1885,
ness.
the daughter of William J. and Annie M. Jar-

8.30.

the churcti at 9 30

Monday from

wife of

parts, featuring Paula Shay and ChrysMayo. Matinee at 2,30;evening at 7 and

leaving

Mrs. M. C. Hills is spending the week with
relatives in Bangor.

Donald Shute of Taunton, Mass., is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Shute.

OBITUARY.

six

tine

Mrs. I. L. Wilband of Boston is
friends in Belfast, her former home.

on.

summer

Parsons, who

California and Washington.

Crosby Place for the summer,
John E. Bunker of Bar Harbor,
Secretary of
arrived yesterday from their home in the
State, called cn friends in Belfast last SaturBerkshires.
day. Mr. Bunker is the Democratic candidate
Miss Kathleen Tuttle, teacher in the High for
Congress in the 3d district.
school at Wlllimantic, Conn., is spending the
Miss Lucy L. Nealley, a student at St,
summer vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Joseph Academy, Portland, arrived last Friday
Mrs. B. L. Tuttle.
night to spend the summer with her mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rich of Searsport Mrs. Sarah Nealley, High street.
are

re-

taken to Rockland by boat for

interment.

Osceola

to occupy

their aid.

As The

Spectator

sayB;

“They

want

|

& Barrows A. A.

>vmu)

Paradise” is the feature to be
shown at the Colonial this week, Thursday
matinee and night.
This is a society drama

day

Mrs. oeorge Priesc of Boston arrived Monto visit relatives.

itia company for Belfast to call on him.
Flag Day Observance. Thomas H. Marshall Circle observed Flag Day at their regular meeting last Tuesday afternoon, which
was the 139th
birthday of the flag. The fol-

called

I

do

left-handed delivery of McLeland well pleased crowd attended.

:

He

Fool’s

PERSONAL.
Hudson D. Ames of Rockland
friends in Belfast last Saturday.

Miss Ada Curtis is in Camden visiting Mr
and Mrs. Alonzo Paul.

particularly requests the ninety-eight who signed the petition for a new mil-

All children of the city schools who will take
to meet on
part in the parade are requested
the common at 9,30 a. m„ July 4th,when teams
will be furnished for them.

“A

PERSONAL.

Almatia (Rhodes) widow of the late G. A.
Salford, passed away Saturday morning, June
to compel us, and the French
17th, at her home on Middle street, of acute
also, to throw
indigestion. Mrs. Salford was a native of
iur whole line into
confusion, to alter our batNorthport, coming to Rockland when a young
with their daughter and
tle plans, to
give up all of our carefully
girl At the age of 25 she was married to Mr. spent the week-end
Edward Bok and family of Philadelphia,
;
Salford. One son was born to them, Ralph j husband, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil G. Roberts, Union
thought-out enterprise.” Meanwhile the GerPenn., are in Camden for tne Bummer, occupyClarence Salford, who died at the age of 20. !
nans are making some gains at
street.
Verdun, but at
ing their cottage at Beauchamp Point. Mr.
Johnson and a duet by Mrs. Clement W. WesMrs. Salford had been a semi-invalid for many j
fearful sacrifice. In a recent attack, repulsMrs. Ella D. Flavell of Cambridge, Mass.,
Bok is the editor of The Ladies’ Home Jourconfining herself to her home, making
Mr. Johnson.
cott and
The Sunday schuol j
Leslie Dodge of Clinton, who has been serv- years,
ed by the French, they are said to have lost 40
it one of the most attractive residences on the
arrived Monday night, called here by the death nal,
will be closed duriug the summer.
a sentence in the Waldo
ing
for
Mrs.
Salford’s
chief
street.
characteristic
County
jail
per cent of the troops engaged.
With the
of her son-in-law, D. Faunce Woodcock.
Mrs. Horace B. Pearson of Brookline, Maes.,
in Unity, and who attempted to run was generosity—generous to a fault, oftenRev. Walter T. Hawthorne has accepted the
Russian advance in the east, the Italians again larceny
times denying herself for others. The burial,
was
Mrs. Mary E. Richards of South Lawrence,
operated on last Friday. Her uncie,
unanimous call to become the pastor of the
was
before
away
Lord
of
the
recently,
Judge
3n the offensive, and Greece
which was private, at her request, took place
helpless, the unher daugh- Charles H.
Field, has received word that the
North Congregational church and arrived official
Municipal Court Tuesday and sentenced to Wednesday, Rev. Mr. Allen, Universalist, offi- Mass., arrived June 19th to visit
reports of an early big drive by the AlGertrude Roswell, and other rela- operation was successful and that she was doTuesday with bis family and occupied the par- ies in the West would seem to be well found- one month additional in the jail, in compliance ciating. Mrs. E. R, Veazie sang “Lead Kindly ter, Mrs.
The bearers were Hon. J. Edwin | tives.
with the new law for sentencing prisoners Light.”
ing well.
sonage yesterday. Following is his letter ol
id.'*
Rhodes. Capt. J. Frank Gregory, Judge L. R.
who attempt to escape.
Arline S. Cooper cf Newport, who has
Mrs.
Mrs. lloia Sherman, Mrs. Bertha Grey of
acceptance.
and
C.
E.
The
interJudge
Payaon.
The Russian drive in the east continues and
Campbell
A.
Belfast, and Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Pearson of
The cabaret to be given by the Women's Al- ment was in the family lot in Achorn ceme- been visiting relatives and Miss Grace
Orland, Maine, :he Austrians are falling back rapidly before
Somerville,
Mass., have been spending a few
A. Burpee read the Episcopal
June 22, 1916.
Lord in this city, left Monday to spend the
liance of the First Pariah (Unitarian) will tery. Edgar
:he advance of the Italians. The French condays with their 6ister, Mrs. Lillian Grey.—
burial service at the grave.—Rockland CourTo the First Congregational Church,
in
Boston.
week
offer
Camden
Heralu.
many attraction. It will be an evening ier Gaxette.
tinue to gain at .Verdun and British successes
Belfast, Maine,
Dr. Adelbert Millett, Clerk.
! of old songs, and colonial costumes will be an
Second Lieutenant .Charles B. Hazeltine of
here are reported.
Miss Olive Wadlin, expert stenographer, of
Willetta W. Reeddied June 22d at her home,
Greeting;—
the regular army is in line for promotion and Washington, D. C,. and Miss Mabel Wadlin, a
The Mexican situation looks war-like. Con- interesting feature. The program will include
I am in receint of vnur commnnifH*i«n
No.
14
Federal
after
a long and severe
street,
selections from “Mother Goose” in song and
will receive the rank of first lieutenant the ! graduate nurse of Newton, Mass., are
tending to me the call to become pastor and
gress is ready to act on President Wilson's revisiting
illness with heart disease and a complication,
The date of this entertainment is
teacher of the First Congregational Church
first of July.
their parents, Capt. and Mrs. Bartlett Wadquest. More troops have been ordered to the picture.
61
was
born
in Waldo, the
aged
of Belfast. I cannot tell you how greatly I
years. She
13th.
Thursday
evening, July
Charlotte Wadswofth and Alice lin, East Northport.
Misses
appreciate the confidence that you thus place ?order, including the 2d Maine regiment,
daughter of the late Thomas and Harriet
ehich will leave Augusta today.
and Mrs. Thomas E.
in me, and in accepting I ask the earnest
Edward Sibley will leave Saturday to
Coombs Wentworth. She was twice married. Spear are guests of Mr.
Philip Burr Grant of Unity received the despen
prayers cf all the members and adherents of
their summer home on the North
a
few days with his
gree of Bachelor of Arts in Latin at the Unidaughter, Mrs. Henry Her first husband, George Richards, was lost Shea at
the church that the relationship about to be
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
North
port.
Hoyt Hilton, and family, who are at the Hil- at sea and her second husband, Charles H. shore,
entered upon may work with the one end of
versity of Maine with the closing session last
ton farm in Tewksbury, Mass.
establishing the Kingdom of God ic the City of i The memorial services of the
Miss Madeline Wetherbee of Boston arrived week, and Ansel Alva Packard of this
Before he Reed of Bath, died several years ago. She is
city reSouth MontBelfast.
leaves Mr. Sibley will settle in full with the survived by one daughter, Mrs. Ada Russell, last Thursday to spend the summer with her i ceived the degree of Bachelor of Science in
rilie Grange were held Sunday, June 25th,with
I plan to commence my ministry the first
W’entworth of electrical
as collector of the 1915
engineering.
Sunday in July, 1916.
taxes, the first with whom she made her home; by one son, grandmother, Mrs. Bethany
m appropriate program.
Hon. F. F. Phillips city
time such a settlement has been made for Melvin Clarence Richards of
Wishing you Grace, Mercy and Peace.
Lynn, Mass.; Knox.
;ave the address. After the cervices the
Quite a nnmber of Troy citizens attended
Very faithfully yours,
if
ever.
Mr. Sibley hats collected abou-t who was called here by her critical illness;
Mrs. H. P. Adams, who arrived in Boston the graduating exercises at the Maine Central
Grangers marched to the cemetery and laid years,
Walter Thomas Hawthorne.
of the poll taxes of 1916,aEd at times and
by three sisters and one brother, Mrs.
recently from California, came to Belfast last Institute, Pittsfield. The Troy graduates were
ucat.
| two-thirds
giavM
Children’s day was observed at the Baptist
has been at his desk from 5 a. m. to 10
Harriet French of Waldo, Mrs. Samuel Clifford
p. m.
Saturday and is occupying her rooms, corner Miss Golda Sidelinger, Miss Edith Mitchell,
Church last Sunday with a two-part program
Morning Light Grange, Monroe, held its
of Brewer and Mrs. Charlotte Quinlan of Rox- of Pearl and Court streets.
F. D. Jones, who returned last
Miss Florence Hillman, John Rogers, RayTuesday
regular meeting Saturday evening, June 24th,
conducted by the Superintendent. Charles E.
| morning from attending the Edison Dealers bury, Mass., and Forrest Wentworth of Waldo.
Rev. and Mrs. Horace B. Sellers and little mond Wright and Elmer Estes,
Rhoades,instead of the usual preaching service md conferred the second and third degrees on
at
Saturwas
held
her
home
The
funeral
late
Convention in New 1’ork reports
lwo candidates, also
and the regular Sunday school.
i'he music
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. McLelian and daughdaughter Mildred will leave next Monday to
accepting the applications Phonograph
i a very enthusiastic meeting. About 800 deal- day at 2 p. m., Rev. Horace B. Sellers of the spend a month in Brooklyn, N. Y.. and Long ter Janet of
1 sf
three others. A short program was
was furnished by the church choir and organLexington, Mass., arrived Saturpre- I
church
Methodist
officiating. The interment
era from Maine to Oregon were in session
and
ist and Miss Ethel Dexter, violinist, assisted sented, including readings by Mrs. Woodman,
Branch, N, J.
day and after a short visit with Mr. and Mrs.
was i.a Grove cemetery.
were very much interested and
1
their
gave
close
by a large chorus of young men and women, Mrs. Ellingwood and Mrs. Cooper; and the
Miss Wilda Vcse arrived by Tuesday morn- Clarence O. Poor will occupy the t'henery cotattention to the two days
meeting. Last year
with solos by Miss Katherine E. Brier and Alquestion, Are farmers more inclined to run in
Daniel Faunce Woodcock of Belfast died ing’s boat from Norwood, Mass., and will tage at Murphy's Point for the season. Mr.
the Edison Phonograph Convention was held
ruts than men in other lines of business?whieh
bert L. Cuzaer. Part one, by the junior memJune 23d in Ashville, North Carolina, and the spend the summer vacation with her parents, McLelian will make occasional visits to Boston
at the Edison Factory, but
pas decided in the negative.
owing to the large remains arrived at his home on Church Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Vose, Northport avenue.
to attend to his law practice.
The Memorial
bers of the Sunday school, included a recitaincrease
in
the
number of dealers it was held
street
tion, ‘Welcome Children’s Day,”.by Karl Coi- service, which lias been deferred on account j
Monday noon, accompanied by his
Mr. and Mrs, Charles N. Alien of Portland,
Elizabeth
Frank
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Kelly,
this year in the Me Alpine Hotel, the
largest in j wife and his untie, Mr. Frank R. Woodcock, 1
cord; singing, “Welcome Sunbeams” by Berta if had weather, will be held at the regular
Gordon and son Charles, returned last Satur- Mrs. Martha Allen of Boston, and Mr. and
New York City.
8th.
a
and
floral
j
York
Fowles
Grace Roberts;
meeting July
exercise by
Saturday morning, day to their home in Bradford, Mass., after a Mrs. Judson Goodspeed of China arrived Sat| who went to New
Pooar Mills.
Vesta Higgins visited her I The deceased was born in Belfast, April
the little girls of Mise Edna Hopkins class,
South Montville Grsnge held memorial ser30, visit with Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs.
urday in the Allen’s car to visit Mrs. Martha
Mrs.
each dressed as flowers and wearing anu carWoods, in theeitv recently. -188£r the only child of Hartwell L. and Alice
rices Sunday afternoon, June .25th, at the grandmother,
Alien’s sister, Mrs. M. A. Small, at the Belfast
H. Strout and little
Daniel
Mrs.
and
Mr.
He attended the
rying garlands; recitation by John Fletcher, grange hall in commemoration of its deceased -Mis. Efiie Gordon and daughter of Linerty i Faunce Woodcock.
city granddaughter, Mildred L. I. Demmons, have Home for Aged Women. They were guests ar
U.w.lc O.irl i-jK
a:i,nf
thu t>
exercise,‘‘The Guiding t'tars,” by the Willing members. The obsew ance was postponed from are visiting her sister, Mrs. George Daggett,
returned from a visit with relatives in West- the Windsor. Mr. Allen delighted the inmates
N. B. Strong of Boston arrived
Workers Class, carrying white banners with
June 13th on account of inclement weather. j
of the Home with an auto ride.
Monday to ; Cambridge, Mass., and after graduating was
after attending the G. A. R. meetings in j
visit Henry
the stars they represented in gold letters and
Wentworth_Horace Went- employed in the wholesale shoe .store of Winch brook,
Pfce program was as follows: Song by
quartet,
Sherman Hall of Camden won the prize
in Portland.
gold
who
was operated on for
worth,
surmounted by a small gold star; recitation by
about
for
two
•The Life that is to Be;” Scripture
appendicitis
Brothers, Boston,
years. While
reading by is able
watch in the Montgomery speaking contest at
Mrs. Thos. H. Anderson and Mr.
and
Cob
be
to
out
was
taken
Arline Curtis; singing by a class of small boys
again-Edward
he
ill
Evans and thus employed
with appendiC. M. Howes; prayer by Rev. E. A. Dinslow;
the
commencement
exercises of the Last
and Mrs. Walter Vose of Portland are in Belof Waldc called on Mr. and Mrs. &!.
of the “Try Brigade,” carrying the’r purple
music, “Beyond the Smiling and the Weep- family
O, citis, and later had a severe case of typhoid
I Wilson Sunday... .Joseph Jackeon started last fever which undermined his health. In March, fast on their wajr home from an auto trip to Maine Conference Seminary, Bucksport. The
banner with its gold letters; singing exercise
ing/’ rendered on the graphophone; recita\ donor of the prize is Hon, C, O. Montgomery
by both classes of the Primary department; tion by Mrs. O, Newhail; roll of honor read by week for California. Irvin Wood will tarry 1908, he came to Belfast and for a few weeks | Eastport. They will leave today, accompanied
It is an annual event and the contest is
Mrs. F. G. Spinney.
on the farm while he is away-The
open
recitation by Martha Allen; singing exercises
proceeds was employed in the City National bank, but ill by
Mrs, Sewall Colby, the secretary: address by
to all students of the school.
Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest went to Boston Tues- j
by Mrs. Perley Barry's class; class exercise on L. t\ Phillips; music by quartet, “Will the from the sale and entertainment given bj* the health, with symptoms of tuberculosis, comMrs. Amos Jefferson Kin* of San Juaa
decorating the cross with emblems under th^ Angels Come?”; recitation by Mrs. John Sulce- Club, were $26 45.
pelled him to give up his position, and since day to meet her sister, Mrs. Charles Dean
effort had been made to scay the Cool, son Robert and daughter Elizabeth, of j Porto Kico, formerly Miss <Cora S. Morison of
direction of their leader, by Mrs. Warren A.
f >rtb; music on graphophone, “Lead
Kindly ; A slight shower just before the time for the then every
will sail from San Juan on
dread disease. He
The concert numbers were j Light/’and “Shall we Meet
Nichols’ class.
July 4th
%pent two Madison, Vvis., who will arrive today, Thurs- Belfast,
Beyond the R.v- band concert last Thursday evening somewhat progress of this
for New York and will come to Belfast for the
under the direction of Mrs. Benjamin L, Rober?” Q W. Ripley was marshal at the ceme- lessened the attendance, but a :fine
years in Colorado and Arizona, one summer in day, to spend tbe summer. Prof. Cool will
program
summer.
Mrs. Harding, her sister-in-law.
with his father in
ertson and showed much thought and attentery. The floral tributes were beautiful and was rendered and the voeal selection as usual, Wyoming, a winter
Nassau,
and Miss Harriet A. Dunn, the latter u classtried the inland air at Bingham and
tion to details. The recitations were good and the attendance
Miss 'Marian Hazeltine, who left the latter
was
■£. s. A.
large.
enthusiastically* received. There was N. P.f.had
mate at Welleeiey, ’10, will
Part second
and last winter went to Ashthe exercises full cf meaning.
accompany her,
better order than at the previous concert and Quantabacook,
j
part of last week to attend the commencethe former to visit relatives in the
SENATOR BURLEIGH’S WILL.
consisted of a beautiful allegory arranged by
ment of her alma mater, Smith College, was
West, and
it is hoped there will be no further disturb- ville, & noted health resort. Not long after
there
his
the
his
arrival
letter
to spend the summer in
attendingphyaician recom- taken ill with the
Rev. J. WiLbor Richardson, the pastor, who
Boston,
grip and was for several
The will of the late Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh, ances to mar tne enj'oytsent of these concerto. mended his taking to his bed, aud a week or
hex mother and brother.
also coached the well->chosen cast.
The sub- former
days is the college hospital, but :s now with joining
governor, former congressman and The third concert will be given this, Thursday, two before his death news came that he had
suffered a hemorrhage which led the anxious
ject was “The Crowning of the Bible School former junior United States senator from evening with the following program:
relatives in Springfield. Mass.
Congressman John A. Peters has named
friends in his home city to fear the worst, and
Angel” and the stage was arranged with a Maine, was .died for probate in Augusta, June March. Shoulder to Shoulder,
Arthur the news of his death was not
Col. F. E, Boothby of Waterville and Col.
Frederic Smith Bartlett of Caatine f.r
26th. Tne estimated amount of the estate, as
unexpected,
apon
oak
the
throne
and
carved
as
chair
Overture,
large
L'Puritani,
Bellini but was received with
presented with the will, was $.756,000, of which Waltz, Wedding
deep regret. June 29! Charles P, Allen of Presque Isle met at the pointment to the United States naval academy
of the Winds.
Hall
each side a semicircle of white seats and the $567,tOO, is real and $108,000 personal.
he .married Miss Ella Pearl Flavell oS
1908,
last
House
at Annapoks, for entrance
and
reminiscences
Bangor
Sunday
March, Imperial Potentate,
next '/.ear, succeedWoods
Cambridge, Mass., who was his constant com- j were sa order It was recalled
gold crown and sceptre for the worthy occa- ; The will is dated Oct. 5,1915,and the witness* Selection froec the Comic Opera Erminie,
that 27 years
ing Edmund Brody of Ellsworth, who will be
es were Charles
F. Flynt, Gilbert R. Chadpanion is this long struggle to regain his ■’
pant of the throne on a cushioned table. Jus* bourne and
Jakcbowski
health and untiring >:n ministering to him in
graduated. Bartlett was graduated this
Ralph G. Webber.
ago they served together as members of the
year
Popular, Wedding of the Sunshine and the his last illness.
tice( Miss Anita Trask in a dainty white gown
The will leaves to h s daughter, Mrs. CaroHe w«s a member of Timothy
3taff of Gov, Burleigh, whose recent death led from the Castine High school as valedictorian
Rose#
Gamble Chase Lodge, F. & A. M., and members
wearing a silver helmet and shield) opened line F. Martin, all his household furniture, ail- \
of
the
of his class. He is a sou of
{Vocal Chorus)
to interesting recollections of events when he
Boyd Bartlett, an
k>cal Masonic lodge in Ashville, extended
the exercise, very gracefully explaining the ; verware and jev/elry, and to his son, Lewis A.
Marcs, Detroit Free Press,
Chambers
Ellsworth boy, who was a classmate of
Burleigh, the tot at the corner of Western
every courtesy possible during his illness j was governor.
ConAmerica.
central thought of the allegory, the worthiFinal,
avenue And State street ic Augusta.
France was a kind hearted and
there.
gressman Feteis in the Ellsworth
Mr. Charles R. Marshall, son of Mr. and
High school
the Angel who should occupy the
ness of
The rest of the estate is left to his son, Lewis
The Chapel ai Grove Cemeteity. Work thoughtful boy and man and a general favorand in Bowdoin College.
iti He was devoted to his mother in her long j Mrs. Wm. R. Marshall of Winchester, Mass.,
Burleigh, in trust, with fuil power and au- was begun last Tuesday on the
throne.
Placing the sword in the Guard’s
chapel at Grove illness,and was very fond of Miss Julia
thority to sell, mortgage, pledge, lease, txThe following is from the Boston
Condon, graduated from Yale University on June 21at,
hands, she bade him carry out her injunction. ihange, permit, invest,
Post.
re-mvestand otherwise Cemetery, which will be built according to the who was at the home when he was born and
receiving his degree in Mechanical EngineerMiss Pendleton is a native of
Dr. Ernest S. Webber as Guard wore hie full
manage and control in his discretion, he to pay plan on exhibition seme months ago at the who had always held a motherly care over
Northport:
from the Shtffield Scientific School.
Mr
ing
him.
All
who
knew
him
are
A Somerville girl. Miss Martha M
dress uniform as a Knight Templar, and with
.W..UL.1.J
saddened at this I
LU,ca«.£i
undertaking rooms of Charles R. Coombs, Mr.
Pemi eive
Lewis A. Burleigh, Mrs. Caroline
early ending of a life so full nf promise. He Marshall was a member of the Berzelius Soci- tcn, is to have charge of the last group of
Pnn.nhc ia
*•.*_...
J
spirit and dignity welcomed the claimants to E. children,
was deeply interested in all the affairs of his I
Martin, Mrs. Lucy A. Boyd. Mrs. Vallie B.
nurses who sailed recently with t! e
the
and
the
Senior
Colony
Club,
Prom.
third
ety,
Ha
the throne while refusing their right to occupy
vard Surgical Unit for service with the
Williamson, Mtb. Ethelyn N. Stubbs, all of Au- for years has been advocating the erection of home city aud would have taken an active
allies
Committee. Mr. and Mrs. Marshall, accom- in France.
it. His difficult lines were well committed.
Miss Pendleton studied
gusta, one-eighteenth to a daughter in aw, this much-needed building. His fellow trus-1 part in them had health permitted and his life I
nursing at
VIrs. Sarah Q Burleigh of Augusta and onebeen spared.
His father, Hartwell L. Wood- panied by Aliss Grace Mandrill of Gloversthe Parser Hill Baptist Huspttai.
Tne first claimant was Order (Miss Lillian
tees. Messrs. Charles F. Swift and Ralph H.
ShorMy becock, the well known artist, was on his way to i ville, N. Y., motored to New Haven in their fore sailing. Dr. Hugh Cabot, who is in
iighteenth to two grandsons, Edwin Clarence
Dexter) bearing a gavel; the second, Literaare
mueh
interested
in
Howes,
the
undertak- New York by steamer from Nassau, N. P., in- car and remained through Commencement al charge of the entire unit, told me generBurleigh and Donald Quimby Burleign of Authat hr
ture
had picked Miss Pendletun us the nurse
(Miss Doris Clifford) accompinied by gusta.
ing and the building will be rushed to comple- tending to go to Ashville to see his son, but on W eek.
bee*
arrival Sunday afternoon was met at the landLewis A. Burleigh, a son, was named execuquipped of his acquaintance, to assume comtion as rapidly as possible. It will be 20 by 30
little Miss Clara Hammons and Master Marion
his
brother
Frank and notified of the I
or and trustee of the will without bonds.
mand uf the Sb women assigned to
ing by
the
exue
Rhoades bearing volumes of standard works;
State of Trade.
feet,with a cement foundation, and J.G. Aborn death. He was unable to get hio baggage and
ditiun.
is now making the moulds and will superin- pictures through the customhouse until MonMusic (Miss Edna Curtis) bearing a golden
The Winterport Town Farm.
when
he
for
left
Cross currents.
Belfast, arriving on.the
Nearly 600 graduates were present at the
tend the construction. The building will stand day,
Irregular tendencies maniharp and sweetly singing Rock of Ages;
noon train Tuesday.
The funeral services fest. Weather retards retail trade. Retween- Commencement dinner at
The following summary of conditions found on the lot reserved
Bowdoiu June 22nd
Love, (Miss Ruth Curtis) accompanied by
by the trustees some time were held at the home, 15 Church
it a recent inspection of the Winterport town
street,at 2.30 seasons demands of good volume. War clouds and
during the dinner the class of 1861 was an
in the new part of the cemetery, about 50 p. m. yesterday. Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of the
little Eleanor Stephenson and Eugene Hamstimulate
arm
has been communicated by the Slate ago
buying of supplies, equipment, nounced
as the winner of the
church officiating.
The bearers
David W. Snow
horses, mules and provisions, taking up slack
monsfcin street costumes of paper which she *oard of Charities and Corrections to the over- feet from Belmont avenue, and will be an or- Unitarian
were Messrs. Maurice W. Lord, J. E. Thombs,
n seme lines.
Wool strong. Lumber weak, cup for the best attendance of
removed during her plea, revealing their 1 leer of the poor and superintendent.
nament to the grounds.
living graduGardner and Carleton Doak. InterLeslie
B.
Securities
hesitate.
active
as
Industry
ever.
General conditions: Cleanliness and repair,
ates at Commencement.
In spite of the fact
dainty white and spotless apparel; Prayer
ment was in Grove cemetery.
Metals easier. Cotton and
Steel quieter.
jood; furniture, sufficient; beds and bedding,
A Recruiting Officer in Belfast. Harold
that ’61 has been 55 years out of
?rain higher. Clearings large. Railway earricollege aP
(Miss Emma Slipp) the last of the claimants dean and comfortable; sanitation, good; care L.
Pepper of Watervville for eight years Capt. THE VACANCY IN THE U. S. SENATE. ngs excellent. Crop reports rather better. but three of her surviving members were
>f food supplies, good.
to the throne, who were all welcomed to the
j
of Co. H. of the Second Regiment, now retired
Bradsireet’s, June 24th.
back.
Since
the
last
four
Those
Improvements:
were:
inspection
present
Lucilius
A. Emschool and seated near, but not on, the throne,
ooms have been painted and papered.
and a practicing attorney in Waterviile, arrived
Congressman Guernsey and ex-Gov. Bert M.
ery, Ellsworth, Edward Simontoa,
while the little ones accompanying Literature
Washington,
The Shoe Situation.
The house is in charge of an apparently inFernald have announced their candidacies for
under orders of Adjt. Gen.
Monday
D. C., Edward Stanwood,
morning
erested and competent superintendent and
the Republican nomination for the unexpired
Brookline, Mass.
and Love were seated* on the front of the
to open a reSVendall A. Anderson. LaCrosB,
term of the late U. S. Senator Burleigh. Mr.
experienced in the work and with pro- George McL. Presson of Augusta,
Footwear factories have sufficient business
W'is,, Benjaplatform while awaiting the arrival of the 1 natron,
>er ideas of how a place of this kind should be
station in Belfast. Capt. Pepper has Guernsey is the nominee for Congress from
cruiting
min
>n
S. Grant, Newton. Mass., G. B.
hand to insure active operations well
worthy one to occupy the throne, “The Angel \ onducted.
Kehniston,
received the courtesies of the city through the 4th district, and another nomination will
ihead, while traveling salesmen report new Boothbay Harbor, James B.
)
of God’s Word” (Miss Ethola W.Frost) accomCochrane,
have to be made, and the name of Col. Park- <
lemapds as excellent. Good-sized orders for Mbion H.
Mayor William K. Keene and has been given hurst is already
Johnson,
F.
L.
mentioned.
Boston,
little
and
Katherine
Aroostook
and
winter
Com.
fall
lines
are
received
Martha
Potatoes.
prominently
panied by
.Frost
and, though
Dingley,
the use of the city clerk's office in Memorial Peary is also a candidate for the
Lewiston. Judge Kenniston and Frank
he weather has restricted retail sales, many
Senate, with
Allen bearing^the Bible.
Following the plea
DingMr. Hersey making four in the field. Attorsoon after his arrival
contracts are coming forward
building.
Capt.
Pepper
;upplementary
were schoolmates of the
The
market
is
now
closed
ey
potato
for
the
hef
own
fjr God’8 word, and not
editor of The
worthiness,
'or seasonable goods.
Shoe manufactuers are
interviewed prominent citizens and others in- ney General Pattangall has decided that it
The last stock came in Saturday and
ear.
iournal
at
the
old
Lewiston
be
Falls
will
the Guard gracefully led her to the throne,
necessary for Gov. Curtis to issue a
Academy in
>uying leather rather more freely, but in comdonday, bringing about $3.—Fort Fairfield terested in his work and expressed himself as proclamation
calling for an election to fill the larison with previous activity the situation is Vuburn. Edward Simonton is a native of:
and her attendants took their places with the
teview, June 21st.
I
highly pleased with our city and its people* vacancy in the U. S. Senate.
juiet.—Dun s Review, June 24th.
iearsport.

bouquets
cups,
pulpit
Curtin, Ropes. Stolen bases,
Base on balls, by Haley 2, The sermon by the pastor. Rev. Arthur E.
:!ice hits, A. McDonald, NepWilson, was on Faithfulness, and addressed
D uble plays, A. McDonald to
to the little ones, although helpRobinson to Foote. Hit by particularly
Wild pitch. ful and encouraging to all. There was special
\k Donald, Haley.
.» I, Tevelyn.
Umpire Brown. music by the choir, with a solo by Arthur N

i

help them but little, and would not, as
currently supposed, open the way to Paris? j
An English paper, the London Spectator, gives

this explanation: As to the Germans, it says
their object is to prevent a general allied ofspecial guests, occupying seats in front, j
The decorations were held daisies and butter- fensive, and they hope by pressing the French
hard at Verdun to nring the British forces to
on the
in
and st;.nds.

.1 0 3 2 0 1 0 2 x—9
.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—1

l
\

another, why are the Germans so persist?nt in their attacks upon Verdun when its capure, aside from the moral effect of a victory,
vouid

conditions.

lowing program was given: Flag song, 16
children; invocation, chaplain; recitation,
Eleanor Shaw; piano solo, Helen Ellis; The
There will be a dance this, Thursday, even- Name Old
Glory, Lulie Nichols; aalute to
with music by
hall,
at
Seaside
Grange
| ing
Flag, Mildred Demmons; reading, “Song for
dance
there
another
and
McKeen’s orchestra,
the Flag,” Nettie Merrithew; vocal solo,
with the same
Monday evening, July 3d,
“Blame Yourself,” Lizzie Waterman; address,
music.
“What Does the Flag Mean co Me?” Mary
Mrs. McLane’s servants arrived last Tues- Russ; reading, “The Flag of our Country,
day morning to get her cottage on Northport what it stands for and what it means to the
avenue ready for occupancy, and she is exworld,” L. C, Putnam; pledge to flag, 16 chilpected to arrive from Washington in a day or dren; reading, the President’s proclamation on
here.
two to spend the season
the observance of June 14th as Flag Day,
The handsome new club house of the newly Mrs. Abbie
Putnam; song, Max and Doris Colorganized country club at Northport will be lins; reading, Our Flag, Dora Bridges; singing,
a
with
dinner
4th
for
formally opened July
Star Spangled Banner, Lizzie Waterman; singmembers and reservations for tables are now
ing, America, chorus and audience. Miss
being received by the secretary.
Helen Ellis played the piano for the musical
of
the
Grammar
A number of the pupils
selections. There will be no meeting ot the
Z.
D. Harts- Circle next Tuesday on account of its
schools, accompanied by Principal
being
horn, went to Temple Heights last Monday on July 4th, and the next meeting will be held
one ot the big cars of the Maine TransportaJuly 11th, when there will be a ten-cent lunch,
tion Co, They took a picnic lunch and had a to which all the sisters and comrades are inmost enjoyable outing.
vited.

ind

were

131
|
j

An unexpected rush of late advertising has
crowded out county correspondence and other
issue.
local matter prepared for this
Howard Cheney, drug clerk at A. A. Howes
& Co.’s., left yesterday morning in his car for
Portland,to remain there over the 4th.

flowing

NUMBER 26

He will be in the city clerks office during *
business hours daily and every evening at the I
Windsor Hotel, and would be pleased to meet
those who would care to enroll or to talk over

News of Belfast.
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O'Connor 2, Daley.
Three
nor.
Stolen base, O’Connor.
y McLellan 5, by Savage.Struck
than 12, by Savage 17.
Hit by
Adams, Sheehan. Wild pitch,
i'assed ball, Peckham.
Umpire,
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5; Rockland, 4.

ast,
from
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Rockland

ting 12-inning

in

sensational
on

game

the Con-1

grounds last Tuesday afternoon.
ii '.’V

with

a

lead of

two

the hfth and made it

n

runs,
two to

sixth, but Belfast tied it up
seventh.

e
s

[

In

the

12th

inning

by two wild throws, Belthe game, 5 to £.
Lack of space
a run

K-ving

the

score

in detail.

went

to Rockland yesterday the local team; and will go today
«'■■■-Next Saturday they will play
k a id
team
on
the Congress street
i Monday the Showhegan’s will play
is: team

\
l

[

Ufa the

>

and it

;

is

Belfast

hoped

team will go to

to arrange

an excur-

Ay. W;eather permitting it is pro:iave about four
games a week during

\
e

eaeor.
ast.

I

I

A

Sunday school concert
Sunday evening
Miss F. S. Walkley. The

the church last
section of

nsihted of musical numbers and

!

Hie

\

children,

the execution of

-‘Hi enjoyed by the large audi^rline W alton, a teacher in New
a: rived last week
to spend the
er father, W. H. Walton_
er and daugher, Miss Carrie
Hill, Mass., arrived Sunday

I

[
l

“iid the summer at the Brier
dir. and Mrs. Guy Mayhew ar.d 1
erbert Mayhew of Worcester,
r week, called by the illness
;
(heir mother, Mrs. George F.
George U. Hatch of Boston,
:.*w days with his
parents, Mr. I
Hatch, returned to
Hatch has been appointed genMaker of the Ensign Manufactur- i
-ton, with agencies in all the j
east of Chicago_Rev.
Harry
rd spent a few days last week
Mrs.
ther,
A.
S.
Daniels_The
S
sermon ir. the North
|
anday will be “Power and Spir[
the monthly social meet- i
veiling
icp
‘‘*‘1 in the vestry_A
I
concept tf
merit
will
be held in the church
"ari;
1'he chief attractions will be the
l,“iyitig of Mrs. F. T. Persons and the
1F,K of Miss Clarke, who will also act
Hnist.
[
Mrs. Persons is the wife of
Persona, who preached several
!
Congregational church in Belfast.
k
'luute
the Yale Music School,
under Prof. Isedore Troostwyk,
1
A n
violinist. Since coming to Baneen much in demand for her mu8,
sbecially pleasing for the feeling
.''‘rijugn it. Some one said of her re>m,
f’ersons plays with her soul as
*t.
:'^ers-” They will he assisted by
•V: v,'.'
1,1
Dickey, who needs no words
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“The

Life Which

Is.”

Now

which we can exercise can stay them

er

in their course.
3. Yet advancing a
I Tim. 4. 8.

thought

our

how

News

step farther in

comforting

of the

■—

Granges.

)

Your Interests Are
Linked With Ours

Waldo County Pomona.

and assur-

Waldo County Pomona Grange met
is the fact that this life with all its
Life is a word of wonderful signifi- ing
with Sheepscot Lake Grange, June 6th.
manifold and varied changes is under the
cance, the most momentous and expresThere was a good attendance considerand the direction of the Etersive word to be found in the English lan- guidance
ing the weather and traveling. The day
!
In
the
life
we are not
nal.
which
now
is
search the
If

dictionary
you
guage.
from the beginning to the end you will
find no word which is fraught with equalThere is

ly vast import.

fact which

no

human
the range of
to the
which
is
of
potency
equal
thought
great fact of life. Destroy life and you
reduce the universe to chaos and annihiwithin

comes

God.

late the existence of

Take life
and he be-

left entirely to ourselves, neither are
governed by the iron hand of fate.

overcast and the roads

waB

we

muddy,

pecially in the eastern side of the county.
The meeting was presided over by
Divinity
shapes
Worthy Master Woods and the pro tern
ends,
officers were H. M. Lenfest, Overseer;
Rough hew them how we will.”
The Providence of God is over us. All Milbury F. Hunt and wife, Assistant
things are working, and “working to- Stewards; F. E. Spratt, Secretary; 0.
gether for good to them that love God, B. Keene, Gate Keeper. After the
even
to them that are called according opening exercises a class of nine was
to His purpose.” The frosts, and winds instructed in the fifth
degree. The noon
“There

is

that

a

our

a

life which is to

concerning nating August
the
is, trials and afflic- furnish speakers for a field meeting. It
tions; losses and crosses; disappoint- was voted to hold the field meeting on
ments and bereavements, may all be nec- that date, and it will probably be held in
essary to the attainment of the highest the same place as formerly. The Worthy
purposes of human welfare. If we could Master appointed Milbury F, Hunt,
read modern events with the same clear- Helen Cobb and C. B. Ring a committee

In the words which

come.

The now rather than the future
of our personality and experiences.
The life which now is is physical, menence.

ness

tal and spiritual, and each department
of it is worthy of profound attention and
The physical life ought
earnest care.
The body even in its
not to be

neglected.

relation to the soul life is no inconsiderOther things being equal a
able factor.
mar or woman endowed with a healthy
constitution will
and

vigorous physical
a higher type of

usefulness and

reach

.lie man

.-

wm

with which

to make all arrangements for the meet-

read the story of Jo-

we

in

Ul

passed about with physical infirmities.
The intellectual form of life ought to be
carefully cultivated and the best possible
of the power to think with
use made
which we have been so bountifully endowed. The spiritual nature or the lire
of the soul is, however, that part of our
of
■complex personality which is deserving
the most profound attenlion and interest,
for the soul is of far greater value than

1IV1

UIUI

IE

ought to
endeavor to proportionately develop each the illimitable future.
While we are
so that
department of our personality,
passing through the present life we are
unto i
as nearly as possible we may attain
touching keys which touch strings which
the ideal of perfect manhood. The life will vibrate
through all the ages which
which now is is full of deep significance. lie before us.
Every life is permeated
From whatever point of view we contem- with an energy which the things of time
to it which
plate it there is a meaning
can never expend.
Every day is a school
From a
we cannot easily exagerate.
day;
every act an appreciative iactor in
I
con3tudy of the facts by which we are
the great drama of the interminable fufronted; the laws by which we are gov- ! ture. According as we use or abuse our
are
erned; the capacities with which we
present life we shall make or mar our |
the body. As nearly

can

as we

we

which

endowed, and the relations

It is not all there is of us nor all there is
It is the bud but not the flower
us.
of our personality. The commencement.
but not the conclusion of life’s eventful

for

which

aspirations

The

life

awakens, the forces which it sets in mo- j
tion, the anticipations which it begets !
and the fears which it incites compel us
the conclusion that the life which now
is, is designed to be but the beginning of

to

an existence

which stretches out into

an

illimitable future. There is a very strong
presumption that after the death of the i
in- ;
truly
body
tensely living than we are to day. Heath
an introduction to a higher life and I
is
shall be

we

time but

portion

small

a

or

more

of

more

vast eter-

a

;

mtj.
In

2.

mil U1 eunuiaiu

wnicn now IS is

In our
our

in

personality,

own

The

place

second

the

characters, in

uiaugea. |

bodies, in

our

mentalities

our

life;

we

all

* he

j

backward

forward

the

advancing

or

time3 change.
the new, the

character.

The old

present to
Things around us change.
the

rouble

the

Versons

thoughts
objects with the
with the

ed on them

same

W

degree

of interest,

1

j

j

J

lower

as

the

j

and

efficient

one-

ever

copy of these resol'A-

records, copy
spread upon
lent to the bereaved family, and a c<>5»y
lent to the local papers for publication,
ions be

case

our

Committee

a

on

resolutions.

[
j

j

|

is

external conditions of men and nations.
The pyramids abide, but the men who
constructed them, who are they, and
what has become of them? Nor have we
ilar

exemption from sim-

expect
changeB as we look

reason

ture.

to

an

out upon the fuWe must meet them. There is nc

escape from them.

No sagacity

or

pow-

Timothy

|

Lodges,F. & A.
Chapter, O, E, S.;. were specthe Baptiot church St. John's
Chase

I., and
al guests at
iunday, Juno ISth, when

j

in rsgalia.
jardinerss of

•resent

were

The following transfers of real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds

were

for the week

The music

was

ending June 21, 1916:
Ellis, Belfast, to Jerry A. Smell, do;
i :j the regular church choir Misses Katherine land and
buildings in Belfast.
I 3. Brier and Bertha Z. Hayes, Messrs. George
Enarna A. Drake, Belfast, to Dennison E.
I
1 3, White and Earl L. Talbot, with Florence M Carpenter,
do; !erd in Belfast.
* lhaples, organist. The solo,'‘Faith, Hope and
Charles A. Mc:£enney, Winterport, tc Fred
:
Miss
well
received.
Mem1
Boer,was
by
H. Cunningham, Monroe; land in Monroe
ers of the Orders present speak in the highest
Augustine M. Ross, Lincolnville, to Margaserrson
the
Rev.
J_ ret J. Ross,
arms of the
by
pastor,
do; and and buildings in Lincolnis
a
member of the ville.
Vilbor Richardson, who

j arge

1

large number
The decorations
a

brakes.

Hiram

rderand loyal to its principles. After a= deSadie M. Dyer, Dexter, to
Grace; B. Shepof Solomon's temple, and the wonder- herd,
do; land and bu-ildings in Montville.
t ally beautiful fores of worship connected with
E.
Harry
f
Kinney, Burnham, to the Inhabii
Mr, Richardson told how the great world- tants of Burnham; land in
Burnham.
wide body of Free-Masons are related to that
George I. Lester, Burnh&ro, to Hattie E. and
3hen Arthur
8 ncient history and its work and rites.
I). Young, do; land and buildings in
s peaking: of the moral and spiri’Kial teachings
i Burnham.
said
in
he
c f the Order
part:
Hannah J. Bowden, Troy, to Luville W, and
The temple of Fresrsasonry ss-rres to draw
Margaret J. Hollis* do; laad and buildings in
!
This may sound
:ue maahood nearer to God.
Troy.
j ke strange doctrine to some, who have been
Aldcn B. Rice, Newport, to Alice M. Seeley
t lught tc lsok upon the fraternity as a Godless
Brewer; land in Stockton Springs.
But the principles of the order
j istitution.
Mary A. Weed, Montville, to Vinal Weed,
But what kirtd of truth?
t enter in truth.
do; land and buildings in Montville.
* reemaeenry has never assumed the role- of a
Lucy A. Jackson, Belfast, to Joseph. W.
rophet, and claimed to present to men a newer
takes the principles of truth,
r avelation,
I Jaekso®, do; land and buildiings in Belfast
and
in
its
and
the
which Jeous
prophets taught,
Henry S. Young, Lincolnville, to Jeremiah
wn way seeks to apply them to the needs of its
{ raftsmen*
Freemasonry does teach fidelity to Young, do; land in'Lincolnville.
Ida M. Woods. Unity, to John Woods, do;
eligious duties. Borne delinquent brother may
ail in his duties, but not because Freemasonry
land aad buildings in Unity.
He
in
its
who
is
^ as been unfaithful
teaching.
Albert J. Clark* Bangor, to Clarence Brown,
f alse to his oath of allegiance to the governient is not a sample of that noble citiWinterport; land and buildings in Winterport.
So
the
is
the
which
America,
g]o7y
enship
William B. Pendleton, bslesboro, to Town of
! n worthy .man who wears a Masonic budge is
land in Islesloro.
ot to be taken as a speeiman of Freemasonry. Isle&bero;
Fred A. Blackington, Rockland, to Albert P.
J >ut in the diamond field of Gclconda no one
i t hiuks of picking up a. atone and saying, “Look Pierce, Belfast; land and buildings in Northt its brownness, look at its angularities; if
He waits until port.
bis be a diamond, I re;ect it.”
Mary C. Wadsworth, et als., Belfast, to Wilt He stone nas Deen poissneu ur.u anapea, aim
* hen exclaims, “Beautiful! Let us seek an- liam. A. Banks, do; land and buil dingo in Belther diamond. “Wait, friends- allow Lae tools
fast.
, f the cralt to shape some of: these diamonds
Ekaa E. Voae, Freedom, to Edward J. Vose,
I 11 the rough before you pass judgment. The
pen palm, the sympathetic heart, the loving do;’and and buildings in Freedom.
of
a
man’s
the
proofs
Masonry.
/ord, ere
The Bangor Investment Co., Bangor, to the
Ihese are the level and square, trying a man's
Northern Maine Seaport Railroad Co., do;
The ornaharactsr to see if it is worthy.
(

E cription

j

j

|

\

nental veneerings of a mw’S rtpatation are
ictwork of frost ie window pane; it is gone
vith the sun’s looking. So heart deeds, not

ani in Stockton

et

a.a,

Stockton Springs,

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

today signed
Progressive

dency
urging
Hughes,

signed
Progressive
maintains,
accomplished
object
presidency
keep
hghiing

fully

by

progressive

Lumbago

Mrs. G. H. Eveland, Duncan Mills*
“I
111., writes the following letter:
was stricken down with lumbago and
was unable to turn myself in bed. A.
neighbor brought me a half bottle of
Foley Kidney Pills, and said she had
been similarly afflicted and that they
So I tried them and
had helped her.
was completely relieved by the use of
I have had
two or three bottles.

splendid

with them and have
I most
them to fail.

success

known
heartily recommend Foley Kidney
Pills.”
Foley Kidney Pills tone up weak,
inactive, sluggish kidneys, rid tlie
body of poisons, give appetite, energy
and refreshing sleep after pain. Don't
neglect kidney trouble. Remove the
cause with Foley Kidney Pills,

never

SOLD EVERYWHER

j

Springs.

Adilard G. Staples,

Northern Maine Seaport R. R. Co.,
entimantal upericiality. will stand a searchi! j ng glance from the all-sesing eye. Freema.- land in Stockton Springs,
MAKING THE MOST OF JUNE.
a
not
of
is
a
gibberish
life,
empty
To enjoy the beautiful month of June, to the 1 onry
ihrase^ It is rot built of hay and stubble,
utmost, one must be in good health. Kidneys
leithe* of gold and silrer, but of immortal
failing to work properly cause aches and pains, uind. It is a temple of_Vively stones neatly
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS ANO BLADDER
oinec.together. Like tho pyramids, unmoved,
rheumatism,lumbago,soraness, stiffness. Foley
n silent majesty it looks down upon the passand
3ills
make
active
Kidney
kidneys
healthy ng centuries. So to thoae pyramids and test
COL. THEODORE ROOSEVELT
ind banish suffering ana misery. Why net feel
he stones by the square and plumb and level,
those
that
of
shall
-earn
monuments
tnd
ine and. fit? Be well! B-s strong! Sold everyDeclines* the Progressive Nomination and.
yon
he past endure becauee of Masonic honesty in
where.
Urges. Election of Hughes.
1 he work.
ScvFreema3onry abides, because of
he patient, w>nscientious work that has ceN.Y., June 21. When Col.
!
;
1 nented hearts. together in the enduring bonds
WILL SUFFCM
HUGHES AN
his letif sax honest brotherhood. Its foundation of Theodere Roosevelt
FAIRBANKS.
mbh,its pillars of wisdom.strength acid, beauty* ter to the
national lommittee
i te dome of eternal brotherhood, its 3£sixes that
dec liaing the nomination for the presiHalbert F: Gardner, Maine member 1 each the bright blue skies of immortality, repeal the skill of the supreme Architect,to whom
and
the s-lection of Justice
of the natibnal progressive
ie the,glory forever!; Masonry is practical in
in a message from New York
he at the saiae timo
the
is work. 1 will dare lift the veil for a minute.
the withdrawal of the progressive State
What do we see? ’Mot a goat—but there are re- death warrant of the
party
declared his purpose to support
rered clergymen of many contending sects
has
which, he
Mr. Gardner
Hughes and Fairbanks.
lilting caose together;, there are the capitalist
for which it was formed.
ind artisan familiarly eonversitg; there are the chief
says that while he regrets the fact that
To make the run for the
hose political opponents whe have differed
the
did not nominate Col.
hand in tiand, and from and to
up the party as a
Roosevelt, he feels that the issue of >ver tariff standing
word
“Brother.”
:he east we hear tho magic
force he says can have but or.e result, inAmericanism t3
met
the repubWithout asking any man to yield one iota of sure the re-elect jtn of
president Wilson
lican
I
and the statement of Mr. lis soul
conuictionB, it directly places before
and that this is not the time to lim a common platform, upon which he and ! and four years more of the spineless
which
have made American
continue the contest for the
iis neighbor may raeet, and for a while forget policies
a by word
abroad and a
their differences. The result of such teach- I
party.
of
to
seek
at
to
reduce
to
a
heme
Masons
and brought the nation
is
to
regret
ing
irspel
minimum that which brings discord in the to the edge of war while
unprepared to
AVON, Conn., June 21. In an open outside world. No one enters a lodge of Free I even defend
its border against bandit
letter tonight to the
of Masons as a capitalist, ctf day-laborer, or proraids.
as
Connecticut, resigning his
fessional man; each one, regardless of his ocSome minor reforms he admits might
!
State chairman of the
na- cupation and social standing, enters only as a
the party and
man.
We do not publish to the world our acts be secured
tional party,
W.
said:
the fight, but these results could
“As a political organization we have of love. But our secret giving and doing are making
the order deserves commenda- not warrant the party or its candidate
when
censured,
failed. As the greatest modern force for
tion. Freemasonry does its work silently, but
the
of
in American
life it is the work of a deep river that
silently President Wilson to the White House
we have succeeded.
pushes on towards the ocean; and m that with the consequent grave risks to the
“The
have nominated bb silenee transforming the lowlands into carnational life of the United States.
their candidate for the
upon a pets of green tessellated with daisy and clover;
For ihe
in silence,
the machinery of a thouparty and the
a man whose stateof
hum
lathe and course it has followed since its birth
ments
the
for which I sand factories, until the
the psalms of indusfour
air
with
tills
the
Col.
spindle
Roosevelt has
years
ago.
feel we should do our utmost.
1 shall
Great forces that do good are general I v neither excuses,
or apoloand all feel- try.
put aside all party
silent in their work. So Freemasonry, in the
gies. It came into
he holds, at
of bitterness and with the desire to great
power of a united brotherhood, gives
a time when the
party had
co-operate with any and all men who silently; with the force of a deep current it
feel as I
shall
to his support sustains a true systematic benevolence. Free- become a party of reaction and ceased
to
be
the
party of Lincoln and the
whatever of
or influence i may
masonry draws the veil of secrecy, that the
wanta of the unfortunate may not be exposed people.
to the sneers of a cynical world and that the
In
the
four
the
years that have
Mr.
is related to Colonel Roosegiver may be doubly blest in his silent giving,
have come back to the an-

platform
Hughes,

■

them.

;

j

tt. the

republicans

Rheumatism and lumbago are awful
things and cause great pain and misery, but Foley Kidney Pills can rout

!

I

j

diplomacy

thing

i

Cure for

|

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

Primrose

ticket,

Neighbor Told Her

j

changed. From these changes
there iB no exemption. To them to a
greater or leBS extent we are all subject.
W e lay our plans for the future with the
greatest care to find ourselves oftentimes powerless to execute them. The
whole history of the world is more than
anything else a history of the changes
which have transpired in the internal and

tionship

Phoenix and

committee,
advising j

Monroe, June 6, 1916.

:

topic.

j
j

)bserved by Services for the Masonic Orders at the Baptist Ch*irch.

bol reveals that, after all, his
hopes for a
lie in the cross, with which the crown
is inseparably connected.
True, Freemasonry
makes no covenant with God for
salvation;
nevertheless, its chart indicates how the true
immortality may be attained.
crown

--

graph

very first rank as an electrician. Born
in one land, by a course of events over
w hich he has no control one man after
another is driven into other lands and
the whole current of their lives and rela-

a.

j

|

Oys-JKK.Bat,

Helen A. Cooper,
Mary J. Haley,
Linda Littlefield,

was

and

Sunday

St. John’s

j

la! freedom from all sickness and boi> j
1 ®w; and
a

Manager
___

j

!

in

Resolved, that

memorial services,

are

j|

made and ask for the correct number.

j

a

1

banish- j
ed to the Island of St. Helena. From a !
comparatively obscure position as a tele- 1
operator Edison has risen to the
the First

B.

every good word and work;
those sympathy has cheered many hearts
md whose helpful hands have lightened

eady

features

recitations, music

our

Lae Soet

June 28,
address of welcome by L. M.

Winterport.

Grange,
an

)ther

burdens;, anti
Resolved, That whits we mourn hen!
oss, we yet rejoice wish her in her eter- !

to aftiupoverty, another from poverty
j
Some have crowns placed upon I
ence.
into
their heads, while others are thrust
dungeons. In the midst of his daring

exploits Napoleon

oyai

Ledge
member,

Retekah

Grange fur-

1’raat and response by Eda Clements.
President Kobert Aley of the U. of M.
is invited to address the meeting, and

j nany

into another, from one j
another, from one altitude
or

Light

Loyal

[Burnham

lished music throughout the session,
rhe next meeting will be with Northern

j

Sc-.d

and bladder ailmecte.

of members of

Resolved. That in the passing-of Sister

One pasees from affluence to

may be.

ore,

* fhase

eyes today as we look-:
As the days and

occupation
to another, higher

give quick relief

.gain visited us, and removed from)
esteemed sioter, Lora
our
1 anks
1 fhase; therefore, be it

place
to

Pills

Loyal Rebekah Lodge cf Monroe- has
idopted the following resolutions
Whereas, the Angel cl Death has

e

assumes to us a meaning
years go by life
more intensely full of deeper signifiOne event after another takes
eance.
means of which we are thrust

out of one

j

Foley Kidney

with

yesterday.

place by

|

a

RESOLUTIONS ok respect.

same

or

certain amount cf

their let and tanned lie

backache, pains Ir. sides and muoeies,.stiff,

our

same

torture is-

After the r.usto-

nary acknowledgment for courtesies
ind favors the grange was closed with
A choir composed
:he usual formalities.

The houses,

several years ago.

truly in

as

men, but

thinking that

system could be

a

iuccessfully adopted.

inclined to kidney
toe- often make She

verywhere.

mental natures as
We do not think the
in our physical.
or look upon the same,

change

much

as

before sush

nent»

aching joints,

future.

wheel of change.
old is ever weaving and unweaving the same web. Our
bodies undergo a complete revolution
every few years so that we are no longer
tj> .-.'.e substance of our bodies the same
were

in this-State at least, for the plan.
rhere must be better roads, better meth)ds of transportation and other improve-

■ipe,

W. H.. w.

* rom

Everything is on the
Life like Penelope of

we

system, yst

on

5

neighbors change.

streets, and the

as are

( ain and
s voided.

to

are

listake of

,

The

gives place

brighten the prospect

or

far horizon.

Women

case

retrograding

and

thrift

diligence,

cloud

MANY WOMEN NEKS HELP:

may
in body,
mind, heart, influence and character according as we advance or retrograde in
he.

as

a

11[

The MILDEST

j|

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE

jurisdiction;

j

SCents—ZIRA.

AND TELECRAPH COMPANY.

Routine business and degree work occupied the time of the forenoon session,

usefulness.

||

co-operation.

Six granges

Ail may have
and a recess was then taken for dinner.
part and a joy in the work of redeem- | rhe
patrons were invited to the dining
ng humanity from the thraldom and
tall, which has been repaired recently
fominion of error and sin. Jesus the
and presented an attractive appearance
Christ died to redeem men. If we may
with its new paint and paper. After
not be privileged to die for others we
iinner the Grange re-assetr.bled in the
In the
ire piivileged to live for them.
ifth degree and Lillian Perry extended
iresence of a king an artist once drew
D. M Kimball revorde of greeting.
;he picture of a child which was the
in behalf of Pomona. G. O. Purponded
rery embodiment of sadness and denton, Lecturer of the State grange,was
pair. The features were downcast and j ntroducEd at this time and entertained the
he child was evidently looking sadly upnembers with a talk along grange lines
>n the things of the life which now is. !
-“What the grange has accomplished in
; fas your majesty, inquired the painter,
, he
past and what are its future possimind to see how easy it is to make
The discussion of the followdlities’”
merehis very child laugh? The artist
policy of
ng topic—“The growing
y depressed the corners of the lips and
ichool centralisation;, its merits and its
* he inner extremities of the eyebrows,
Irawbacks,” was ably opened by F. M.
rben the little urchin seemed in danger i
Dickerson, followed by D. M. Kimball,
If
f bursting his sides with laughter.
j t, T. Nickerson, G. 0. Purir.ton, Annie
his be true in the world of living men,
fborn of Waldo Pomona and others,
e light, very
slight, are the aauses that ['he majority of those speaking expresslake or break the happiness of life.
id the opinion that although there are
n
he touch ot a brush can dim heaven
the time is not
nerits in the

the subjects of constant changes,
•are
Scarcely one day finds us precisely what J
We movewere the
we
day before.
or

of

i

are

cigarette for

are three parties to every telephone
message: the
person calling, the operator and the person called.
Improvement in telephone service can be made, over
and above all that the company can do. if the subscriber or user, when making a call, will extend his

also Waldo and East Kennebec Pomonas.

is, there

need live in vain.

one

nth

j

now

possibilities

wonderful
No

ties oi the life which now is.
1. In the first place the conclusion is
forced upon us that the life which now is,
is but the initial period of our existence.

journey.

In the life which

5.

represented

were

destiny.

from this

1

There

the roll-call of officers

temporary appointments.

high-grade

a

The party calling should end the conversation by saying
“Good-bye,” leaving no doubt in the mind of the
party called that the conversation has ended.

only six w»re found present, tut the vacant stations were acceptably Piled by

we

each other and to Him who
made us we may come to comprehend in
a measure the priviiiges and responsibilito

sustain

was

June 14th. The meeting was duly opened with Worthy Master A. T. Nickerson

Upon

|

YOU CAN BUY

“I beg you pardon, you were called by mistake.”
Signal the operator, state that a wrong connection

North Waldo Pomona Grange
Hold its regular monthly session with
Burnham Grange, at Burnham village,

presiding.

1

Famous II

h

■

The identity of the person calling should be announced
as soon as the called station answers.
If a wrong
station has been called, say to the person answering,

A*E-Va

JO

K|
■ !

I

BETTER
TOBACCO

i Made Them

I|

The receiver should be held at the earj until the called
party answers or some report is given by the operator.
As a matter of courtesy, the person Jmaking the call
should be ready to talk as soon aS the line is connected.

Egypt we should see the hand of ing. The Lecturer’s program was as folGod as distinctly now as then. Were lows: Instrumental music by Gladys
not Cromwell and Washington and Lin- Tibbetts, who responded to an encore;
coln as truly guided by God as Joseph? address of welcome by O. B. Keene;
4. Again the life which now is is a response by brother Shibles; recitation,
life which is full of deep significance. John Tibbetts; the topic, ‘‘Is the “DeThere is a meaning to it, a meaning velop-Maine movement serving the purNot that pose for which it was organized?” was
which is most impressive.
everything about it is as clear as the discussed by O.B. Keene, Moore, Sprague,
llglJl
unjr,
Shibles, Adams, Vose, Hunt, Ludwick
from mystery, but after making due al- and McCorrison; reading by Roy Trask;
lowance for the presence and power of monologue by Lizzie Trask; recitation by
mysteries incident to it and perhaps in- Alice M. Jones, recitation by Ralph Ludseparable from it there remains in it a wick of Knox County Pomona Grange. A
significance of the most impressive char- vote of thanks given the host Grange for
the conviction must be forced hospitality to the visitors and Sheepscot
acter.
upon the attention of every one that we Lake Grange extended a vote of thanks
exist for a higher purpose than the pro- to the Pomona members for meeting j
motion of our present interests. Our with them. Grange closed in form. The :
character and conduct in the present life next meeting will be with Tranquility !
set forces in motion which extend into Grange, Lincolnville, July 4th.
seph

E

on memory.

Listen when the operator repeats the number. Say ‘Yes’
if it is right. If she does not quote it correctly, tell
her so .at, once' and repeat the correct number.

purposes
life which now

placed at the head of this article the
writer speaksof “the life which now is.”
Life in the present sphere of our exist-

I

Give the number to the operator distinctly and in a moderate to teof voice. With the lips about half an inch
from the mouthpiece, speak clearly the name of the
Central office and each numeral, separating the figures
of the telephone number, for example, “Oxford, fourone-five-O’’ (4150).

plans

are

calling by telephone,

rely

man’s organization
The fact and snows and rains are as
comes at once a lump of clay.
necessary to recess was then taken and the patrons
of life is evident to our sense of touch the maturity of the crops as is the sun- were well entertained in the dining room
and feeling; to consciousness and sight. shine. Out of all these working together
by the host Grange. The Grange reconThere are in men varied forms cf life, the come the rich foliage, the beautiful flow- vened after dinner and a communication
physical, the intellectual and the spirit- er and the abundant harvest. So in the from the State Master was read, desigThere is also a present life and a
ual.
of God
and
22nd as the date he could
from

■

consult the telephone directhe correct number.
obtain
to
sure
and
be
Mistory
takes often result from taking numbers from letter
heads, business cards or private memoranda. Do not

Before

es-

JoBeph

\

Progressives
position
Progressive
Alsop

|

by continuing

j

I

improvement

taking

political

responsibility

returning

Republicans

presidency

progressive platform
embody
principles

Progressive

turning

explanations
being,
Republican

prejudice

ing

do,

ability

give

possess.”
Alsop
velt by marriage.

FOR FLETCHER’S

CA8TORIA

plain

Masonic initiation and instruction are a drama
of human life. The construction of the temple is only a type of the building up of human
character. The cross and crown of the last
degree, and which, also surmounting this temple, is the laat symbol reaching skyward, corresponds with the completion of a worthy
Master Mason’s life; and that beautiful sym-

Republicans
cient landmarks, however,

elapsed

enacted into

laws in the several States many of the
most important reforms for which the

Progressives stood,

candidate
every

and have

colonel contends.

Aiconoi

in

u.

8. Causes Annual Loss of

$8,500,000,000.
In the July American Magazine is an
article e titled “Can You Drink and I
Hold Your Job?” by Dr. Edwin F. Dowers, who says:
“American medical directors of three j
great life insurance companies estimate
that from seven to forty-three
percent!
of accidents are due, either
directly or
indirectly, to alcohol. Seven per cent of
railway accidents, eight per cent of
street car accidents, ten per cent of automobile accidents, eight per cent of those
iue to vehicles and horses,
forty-three
per cent of heat prostrations and sunstrokes, seven per cent of machinery accidents, eight per cent of all accidents in j
mines and quarries, thirteen per cent of
\
irownings, and ten per cent of gunshot j
wounds, are sustained, either in whole
or in part, because of alcohol.
“The widespread use of alcoholic beverages has been conservatively estimated as causing the loss of twenty-one
per
cent in the efficiency of the nation’s
workers. The production of wealth is
reckoned at about thirty-two billion dollars yearly; the loss due to
deficiency (or
liminished efficiency) in round numbers
is therefore fully eight and one-half billion dollars.”

placed

their
which

platform to
Progressive can subscribe, the
upon

a

i
1

FOLEY
CMHARHC TABLETS
Stomach
Eecs

Sweet -liver Active -Bowels Regular

f astern

Steamship

ALL THE WAY BY
BANCOR LINE
Turbine Steel Steamsln
fast and Camden
Leave Belfast daily, except Si;
j».ni for Camden, Rockland and I
Belfast daily, except Mondays, at

Searsport, Bucksport, Winterpor
Return: Leave India Wharf, !
except Sundays, at 5.00 p. m. 1
daily, except Sundays, at 2 00 p. in
and intermediate landings.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINir
DIRECT

BETWEEN PORTLAND
YORK

STEAMSHIPS NORTH LAN
NORTH STAR
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland.
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6.30
Mondays at 10.30 a. m. June 19th to
nc.

METROPOLITAN LINE
5IRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND N» "
—13 1-2

HOURS.

ROUTE VIA CAPE COD CAN ^
EXPRESS STEEL STEAM SUL'
MASSACHUSETTS AND BUNK I 1
Leave North Side India

Wharf, Bo*1

days and Sundays at 6 p. m
returning from Pier 18, North
Murray St., New York City,

i-an
Riv.'

FRED W. POTE, A***1
Belfast. M»i°*

attire.
■
^H

,ujt<

■

•*

ot The Journal

]

26, 1916. Notwith^ liKi June
many just criticisms of
ttire, its tendency is largeof practical comfort

■

N&vpEraxcnoN

streamers.

i'„!low-me*lad

P'^frespondeiice

■

Muller Mats, Fussy

Maud

J-r(lwKs'

^Bpi"

PROSPECT FERRY.
Mrs. Hannah Lowell of Belfast called
friends in tonw recently.

on

Mrs. Ella R. Harriman of Lynn,
is visiting at W. D. Harriman’s.

KITCHENIEDfMtO

^B
■i"

,,ut

judicious

fitting and becom-

..niies

of tow'll, ana as every
Knows, widens the oppor-

■
■

■

,lateness with people
bulk of their wardrobes
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Velma Ashworth has arrived
home from Richmond, Me., where she
has been attending school, for her summer vacation.
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hats,
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business visitor

Mrs. M. K. Stackpole spent several
days with friends in Bangor lately.

pretty garnitures are no
tual, and unnecessary, as
Velvet ribbons
s day.
r.,wns and brims topping iegns «re especially good
style,
customary warm weath...vet this year in Tam O’
mis of velvet on both small

B

a

in Bangor June 15th.
Mrs. Charles Smith of Bangor is visiting her father, D. G. Thompson.

down the back and

stream
u

Republican Journal

term. It is the work of home
to home interests.

.

W. P. Gilman, who has had employment in Milo, returned to his home here
June 16th.
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L. W. Rollins and wife are away on a
vacation, and Morton Carleton of Winterport is doing relief work at the Prospect Station.

effiacnt, be-

»

__ts

iting

"j

,1-

^

Several from this plate attended the
exercises of Frankfort High
School, held in Pythian Hall, Friday
evening, June 16th.

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS:

SWANVILLE CENTER.

N£%V YORK

Mrs. Martin Robertson picked a
of ripe field straw-berries June 15th.
for her

is housekeeper
Watson Robertson.

Mildred Evans

k Miss

grandfather,

Cue year. S2.C0, Six months, $1.( 0; three
months, 50 cents.

|

Republican Journal Publishing Ccmpany, Belfast Maine
gHag=kiggBHa=sia-g3j^=EI^=uat-

The L. A. S. sociable at Wilder Parker’s June 14th was a pleasant occasion.

■

Fresh Food

Cunningham.
At the home of Christopher Moody
June 15th they cut a last year’s squash
that was as sound and hard as when
picked from the vine.

BEST

Designs

was

town

man.

that copy the latest popular
summer furs that promise

The farmers

many that

so

aving their points

■

! from constant

that these have lost

r

‘ashionable
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or

eon-

prestige.

rmine— rabbit in masquermany attractive square corand short shoulder capes.
'her ail white—have ermine

!

intervals—or
irker fur.
at
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.e

are

have taken

as

on very fusmade elaborate with all
vices in smocking, tucks,

LOOK FORTKE LONG BLUE CHIMNEY
WHITE’S

:<re

ruffles, but fastidious
simpler models which are

veil

to

attractive to the eye as
lasting and practical for

re

!

water.
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■

fullness

are

smart-

before

after the dip in
Men than when no such bering is donned.
Regular
f figured
been

or

Turkisb-towelling

so

used, but the

peasant cape
J in gorgeous

■

shape
ample
or quiet color-

dictates.
Materials.

y
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v.

new-

of

in evidence than
seasons, both for suits and
:■ i ing
wraps, and as the seasses checks formed
by crossed
■

re

are

more

liked

even

than

stripes,

'■necks combined and trimite voile or linen make
very
■late dresses, that are inex»vhen made at home.
Cro1 sing ball frshion are
pret" on

these.
Lucy Carter.

HERE AND THERE.
Post: “Whatdoes Hughes
the political query. Well,
; d
the patient American

"■“Uld

seem

Mrs. C. W.

Fred Bean and wife of Dixmont

Demonone so far as to
say that
1 of
trust any kind of a Protec11 a
Republican, for no matter
’remises he will be unable to
lf l|e is a member
of any oth-

I

nal

i

d

Republican: Republican-

person, but a program. It
tuth, and not a mere appen1
> man’s ambition.
Its basis
:
greed for office; patriotism,
x>ety for power; intelligence,
prejudice or the desire to
"y- Price- It is a chain .of
BtronKer tban

!i'ougf,r
*»Jone linkain1tntiment

alcoholic liquors. This
only the employee shall

to

1

means

not

that not

drink while

duty,

but that he shall keep clear of
all public drinking places while off
duty.
“Leaders in this excommunication of
John Barleycorn are the American railon

roads, which generally have adopted
I ‘Rule G, the mightiest blow yet. delivered at alcohol in
roads are not

industry.
standing

But the rail-

alone.
Other
great industries have come to see tnat
alcohol makes only for accidents, in-

efficiency

A. G. Larby and family and Mr. and
Mrs. E. A. Larby, accompanied by their
guest, Irving Guernsey of Middleboro,
Mass., went to Bangor for the day June
15th.

and waste.

common sense
HOW TO
Read how

is

keeping

them

FOR

open.’’

Mrs. H. L. Rand and eons of Salem,
Mass., have arrived at Camp Winnecook.

GET RID OF A COLD.

C. E. Summers, Holdredge, Neb.,

mint

l-toll

r\f

tha

W titntiHan

font

r\

Mrs. Warren N.
friends in Madison,
gor.

f

--

Advice.
Kidney trouble is dangerous and often fatal.
Don’t experiment with something new and
untried.
Use a tested kidney remedy.
Begin with Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Used in kidney troubles 50 years.
Recommended here and everywhere.
A Belfast citizen’s statement forms con- I

C. H. Libby and wife, Walter Bickford and wife, Mrs. A. R. Wellman, J.
W. Adlington and Master Lewis Libby
were^ln Bangor Friday evening, June
Kith, to attend the graduation exercises
of the Bangor High school.
Misses
Louise Libby and Laura Bickford were
members of the class.
I

CENTER M0NTV1LLE.
Mrs. J. F. Carll and S.
very seriously ill.
James

Augusta

Kingsley
were

Luce.
Inez L.

and

JJTurner

are

Mr. Norris

of

Islesboro,

was

a

guest of her mother, Mrs. Alves-

ta Barker.

Mrs. Cora B. Jones

was

in Waterville

Tuesday and had an opeiation for polypus performed by Dr. M. M. Small.
John C. Carey is in such poor health
that he has resigned the office of chair-

of selectmen. Mr. Carey’s
son,
Dr. James Carey of Colorado, is
visiting
him and we hope his presence and medical skill may be the means of
restoring
his father to his usual health.

Word

has been received here
by
friends of Carney Shure of his
marriage
in Massachusetts.
Mr. Shure has a
good home to begin a new life in, as he
recently bought the Cunningham place
at the Kingdom of Ralph L.
Cooper of

Belfast.

Mrs. F. T, Rice of Salem, Mass., died
suddenly at the home of her father-inlaw, H. B. Rice, Thursday, June 15th, of
heart failure.
Mrs. Rice was found dead
on the morning of June 16th, in her bedchamber, death having occurred several
hours earlier. The funeral was held
from the residence of H. B. Rice June
20th. Mr. Rice arrived early Friday.
HALLDALE.

vincing pro f.
Newell White recently bought a graphIt’s local testimony—it can be investigated
j
Herbert E. Patterson, High St, Belfast, ophone.
William Greenlaw of Belfast was a
says: “The secretions from my kidneys were !
irregular in passage and contained sediment. week-end guest of J. R. Nutter.
Farmers are getting very discouraged
Often the passages were too frequent, then
about getting their planting done.
again scanty and attended by a scalding sensaSeveral from here attended the gradution. I used nearly every medicine I had ever
ating exercises at Freedom Academy.
heard of, but without good results. I finally
Stanley Stevenson left June 15th for
got Doan’s Kidney Pills at Poor & Son’s Drug
he had a position
Store, and after taking three loxes, I was Waterville, where
awaiting him.
cured. Today, I am in good health.”
Myrtle Clement has arrived home
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't simply ask
from Dr. Tapley’s hospital in Belfast,
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
where she had been for treatment.
—the same that cured Mr. Patterson. FosterThe hay crop looks very promising,
Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
but the prospect of a large apple crop is
small, especially of baldwins and spies.

j

week-end guests of F. A.

Barker from

Miss Pearle Gregory and company,
presented the five-act comedv-rirama,
Escaped from the Law, in Troy Grange
hall, Friday evening, June 16th.

Belfast Citizens Should Head and Heed This

Automobile Parties.
Let

us quote you prices for your
party. We
handle parties from one to one hundred at
cheap rates, day or night. Two twelve passenger cars and smaller ones if desired. Sight
seeing tours arranged if desired. Get our
prices firBt. Always on the job.
Maine transportation co.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Manager.
Phone. 316-3, or 109-4
24tf
can

I

CASTOR IA

I

Fare, $1.00.
EXTRA CARS FOR CHARTER.

Always bears
the

Signature

of

Round Trip, $2.00.
SPECIAL TRIPS ON APPLICATION

MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY.
ORRIN J, DICKEY, Manager.
Phone 316-3. Belfast. Maine.

Livery, Boarding

DOUGHNUTS

& Transient Stable
Iy28

W. G. PRESTON,

L-

FRIED IN LARI) AND ONLY

1

i

10c. per doz.

—

will tell you to use E.
in the Best Equipped

}

>

MAINE GEN IRAL RAILROAD

JACKSON

\

Proprietor.

----

FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.

Factory

&

HALL

Manufactured
Belfast, Maine.
BELFAST AUENTS.

in the

Country

at

THE COE-MORT1MER COMPANY, NEW

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.
On and after June 26. 1916, trains connecting
at Burnnam and.Waterville with through train,
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland anc
Boston, will run as follows:

Notice of Foreclosure,
Terrill of Troy, in the
and State of Maine,
her
deed
dated
November 6, 1902,
by
mortgage
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
268, Page 10, conveyed to John H. Smith of said
Troy real estate described therein in the following terms: an undivided three-fourths part
of a certain piece or parcel of land situated in
said Troy, known as the Elijah Estes farm, said
farm being bounded and described as follows:
being on the mile square according to the survey of Ballard Buller made in the year 1797,
beginning at the northwest corner of said mile
square and running east on the north line of
said mile square 160 rods; thence south 50 rods;
thence west 160 rods; thence north fifty rods
to the first mentioned bounds; containing fifty
acres, and no more, being the same conveyed
to one Elijah Estes by Richard Estes, by his
deed dated. May 17, 1813, recorded in Kennebec
Registry of Deeds, Book 35, Page 135 to which
same deed and record reference may be had
for a more particular description. Also one
other piece or parcel of land situated on the
road leading from Willard Carter’s place to
Detroit within said Troy, and bounded as follows: on the north by the north line of said
town of Troy: on the east by the range line
between ranges 5 and 6; southerly and westerly by Carleton’s bog; said parcel of land being
known as the Richard Estes' place, meaning
hereby to convey an undivided half part of
said parcel.
Which mortgage and the note,
debt and claim thereby secured was assigned
said
Smith
to the undersigned, Alfred W.
by
Morse, by deed of assignment dated March 3,
1916, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 321, Page 412; and whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been and now is broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said

Myra J,
WHEREAS,
County of Waldo

BELFAST
Pfi

AM

PM

Belfast depart. 6 55
Citypoint. t7 00
Waldo. t7 10

12 15

3 2(

*12 20

t3 2!

>12 30
12 42
12 o4
1 00
1 08
11 18
1 30

13 3!
3 4‘
t3 5!
4 0!
4 1:
*4 2< >
4 3« I
5 2' 1
o 3' I
6 0 i
5 3 i
8 2( I
12 1 )

Brooks
Knox.

7
*7
7
7

Thorndike.
Unity.
Winnecook. '7
Burnham, arrive. 8
Clinton. 8

22
34
40
43
58
10
28
38
35
44
50
30

8
Benton.
Bangor. 11
Waterville. 8
Portland. 11
Boston, pm. 3
TO BKLFAST
7 30

Portland.

11 00

05
02
50
00

AS

AM

FM

Boston.

8
2
4
8

1

0

10

PI

1 21

7 00

AM

Waterville.
Bangor.
Benton......
Clinton.
Burnham, leave.

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks...
Waldo.

Citypoint.

7 20
6 45
7 25
7 24
8 25
18 35
8 44
8 52
t9 00
9 15
19 25
'9 35
9 40

Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston
$5.25 from Belfast,

4
1
4
4
4
4
5
5
'5
5
'5

9 53
£9
08
25
35
50
00
til 10
1130
til 40
'll 50
11 56
9
10
10
tl0
10
11

are now

l1
5
1
2
4
£
0
1
2'
3;
4!

t5 £■
6 0*
sold

a

mortgage.

H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

|

Dated this thirty-first day of May, 1916.
3w23
ALFRED W. MORSE.
Ay his Attorneys, MANSON & COOLIUGE.

NOTICE.
I4

Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manicur
Rfl

and Shampooing.

Full line ot all

parlors

over

Also

Facial Work

Main

street,

BELFAST,

kinds of Hair Work at mj

MAINE.

TELEPHONE 214.

Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

32tf

E. H. BOYINGTON

GEO. t. JUHNSON,

at Lau

Attorney

BELFAST, MAINE.

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THF

Practice in ail (.Courts.
a

BOYINGTON OPTICAL CO.,
44

I

MONDAYS AND

TUESDAYS

will be at the

To iet in

WANTED—TOLBR1NG OR MAIL
their Safety Razor Blades to me to be sharpened better than new. Single edge, such aaGtns, 26c. Gillettts. 25c; Cuibem Duplex
50c. per dozen. C. £. Sherman, 72 Main street
Belfast, Me.

AT
Is

now

RALPH H. HOWES.

List your rent with
tenant.

We

have

us

right.

2 w24

let

us

find

we

?

\

YORKj

Waquoit

NORTHPORT,

Open for Business

SHORE AND LOBSTER DINNERS
AT

SHORT NOTIt'E.

AUTO PARTIES A SPECIALTY
Order in advance to avoid
Phone 72-'4

disappointment.
23

MRS. L. C. ROSS.

WANTED
and girls wanted fur best suntmer hotels and camps in Maine, for all
kinds of hotel work. ObeningsYiaiiy for best
year around hotels. Chefs, pastry, all around
and 2d cooks.
1‘or reliable hotel positions
apply always to The Maine Hotel Agency, 90
Main street, Bangor, Maine. Tel. connected.
Established over 30 years.
All waitresses
should apply here. Large list to select from
22tt
OAA

women

foreclosure of Mortgage.
Warren Gordon of Knox, in the
Waldo and State of Maine,
mortgage deed dated the thirty-lirst
of
August, 1915, and recorded in the
day
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 319, Page 137,
conveyed to the City National Bank of Belfast, a corporation duly organized and existing
I by law and having its principal place of busi-

WHEREAS,
County ot

by

his

ness at Belfast, in the County of Waldo and
State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Knox, and bounded as foilows,
viz; Bounded on the north by lot'numbered
101; on the east by lot No. 121; on the south by
lot No. 103; on the west by lot No. 97, contain
irg one hundred and five acre.:, more or less.
Reserving the burying ground that is now
fenced and the right to pass and repass to and
from said burying ground, and also an easement
for all land that is taken for public highway.
Also reserving from this conveyance a small
lot deeded by said Warren Gordon to the Belfast & Moosehead Lake Railroad Company.
Together with the buildings thereon.
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, the said
City National Bank of Belfast, claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
3w^4
Dated this thirteenth day of June, A.D. 1916.
THE TTY NATIONAL BANK
OF BELFAST.
By C. W. WE8COTT,
D.
Its Cashier duly^authorized.

people’ of Belfast to know that the
PHEN1X HOUSE has been put in good order
from top to bottom. Good clean, quiet rooms
can be had at a moderate price.
Fifty cents
per day and $1.50 to $2.00 per week.
Theatrical people a specialty.
C. D. OSBORN, Proprietor.
4w23p
The

LOST

a

tor rents in
cannot supply.

applications

Belfast every day which
Terms

and

\

WANTED

Odd' Fellows block.

Inquire of

Forest House, Monroe, Wed. F, M., July 5*
York’s Hotel, Monroe, Thursday, July 6.
rhe Hotel, Thorndike, Friday A. M., July 7.
Central House, Unity, Friday P. M., July 7.
Bellows House, Freedom, Sat. A. M., July 8
MEN

pjZ

The

OFFICE

South Main£ Street, Winteroort, Maine.
OFFICE DAYS,

Probate practic<

specially

—J

DEcToiTmTI

LET YOUR CROPS

1867

They

4-

FROM

i

PRESTON’S
Is situated on Washington street just off Nain street. I have
single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
patronage issolicited. Telephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

a.

THEIR

Spinney is visiting Winnecook.
Lagrange and Ban- Unity

Ella E. Maxcy of North Attleboro,
Mass., has returned home, after having
spent several days visiting Mrs. P. H.
Whitehouse.

DON’T BE MISLED.

C. M. Conant and wife, Mrs. Viola Hebard, Miss Edna Conant and Master
Tyler were in Hebron last week for the
commencement
exercises at
Hebron
Academy. Amos Conant is a member
of the graduating class.

I
Arrive in Camden,
m.; 12.15 p. m.; 3.00 p. m. | 9-30 a. m.; 1.30 p. m.; 4.30
p.m.
Leave Camden. Bay View House,
I
Arrive in Belfast
9.30 a. m.; 1.30 p. m., 4.30 p. m.
11.00a. m: 3.00p. m.; 6 00 p.m.
8.00

ANO

BACKACHE

UNITY.

got rid of his cold: “I contracted a severe
cough and cold and could hardly sleep. By
Maccabees.
using Foley’s Honey and Tar as directed m>
Mrs. Julia White, Mrs. C. B. Jewett, cough was entirely cured and I give it ful
credit for my speedy recovery,” Foley’s always
Mrs. Marcus Littlefield, Mrs. M. J. |
soothes and heals. Children love it.
Sold
Haley and Mrs. M. A. Haley attended everywhere.
the District meeting of the Rebekahs in
Belfast June 12th.
flia

her sis-

PELS
FOLEY KIDNEY
BLADDER
KICNEYS

Workmen’s Con.-

pensation Laws in many States have
helped to open men’s eyes, and busi less

C. B. Jewett and wife were in Bangor
June 15th and returned to Hampden in
the evening to attend the dedication of

man

1

Closed

“There are more than a million
jobs
in America closed to the man who drinks

were

Stevens of Monroe, who has
employment in Bangor, was a week-end
guest of bis sister, Mrs. R. C. Nealey.

recent

Calif,, Blade: Some

America

Belfast,
to Pox-

Beginning May 29, 1916.

Whole Wheat Bread I

children
home of

of the relatives of David Moody
and wife met at their home June 16th to
celebrate their golden wedding. The
oldeBt person present was Wm. Clement, 86 years, and the youngest, Margaret youngest daughter of Harold Moody.
The house was prettily decorated in yellow and white and there was a profusion
of beautiful cut flowers. The presents
were many, and consisted of gold, silver, greenbacks and glass, but the
greatest surprise, and perhaps the most
appreciated, was a very nice clock from
Comet Grange. Mr. and Mrs. Moody
of whom few
were charter members,
remain, and are still members in good
standing. Ice cream, assorted cake,
coffee, oranges and bananas were served, and with music, singing and social
An
chat the time passed too quickly.
original poem was read by Mrs. Alice
Leland, which called for three cheers.
Closed by singing God be wilh You 'till
It was an occasion
we Meet Again.
long to be remembered.

In the July American Magazine Dr.
Edwin F. Bowers says:

Clifton

thing.

H

Nealey visited her brother,
Newburg, June 14th

Walter Smith, in
and 15th.

that he’d stand

A ash.,
Olympian: President
n.c
newspaper men in Wash1 ber
night that he believed
s a man
good once in a while,
g to be a mighty good man
sing election.

TRY

un-

Forty

Drinkers.

guests of their daughter, Mrs. M. A.
's of considerable variaHaley June 12th.
with changes in the accesLyndon Nealey, who has employment
now carried in endless vaat the State hospital in Bangor, was at
shops. Cross gartered home for several days recently.
and waterproof collars
G. H. York and C. E. Bartlett attendh very natural looking rub- ed a directors
meeting of the Winterfor those who like them, port Farmers’ Union, June 19th.
for the introduction of beSeveral families from this vicinity atasts in color and line.
tended the graduation exercises of the
class of 191tS, Monroe High school.
idling Wraps.
the very abbreviated skirts
suits, and permit a lounge

aic

One Million Jobs in

CORNER, (Winterport.l

A black or dark

j'-nerous

have their

David Moody and wife, A. D. Moody,
wife and two children, E. A. Robertson, wife, and son Ralph, Mrs. Alice
Leland of Mt. Desert, and John Robertwere
and wife or Milford, N. H
son
guests June 18th at the home of E. E.
Clements and wife in Searsport.

bor-

Bathing Suits.

isv

vicinity

Mrs. Nettie Robertson and
were week-end guests at the
her sister, Mrs. Fred Curtis, in
and went the first of last week
croft for an indefinite stay with
ter, who is in very poor health.

off

cleaning

this

and some with wet land have been
able to plant a seed.

are

worn

in

grain mostly sown and some gardens are
planted, but few have potatoes planted,

used than for the past
!• ja skins, especially in
ly when new and snowy
re

AUTO SERVICE.

Hogan
Bakery

were

with deep regret that the peolearned of the sudden death
of Mrs. Emery Cunningham. She was a
highly esteemed and dearly beloved woIt

ple in

r*.

CAM DEN-BELFAST
Leave Belfast, Windsor Hotel,

in town for several days to
the golden weeding of David
Moody and wife.

7171
7190

-itanast

■

EVERY DAY AT THE

John Robertson and wife of Milford,
N. H., and Mrs. Frank Leland of Mt.

Desert
attend

u

---—__

Mrs. E. H. Littlefield spent last week
at the home of her aunt, Miss Louise

SAFES’T^' ^ ^

2 25

SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW.

I

pint

8

2.10

U

graduating

-

$2.00

the publications included IN
our clubbing offer
MAY BE SENT TO DIFFERENT
ADDRESSES.

I

Harbor,

expects to leave soon loi Seal
for the summer.

home,
Magazine,

III
LI

Miss Harriet Haley is in Holden visShe
her aunt, Mrs. Annie Young.

evefV

to'”',Tta ■’)>» "oWj
■*”"

1 d^JfctsA1
b^CteveSt^kete.

sees

I

The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s

3
3

Niekerson.

1

&

cost oi

8

are

1

The Journal and Farm and

and wife of Brooks
guests of his sister, Mrs. Sumner

George

Charles

|

°

Ue%pc«siv^N* flection
ol
^ ^

Vet>

Tic Ne»

I

f,

people and devoted

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS

Mrs. Ada Moore of Deer Isle was a reguest of her sister, Mrs. Jennie
Dockham.

|

McCall

*

cent

I

;

H

I

The Journal for 1916 will continue the
policy it
has followed in the past. It has been and will be
a home paper in the fullest
acceptance of the

|

dropping
W. E. Booker was

1829.

__

PROSPECT.

back the liking for rib-

^B

The

Miss

follow-Me-Lads.
faddiness of

ESTABLISHED

Mrs. Richard Ashworth and Mrs. Guy
were in Bangor, shopping, June
17th.
Mrs. Percy Harding and children visited Mrs. Ralph Ladd in Brewer several
days recently.
J. A. Pierce, wife, and daughter Minerva of Sandypoint were week-end visitors with W. D. Harriman and wife.
West

while the note of fussideplore in city

t.

|

Mass.,

DICKEY- KNO W LTON
REAL ESTATE COMPANY.
Pythian Block, Belfast, Me

Deposit Book No. 195, issued by Waldo Trust
Company, Belfast. Finder will please return
same

to

T. FRANK PARKER, Treasurer.
Belfast, June 19, 1916-25

The Democratic platform adopted a1;
St. Louis contains the following on the !

Republican Journal

The

BELFASTTTHURSDAY.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.
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bes^re-

It is reported from Washington that
the administration regards the recent
battle in

as “a mere incident”
quarter the sinking of

Mexico

and in the

same

the Lusitania

to be

seems

a

forgotten

“incident.”
Portland is to have a new High school
building to cost $387,684, exclusive of
heating, lighting, plumbing and other
matters not yet let out for bids. The
completed wili not be far from

cost when
half

million.

a

FOUR-FOLDJENEFIT

of intervention:
Intervention, implying, as it does, mil- I
itary subjugation, is revolting to the From Two Grand Medicines in Spring
people of the United States, notwith- j Hood’s Sarsaparilla Peptiron Pills.
standing the provocation to that course
has been great, and should be resorted
You know that physicians often
to, if at all, only as a last resort. The
stubborn resistance of the president and give two prescriptions, perhaps more,
for medicines to be taken together, or
his advisers to every demand and suggestion to enter upon it is creditable alike
alternately or at different times, beto them and to the people in whose name
cause desired results cannot be sehe speaks.
cured by one medicine alone.
The most successful combination
Very recent history gives the lie to this
we
The
Boston Transcript spring medicine treatment that
statement.
know of—because perfectly ‘‘compatmakes this very plain when it says:
ible” and productive of the
If Mr. Wilson did not intervene in
sults—is in Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
Mexico when he sent troops, at a bitter
Peptiron Pills. The former thoroughly
sacrifice of American lives and of public
searches out and expels impurities
money, to put Huerta out and Carranza
in, there never waB a foreign interven- from the blood, creates an appetite
and promotes digestion and patural
tion in the affairs of nations. That he
did not send them to enforce a salute to
action of the kidneys and liver, while
the flag is proved by the fact that he
Peptiron Pills give the powerful tonic
never secured or asked for the salute,
—they literally “put iron into your
and withdrew the expedition as soon as
blood”—that just balances the reinHuerta was out. It was not only an
of perfect health.
quirement
one.
a
tervention, but “revolting”
Hood’s Sarsaparilla should be taken
The object of the expedition to Vera before meals and Peptiron Pills after
Cruz was to let in a cargo of munitions
meals—patients taking them so refor the insurgents while an embargo was
port the benefit is four-fold—prompt,
enforced elsewhere to prevent munitions positive and permanent.

subject

JUNE 29, 1916

In a letter containing no “weasel
words” Col. Roosevelt has declined the
nomination on a third ticket, and an-

It was said at the time
munitions would be used

going

to Huerta.

that

these

*he Misses Blanche T. Doe and Josie Lafurwere taken to Bucksport, Sunday, by Mr.
M. R. Lafurley, where they will visit Mrs.

ly

Nettie Bishop, formerly of this town, for

definite

Mrs

Lana H.

visiting Mrs.

is

troops used against

za

National

Sept.

11th.

Hon. 1

the Mexican bandits, of whom CarHe has
ranza is the recognized leader.
ordered out of Mexico the troops sent in

|

Ira G. Hersey of Houlton has already announced his candidacy, and proposes to
“vigorously carry his campaign into

ing chiefly

by

j

Massachusetts arrived
Friday to visit her sisters, Mrs. Bancroft,
School street and Mrs. W. H. Morrison, Church
street.

a

-ican candidate in the field.

Last Friday night a steamer arrived, one of
is to transport paper for The Great
Northern Paper Co in the place of the Millinockett.

•and the note to Carranza which President
Wilson delayed sending until he had got

ton last

School street.

Mexican

ing”

would continue.

Next

told

are

we

through with the convention, was fo low- that if Carranza would disavow responed by an attack on our troops. In an ad- i
sibility for this massacre and punish his
dress to the delegates of the Republican \ officers
engaged in it we would sit down
State Convention in Columbus, Ohio, June on our side of the border and let events
21st, former U. S. Senator Theodore
Burton declared that the President's
policy of “meddling and officiousness, of
first

coddling

bandit

one

and

take their course.

give

then

confused the situation in

another, has so
Mexico that at last

strength

the full military
of the United States is called
the

Then

as a re-

today

are

which
easily he corrected but it certainly gives to the people a chance to excan

press their will and that is the main thing
The Waterville
Sentinel
after all.”
takes exceptions to this statement and

members of Palestine

photographic

many views of sea, and
shore, worthy of framing, which appeal
strongly to those familiar with the scenes
depicted, and which will give to others a

.-art.

There

realizing

are

of the beauties of this
the Maine coast.
Summer

sense

section of

Lodge,

while others

Commandery

autos and

were en

perched on the hillsides or hidden
away in leafy groves. Lincolnville Beach
and Northport are given pleasant mention and some illustrations, and Belfast
has a paragraph in which it is said to be
"‘rich in examples of Colonial houses,”
and above is a half tone of Crosby Place
and another of the Old Tavern, the E. 0.
Pendleton place in East Belfast. This
beautiful book is sold at the low price of
50 cents; 7 cents additional if ordered by

On

[

j

,

the visitors. About 2 p. m. they
escorted to the steamer Islesboro, which

Mary Hichborn, Church street, arrived
home Saturday night after an absence of several weeks, having been with her brothers in
Augusta and Portland and friends in Boston
Quincy and New Bedford, Mass.

1

were
con-

In

in the

day morning
great convenience to

Millie Stevens of Troy, who has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stevens, has returned home.

Mrs. Nelson

Troy

was a

L.

guest

Rogers

business.

friends of Mrs. Avalina C. Griffin
will be glad to know that she has successfully
The many

little daughter of
Wednesday of her

Maloon and

guests
Newport
father, Alanson Libby.
were

passed through
home of her son,

This fake is

now

said to

going the rounds of the newspapers ever since last winter. The baby
has been reported as living in St. John,

have been

then WoodBtock, and finally in Houlton;
but Houlton says there is no truth in the
story so far as that town is concerned—
•and it may be added, any other town.

surgical operation
Mr. Harry W. Griffin,
a

at the
Matta-

poisett. Mass., and the doctors anticipate

plete

Mfs. Anna Means of
the guest of Mrs. Oscar

Unity, who has been
Lewis, returned home
Wednesday accompanied by Olive Lewis.

com-

recovery.

and Mrs. Alvah C, Treat left early Tuesday morning in their car for Waterville to attend the graduation of their son, Crawford A.
Mr.

Miss Isabel Cornforth returned Monday to
her home in Thorndike after a visit in town
with her brother, Lester Cornforth, who is ill
at his home on Hathorn street,

Treat, from Colby College, where he has done
excellent work in his four years' course. Congratulations to our young neighbor.

Mrs. Harry Condon and sister-in-law, Mrs.
Mrs. E. H, Hunting left Saturday afternoon
Wilbur Melvin of Lowell, Mass., who is her
to join her husband in Camden, whore the>
guest, returned Wednesday from a few days’
will open a laundry. She was accompanied bj
visit in St. Albans and Newport.—Pittsfield
Miss Fannie Mudgett and Mrs. John Decker
Advertiser.
who remained over Sunday. The ladies made
the trip in the new Rockland jitney.
Mrs. Everett Staples, who had been visiting
Portland for the past ten days, left Tues
day for Mattapoisett, Mass., to attend th<
graduation the following day of Miss Louise
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Griffin
formerly of this town, from the Rogers Higl 1

in

~

IF YOUR CHILDREN

ARE DELICATE OR FRAIL
undersize or under-weight

school of Fairhaven, Mass.

remember—Scott’s Emulsion

is nature’s grandest growingfood; it strengthens their bones,
makes healthy blood and promotes

Scott &

sturdy growth.

Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

M-27

and Mrs. H. Everett Hichborn, after
brief visit with Mr. **nd Mrs. H. R. Hichborn
left for home June 21st, accompanied b;
their cousins, Capt. Edmund Hichborn, an< *
sister, Miss Nellie, and Mrs. A. C. Colcord, th 1
former going to Bath, MiBS Nellie to friend; 1
in Rockland and the latter to Portland.
Dr.

j

1

|

a

BELFAST.

EAST

up.

vve

especially invite you to examine our line of Blue Serges at $10, $15, $ a
$20 and $22.50, in the different models. Remember our guarantee.
We also have t0. shovv y°u the latest styles of
Straws, both imported
domestic makes, the famous C. & K. Soft Hats, and a
nice line of

J8JJ

||

A

9-pound daughter

was

born

in our Furnishings Department you will find Bates Street,
Belgrade
Metropolitan Shirts in all the latest styles from $1.00 up. Arrow Collars Fou
Bros, and Cross Dress Gloves, Cooper’s Underwear, Faultless
Night Shirts Fan-

P
g
fe

in

fact,

we

carry all Standard Made

Special

1

attention

given

I

Telephone

Savery returned home Tuesday
Isle au Hai^t,after a visit with her brother, Guy Barter.
Mrs. Annie L. McKeen and Miss Flora Burgess arrived Monday morning at their cottage,
the

67-2

12 Main Street,

I

JULY FOURTH
This is the week when everyone will eat salmon. Never before have we
been able to procure such elegant salmon as we are receiving this
year.
We receive these fish the day after they are taken from'the water,
ensuring
the highest quality possible. The price for July 4th will be

0

1

JJ

[oj

1

by whom she had three children—Eva A., who
died when a young woman; Isaac Elden of
few years ago, and Mrs.
her. She is

who survives

Oleson,
also survived by her second husband, Lorenzo
Patterson; by a brother, Francis B. Patterson
Eliza F.

of

Belfast,

and

by

six

grandchildren

and

seven

great grandchildren, Mrs. Patterson was devoted to her family and home and was especially fond of her three little great grandchildren, the children of Mr. anu Mrs. Joseph
will feel their loss keenly. She
obliging neighbor, was ever ready
to give her help cheerfully when she could,
and her doors were always opened for those

Blaka,
was a

who

very

fortunate than herself. She held the love
respect of the neighborhood and the community feel that they have lost a kind, lovable,
whole-hearted neighbor and friend. The fu-

less
and

held Sunday at 1 p. m.,
Rev. Wm. Vaughan of Trinity Church officiating, and the attendance and the many beautiful flowers testified to the esteem in which

neral

services

were

held. Mrs. Patterson was a descendof the first Patterson family who settled
in East Belfast and nearly all this family are
buried in the old cemetery on Swan Lake avenue, where Mrs. Patterson was buried in the
family lot.
she

ant

was

|

30c. and 35c. per lb.
(DRESSED

Delivery

[H

WEIGHT)

all orders will be made

of

Monday.

We will have LIVE and BOILED LOBSTERS
Remember the place,

o

j

Bramhall’s Market,
HIGH

STREET.

as

usual,

E

F

brooh

TELEPHONE 2.

NOTICE--This market will be closed ail day
Tuesday, July 4th.

o

o]|r

-id
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NOTICE
We,
that

the

undersigned,

wish

to

stores will be closed all

our

give notice
day Tuesday,

|

ERVIN

WILL BE FOUND

\

New Rugs,Braided and Hand Woven, Linen
l
ners, Baskets, Trays, Knit Porch jackets
and Shawls.

C. F.

SW'IFT,
H. L. WHITTEN Co.
F. L. YOUNG,
E. F. BRAMHALL & CO.
Pembroke S. Staples, a veteran of the Civil
War, died Saturday morning, June ‘24th, at his
home in East Belfast after an illness of only
days, aged 73 years.

He

was

the first R.

F. I). carrier out of Belfast and

was

serving

j;

on

*•
<

indigestion. A physician was called and everything possible was done to relieve his sufferings, but without avail. He was born in
a son

of the late Capt Hezekiah and
is survived by his wife,

Nancy Staples, and

Mary Stinson, by
son,
William H. and one daughter, Miss Charlotte
E. Staples.
For some years before his appointment as R, F. D. carrier he conducted a
meat market on High street and in his business relations and in the performance of his
official duties he made many friends and had
the confidence and respect of all who knew
He was an obliging neighbor, a kind
him.
and devoted husband and father, and will be
He enlisted for the Civil War
sadly missed.
at the age of 23 and went to Baton Rouge, La„
witl vhe gallant 26th Maine regiment, but was
taken ill there and sent to the hospital. He
was mustered out in 1863, but re-enlisted in
1864 and was finally mustered out in 1865. He
was a member of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G.
A. R., and of the Waldo County Veteran association. The funeral services were held Monday at 2 p. m. at the late home on Swanville
avenue, Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the Universalist church officiating.
Postmaster A. W.
Keating and many of the postal employes,
members of Thomas H. Marshall Post and allied bodies attended the services, and the

formerly

Miss

one

floral offerings were profuBe and beautiful.
The bearers were Messrs. George A. Leavitt,
Fred N, Savery, Eugene S. Achorn and Wm.
R. Mason, all of East Belfast. The interment
was in Swanville.

Lessons in Ree?l and Raffia Basket tv

<

his route June 20th when taken ill with acute

Belfast,

j

| Woman’s Club, 66 Church

CROSS,

DUTCH BROS;
B. D. FIELD,
JOHN A. FOGG.
A. A. HOWES & Co.

three

_

AT THE

j

July 4th.

summer.

a long illness of Bright’s
complications. She was a great sufferer during her
last illness, bift had the constant care of a
most devoted daughter and no wish was left
ungratified. She was born in Belfast, Jan. 7,
1840, a daughter of George and Hannah (Lancaster) Patterson, one of a family of fourteen
children, of whom thirteen grew to be men and
women, and all her life had been spent in Belfast, r\She married,r, first, Capt, John Foss,

a

I

-=FOR—

disease and

died

Belfast, Maine.

SALMON

I

Mrs. Anne S. Patterson died June 23d at the
her daughter, Mrs. Peter Oleson, after

who

SOUTHWORTH
ojIqoB-

home of

Portland,

We pay all mail charges.

I

Miss Ethel

spend

Goods.

to mail orders.

RALPH D.

avenue.

from

to

la

Caps.

very

June 23d to

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dodge, Searsport

Flowanna,

;

U

Charles Larson and son Karl are guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Davis.
Mrs.

a

Mr. George H. Hopkins, Church street, took
Monday’s boat for Boston, en route to Mattapoisett, Mass to attend the Hi&rh school
graduation of Miss Louise Griffin. Before returning he will spend a few days in Boston on

Miss

George

McLaughlin auto-bus,
the travelling public.

short time you will see a great improvement in your general health. Start taking
Hall’s Catarrh Cure at once and get rid of
atarrh. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

M

pect, Stockton Springs and Islesboro.
Mrs. Stella C. Young of Winterport, after a
two weeks’ stay with the Misses Hichborn
Church street, returned to her home last Sun-

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.

Miss Ellen Cunningham of
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
several days this week.

Republican primaries

for Representative to the Legislature in the
_1_*_“ dTTT,.

of steamer

were on

in

the

Albert

Ames, Church street, received the nomination

hand to speed the parting
guests. The weather was all that could be
desired,the country is looking its best, and the
visitors m ust have had an enjoyable outing.

coming

University of Maine.

Miss

Islesboro, arriving at 8.30, and boarded the
special train in waiting for Skowhegan. Some
of the Bel fast Sir Knights who had welcomed
the

of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure has been taken by catarrh
sufferers for the past thirty-five years, and
has become known as the most reliable remedy
for Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure acts thru the

for

Snow, principal of the Stockton
High school, left Monday morning by the McLaughlin auto-bus for Bangor, en route tc
Orono, where he will attend thp summer schoo!

veyed them to Camden, accompanied by the
Belfast band. De Molay returned from Cam-

evening by special trip

This?

Hundred Dollars Reward for

Bennett, Middle street, left Mon(
day by steamer for Boston, where he has ar Biood on the Mucous surfaces, expelling the
j
offer of employment from his cousin, Mr
Poison from the Blood and healing the diseased
George Dolloff, a contractor for road construc- portions.
tion Dorchester, Mass.
After you have taken Hall's Catarrh Cure

at the

Our suits range in price irom $5 00 to $22.00.
absolutely guarantee the color of every suit from

$10.OC

case

any

Charles A.

to

den that

most

Mr. R. A.

Tne last

Molay Commandery of Skovhegan arrived in this city on the 12 o’clock train June
23d on its way to Camden, for St. John’s Day
and was met at the train by Palestine Commtindery of Belfast and the Belfast band, and
after a short parade about the city were taken
to Masonic temple, where a buffet lunch was
served

Bethany Chapter
delightful picnic at

of f ort Point Cove.

I)e

[

June 20th

a

busy with

left for home early in the evening.
party arrived at 10 p. m.

How’s
We offer One

members of

O. E. S., enjoyed
the cottage of Mr. and Mrs, Albert M. Ames
Camp “Birken-See,” on the Sandypoint shore

er.ained

That

imagination.

approach-

street.

mail.

precocious baby of five months
which predicted the suicide of the Kaiser
in August and the cloBe of the war in
-’September, was a creature of some one’s

change of business, to leave town in the fall.
Chas. A. Snow was chosen as the new trustee,
the present board standing—Herbert L. Hopkins, Everett Staples and Chas. A. Snow.
Simeon B. Merrithew continues as treasurer,
and Ls A. Gardner as parish clerk.

John H. Gerrish came from Bangor Saturday to spend Sunday with her husband, the
terminal agent of the B. & A* R. R. He is
boarding with Mr. and Mrs. Libby, Sylvan

seen

others

was
now

ing.

residences, palatial
otherwise, are
Miss Mabel Johonnett, who has been visitin great variety—some inland by ing relatives in this town and Palmyra for a
Montville Monday.
lake or stream, some on the seashore and few weeks, returned to
and

J. A.

Ladies' Aid Society of the Universalist
parish will meet for work this, Thursday,
afternoon with Mrs. John C. Rendell, Cross

the

were

as chairman pro tem, the resignation of
Flanders as one of the board of trustees,
read and accepted, the gentleman being
in New York and expecting, because of

acting

The

All
games, etc
gave three cheers for the “Howes Boys,” who
are royal entertainers, before the first party

photographs for the 260 views in ihebook
were by Camden artists.
They certainly
of the

annual parish supper of the Universalheld in the banquet room in Masonic hall last Thursday night, proved unusually
appetizing and attractive, and waB liberally
patronized. At the parish meeting following,
which was well attended, Walter F. Trundy

went out

one

The

Mrs. Elden S. Shute and little son are now
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A, Flanders, East Mam street, following a visit with
her husband’s parents on sylvan street.

SOCIETIES.

H

Mrs. James M. Treat, where they spent
the day and night, leaving early Saturday
morning, accompanied by Mrs. Sanborn, who
will visit them in their Boston home.

Lincolnville, where she will

Remember the sale is fast

We

^

jP(lift

ist church,

street.

jff

and

the
17th

left June

Alvah C. Treat, Church street,
Winterport, last Sunday, to call upon her cousin, Mrs. Horace Emerson, who arrived Friday from Colorado.

fished, made records of swimming and floating,
tested strength in athletic contests and racing

party, says:
The Primaries proved bungling, ineffi-

specimens

assistant in

1

cottage, camp “Molly Chunkamunk,”
Sandypoint, for a twenty-four hours' visit, returning Friday morning to the home of Mr.

Mr. and Mrs.

cottage of Messrs. J. H.
and R. H. Howes.
It was a perfect day, and a
Some of the guests
most enjoyable occasion.

at Pine

received little more than a third". And
the Lewiston Journal, which has resumed
its old-time allegiance to the Republican

fine

Pord by

to Pitchers

if more then 44,000 Colonel Hale receiv16.U00 votes. Of the votes cast, he

ire

Swasey,

Springs High school,

§f

The annual field day outing of the Current
club, which was to have occurred on
June 27th, has been postponed to a later date,
not yet determined on account of the inability
of many of the members to join in the festivities at that time. The regular meeting of the
club was held with Mrs. J. A. Flanders, Wednesday afternoon, the topic being “Anec-

DOLLAR goes up in Smoke.

a

big, bright, illumination as to the place
prices which offer vou the very best Clothing-values TODAY and EVERY DAY.

jjjjj

S

motored to

Last Saturday afternoon, after the departof I)e Molay Commandery for Camden,

ed

den” published this year by John R.
Prescott of Newtonville, Mass., and it
should be a source of local pride that the

Gertrude

for her home in

ure

6,000 short of a majority of the
■•'otes cast for the Republican candidates
for the senatorial nomination. In a total

other attractions of Camden; but nothing
to compare with the “Glimpses ot Cam-

Miss

Brooklyn Eagle, which
other 'day declared its confiPresident Wilson and pledged

SECRET

was

There have been a number of illustrated booklets devoted to the scenic and

Stockton

But it is
and the

H

Sanborn

Mrs.

says of the primary vote for United
States Senator: “Colonel Hale had a
plurality of 1500 votes but with that he

cient, lull of disfranchisement,and when
all is over have by no means expressed
the will of the people to a degree that
■ould have been secured, in our opinion,
in other ways by less intricate machinery.
Nor is it right that one law should obtain
exclusively in Portland by which changes
in enrollment may be made up to the
ery eve of election, and elsewhere none
■permitted within the six months period.
’Why is fish made of the voter in one
place and flesh in the the other?

early the present week.

Time is ripe for action, short and sharp
and decisive.
Hours, not days, should
be given to Carranza to declare himself.
And short of a declaration satisfactory,
still swifter should come a communication to the Congress.
Watchful waiting ended with the
transmission of a note. Justice to the
men who are with our colors dictates an
end of shiliy-shallying. There is a price
for peace too high for payment. Procrastination has stolen time enough. ,_

The Portland Press declares that the
direct primary system has been vindicated, and says further: “It has its faults

of the

and Mrs. Edward M. Lawrence, accomMrs. WTm. Avery, left last Friday
for Lubec, for a brief stay. They returned

him its earnest support, takes this view
of the situation.

People.”

one

panied by

countries for aid ana support and asked Japan to supply him with munitions.
the

occupying

Hon.

He would do that
and meanwhile Carranza has

anyway,
called upon the Central and South Ameri-

only

literally insane in their

hatred of the American

to lie

opportunity

are

Haskell

dilemma.

a

dence in

arrayed all classes in Mexico against
this country; and as Julius Chambers
says in the Brooklyn Eagle: "The Mexiof

Brook, where they
cottages.

need to

The Democratic

has

cans

no

can

out to
danger.”
sult of the President’s “watchful waiting” and unwarranted intermeddling he
meet

Mexican bandit

a

of

out

There was

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hackey and family recently moved from Maple street to Lowder

Not

|j|

completed.

dotes,” either personal or otherwise, “anything that iB of an entertaining nature,” as
suggested by the hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. George Dolloff and daughter
Virginia, with Mrs. Owen Treat, all of Boston,
arrived by automobile in the afternoon of
June 21st at the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. B.
Sanborn, Church street, and the next day,
with Mrs. Sanborn and children and Mrs. Alice
T. Doe and daughter Blanche, motored to the

Mr. Peleg Griffin of Boston arrived June
17th, and is the guest of his brother, Mr. Lorjng Griffin and wife, Maple street, and other
relatives in town,

wait-

policy—“watchful

the

Saturday to spend her summer vacaher sister. Miss Mabel F. Simmons,

tion with

ington

j

Lillian A. Simmons arrived from Bos-

Miss

Nothing Noisy in this Display.
Nothing Flashy---No “Rah-Rah” Garments.

1

Simeon B. Merrithew motored to Bangor j
June 20th with the seven girl graduates of ;
the Stockton Springs High school, where they
obtained at Chalmer’s a fine group picture of
the class and C. A. Snow, principal of the
school. Regrets were expressed that the assistant, Miss Gertrude Swasey, was unable to
be with them, for inclusion in the picture as
had been expected.
Events

two which

“Mr. Glynn’s ringing words about the militia, but at the same time Presipeace and prosperity seem just a hit more j dent Wilson was quoted as saying that
foolish than when they were delivered in i this massacre was “a mere incident,”
St. Louis,” says the Brooklyn Eagle. In and later it was announced from Washfact, we were then at war with Mexico, ;
that there would be no change in

For its Customers to Celebrate in.

The Auxiliary Aid was most pleasantly 3ntertained June 25th by Mrs. Edith M. Ginn at
Camp “Skipiki.” The members arrived at an
early hour, being conveyed to the camp by
A. M. Ames in his automobile. A bountiful
lunch was served at noon, after which the
“Auxiliary Aiders” and their friends resumed
their sewing, and a goodly amount of work

motor-party from Bangor.

a

Jj
j
H

day.

Mrs. bred Sanborn of

pursuit of the cutthroat Villa. Then, as
crowning outrage, two troops of our
Tenth Cavalry w’ere led into ambush by
a flag of truce and shot down by the cowardly Mexicans. Then came the call for

every county and town in the State,”
and at this writing he is the only Repub-

of

=■-BARGAINS-—

M. L. Pinkham of the Ames Grocery Co.,
his family and friend, Mrs. Walker,
Church street, motored to Port Clyde June
22d to attend the funeral of his aged mother,
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Hupper also went in their
auto for the funeral, Mrs. Pinkham being his
grandmother. All returned the same night
Their respective stores were closed during^the

was

Days Before the Fourth

|

with

Jndkins of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Grace W. Britto, West Main

5

This Store will Celebrate the Fourth
right now with some brilliant Clothes

j|

co-partnership existing for several |
under the name of Goodhue & Co., with
hardware and plumbing business in Stockton
and branch in Belfast, has been dissolved by
mutual consent, Mr, Goodhue taking the Belj
fast store and Mr. Gardner continuing in
L.
of
name
A,
Stockton under the business
Gardner.

a v.

election

i

The

to

regular

!sk

years,

—

the

| Only

orief.

Committee has 21st came to him
through the kind agency street.
6, to endorse Charles E. of this
The Universalist Auxiliary Aid will be encountry.
Hughes for President. Maine voted for
tertained next Friday by Miss Mabel F. Simhave
the
States
All
responded prompt- mons, School stieet.
•endorsement.
ly to the President’s call for the mobiliCapt. Edmund Hichborn, sister Nellie, and
uia
me
was
ui
U
lijccmifc;
ca|)clicu
zation of the National Guard. Employers Mrs. A. C, Colcord, returned
Saturday by
Governor and Council yesterday Gov.
generally are offering to continue their jitney from Rockland.
Curtis would issue a proclamation ca ling
pay and keep their places open for emMiss Inez Fletcher returned home Thursday,
for a special primary to be held someployees who are members of the Guard, having attended the H. C. I commencement
time in July to nominate candidates for or who
volunteer, and cities and towns exercises in Charleston, and from there visitUnited States senator to fill the vacancy
propose to care for the families of the ing friends in East Corinth and Brewer.
caused by the death of Hon. Edwin C. men who
Mrs. Eben Libby, Sylvan street, furnished
go to the front. Our soil has
Burleigh of Augusta, to he voted for at Deen invaded and our people murdered dinner for fifteen people last Sunday, consist-

Progressive

voted, 32

| The Home of Good Values

Miss Susie A. Cousens of Brockton, Mass.,
accompanied by a friend. Miss Adams, arrived
by the Boston boat last Saturday morning for
a week’s visit with her friend Mrs. Edgar
Colcord, Mill street. Many old friends extend
a glad welcome to Miss Cousens in her native
town, wishing that her stay was to be less

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

The machine gun the Carranour troops June

the case.

in-

A new auto-bus was recently placed upon
the sixty>mile route from Rockland to Bangor,
passing through this village—the line of the
original survey for the Penobscot Bay and
River R. R., more than forty years ago. It is
a very
large and commodious car and has the appearance of a white steamboat set upon wheels.

against Americans, and that has been

nounced that he will support the Republican candidate for President; and the

an

time.

1
;

«

:-

Home Cooked Food

\

Try Mrs. Black’s Delicious Specials

\

including Meats,

<
J

I

<>

f
<

Sale Even

AND LUNCHES AT REASONABLE PRICES

<

<

on

|

for

I.u

Chicken ‘Pie, Fish, Clam Houllion, Salads, Strawbert>

Cake, all kinds Sandwiches, Cake, Doughnuts.
Ice cream in cones, etc., for serving in the room, also packing ho\i'
kinds for home delivery.
EVERY SATURDAY at 5 p. m.. Baked Beans and Hot Rolls, Tv.
Coffee—Hot or Iced. Special orders taken at any time for parties.

■

<

NOTICE

RENTS WANTED
List your rent with us and let us find a
We have applications for rents in
‘nant.
elfast every day which we cannot supply,
erms

2w24
1

I

right.

DICKEY-KNOWLTON
REAL ESTATE COMPANY,
Pythian Block. Belfast, M

changed
e

rOLEYKIDNEY PILLS

FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

United States Custom:
Port of Belfast,
Under authority of the Honoral
Bioner of Navigation Department
merce, notice is hereby given that
the Gas. Yacht “VANCLUSE’* of 0

4w25y

to

“ON AW A.”
BANCROFT H. CON

Deputy

t

uu

1

of Belfast.
Of

.ome

[’
dff!

^

1

fur coats?

summer

Skirts 8

of the Penobscot Bay Eiec),as succeeded Walter H.

Horn

fteo1
|i[
1®®*

gtock of

a

With

enterprising clothing

our

ground

electrician.

.jtv

Ar

f®*

Holmes

looking silk

hosiery.

Belfast.

to

smart

wear

furloughs granted last week
was that of
uonal Horne at Togus

inches from the
it is necessary to

¥

contract for a granite
which John Cochran Chapter,
on the an;,ce at Port Pownal
the

,ll8

fft

July.

-R

10 cases in the list of 241
the June term of the Law
|ieiwd in Portland June 27thnas

are new ones.

s9

"f life insurance

anteed for service.
Three pairs of Holeproof
silk hose are Guaranteed
3 months without holes or
new hose free. For Women
3 pairs $3.00; for men

dis-

was

|

ons

j

ted States and Canada in
.f,Ceived $1,073,500, Lewiston^
and Belfast, $48,-

-1

is not only smart looking
but they are actually Guar-

^$270,250,

bride. Miss Caroline GiljrriVed June 22nd from a brief
which they visited Boston
They have rooms in the E. P.
and

v

*
*

,fC

iri, who was graduated from
Maine with high honors, as
her page, after a brief visit to |
he
ty went to Boston, where

K

,f

j

i during the

summer,

\
)

made for

g

a

pleasant

very

oteresting program in LincolnFourth of Julv. when Wal-

ihe markets

will meet there for
thly meeting and a celebra-

closed all day

grange

a

of Yale College. Mrs
Derland, Mrs. Taylor's
jlcifer, Mrs. Turquest and
on
n Belfast last Friday
rge's Lake, Liberty, to spend

Taylor

following

The

The

grounds at the residence of Stephen S.
I- Shute, No. 7 Park street, are
being graded
and will be improved with shrubs and
garden
flowers.

let-

calied tor in the Belfast post
k ending June 27th:
Ladies—
Miss M. Di'.worth. Gentle.rdner, Marvel Specialty Co.,

be

The regular meeting of Thomas H. Marshall
Post, G. A. R will be held Monday, July 3d,
instead of Tuesday, the 4th.

son

i.tters.

will

The Universalist Social Aid will meet with
Mrs. Frank H. Mayo this, Thursday, afternoon.

te

i

and grocery stores
next Tuesday, July 4th.

The

repairs

on

the

Morrison house, 41 Court

| street, recently injured by fire,
Painters are at work
j completion.

are

nearing

house
interior, and the barn is up and boarded in.

H, Pomeroy.

on

the

j Ihere will be a meeting of the poultry club
Crops cannot i of the High school next Saturday afternoon at
ither, as the ground is still j 3.30 o’clock in the police court room.
Alj
iter in the day Friday there
J members of the club are requested to be
in the temperature and the j
present.
n was more encouraging.
The regular monthly business
meeting of
L i worth Parsons of Florence,
morning

cold, but Friday

was

agrees colder.

a

Belfast Woman's Club will be held at the

the

of

.ughter

Mrs. Charles 0. Par-

Martin C. Dilresident of this city,

laughter

of

years a
i’.*16 graduates of Smith Col-

y

club

rooms on

3d.

A full attendance is

Church street at 3 p.

importance will

of

come

July

m.,

desired as business
before the meeting.

soloist at the Ivy Day

eaters, and presented them with
fray the expenses of their pro-

trip-

e...

r■se<:

absent

tardy

or

for the

Primary school in East Belteacher, were Arnold
Pierce, Flora Pierce and Jesse

rick

a

mold Collins

was

not absent

he whole year; Enna Pierce
the year and was absent

or

was

only

f the young people of the MethoFred A. Seward and his

gave
;•;<

with

mom

oak

an

rocker and

North

on

the

Church Fair.

The ladies of the

North Congregational church will hold their
fair on Wednesday afternoon, July
12th in the church vestry. The following
ladies will have charge of the tables: Chil| dren's table, Mrs. C. O. Poor, Mrs. E. J. Morison; fancy table, Mrs. M. C. Hill, Miss Margaret Dunton; apron table, Mrs. R. F. Dunton,
Mrs. F. W'. Brown; food table, Miss Perry,
Mrs. Wm. K Keene; ice cream, Mrs. C. A.
Pilsbury, Mrs. E. S. Bowker. There will be
summer

Hospital

the

Club

were

meeting last week at the home of
L. Keene, Northport avenue.
tables the

for the

cretonnes

:.

hospital-fair July

at the

•V"

ionic were

10th.

discussed

and it will be

June

of the

early day.
:al

meeting,

-of the W

interport

19th,

Farmers

Union

dicers were elected; President,
i<i; vice president, (i. H. York;
retary, A. C. Edmonds; audi1‘orter; directors, W. S. Littlerk, A.‘ C. Edmonds, C. E. Barter, L. D. Hill, J. K. Downes, R.
■•I.*hen Perkins. C. E. Embree,
<

•«

State Union
f

was

present.

Minnetoska Club of the

the

went to the

Battery

last Thurs-

were guests until Friday
eader, Mrs. Charles M. Craig,
which motored down in B. L.
r
Miss Elizabeth K. Kittredge,

ey

Davis, Miss Katherine Brown,
: Rogers and
Dorothy and Mar-

Dtfhii
i. who has been

employed for a
by the New England Tele-

^ars

y, and

for sevenal years their

ornpleted his work with

Monday
Barrows
*“r

as

recently
*

entered the

employ

shipping clerk.
came

them
of

H. A.

here from Cam-

the Telephone Company, is

for

chief.
to

:,e

The recital given by Miss Edith M. Davidpianoforte pupils last Friday evening,
June 23rd, at the rooms of the Belfast Musical

son’s
of

ners

tp

will be

surgical sponges and mite,
|
and an who have large knitting needles are requested to bring them.
noon

an

invitation from the BelEastern Yacht club,

Trade the

Shipping Items.

The five-masted schooner
Palmer, which has just arrived at
New York from Buenos Ayres, has been sold
by J. S. Winslow & Co. of Portland to New
York parties for $185,000. This is $102,000
more than the vessel cost to build at Rockland
in 19Jl-The three-masted schooner Damietta &

pine

has been

Pickering

their way eastward. This anmade in the out of town

n

itinerary

of the cruise of the

the Boston papers does not
to Belfast. July 8 the run is

•->

o

Isiesboro; July 10,

•rth

race

from

Haven.

low

as

Bridgewater,

go to

Broadway, has bought

N.

S., to

for

$100,000

the four-

wooden schooner Elisha Atkins from
Gardner G. Deering of Bath.
Capt. Edmund
Hichborn of Stockton Springs, who had been
the commander of the Atkins and owned a
masted

who lives in

and

the

from

jlub would

AUS!

1! 'US!

Machiasport

cargo of

kerson,

a

June

Printed muslin U. S. Flags, lc. to 15c.
Full number of stars.
Cotton bunting II. S. Flags mounted

AGS!
'

LAGS!

Printed, heavy quality,

band stand.

entries clo*e

dressed

in

the

teach

Katherine

in

a

wa3

the

recipient

with

of many

summer

school_Mr.

and

Mrs.

Sunday.

The members of the Afternoon Club of the
Daughters of V eterans were guests Thursday
afternoon, June 22nd, of Mrs. Myra Dutch.
The afternoon was spent
socially and with
sewing, and the hostess served tea, fancy
cookies and cake. Today, Thursday, by inviMrs. Dutch and Mrs. Etta P. Savery,
the club will enjoy an all-day
outing at the
North Searsport cottage, Northport
campground. A picnic dinner will be served and
those wishing transportation will
please advise Mrs. Beryl Ludwick. All
daughters of
veterans are invited, whether members of
the
organization or not.
tation of

superintendent call for written hi,tu
„n
who desire to transport
pupils. Several candidates have applied for the
position of principal of the High school, but no
application
has been received for the
assistant's position.
The Belfast Fanners’ Union
held its annual
meeting in Equity Grange hall June 21st with
a good
attendance, and elected the followingofficers: M. O. Wilson,
President; H. B. Ladd,
Clerk; F. L. Toothaker; Vice
L. A.

President;
Payson, Treasurer. The directors are
M. O.
«. B. Ladd, L. A.
FH Li T“0th8ker- RalPh
Hayford and
Fa r Holmes,
hair
Hnlm F-Mheek‘nB'
Manager, L. A. Payson The

Pa'ison

of busi/r08B amountforrtheP°rtfd th* *70-00:)As the businesl ha« ^ ,PaSt yeaI>
tfce,r Pre8ent building it
decfded t0
tBr°Win
eDlarBe “ t0 double its present
Capacity
ness

was

yourself

anernoon. you
hfor *!*” 'Ithe
m.ea8uring up of

days effort
Cedulas A
of comfort

liah?U‘et
,our

fh*H°WeS

seat
your

favorite Havana cigar
& Co- ae" tbia bra"d

of V

anri

a. m.

the

are

parade

At 1 p.

m.

the

races

today

Preston W Whitaker of Unity, in the
County
Waldo and btate of Maine, in said
IV
District, respectfully represents, that on the
> s
Ju|y.
he
1915,
was duly
?rd
ad°,f
judged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and
rights of property,
and has fully complied with all
the lequire-!
ments of said Acts and of the
orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he
may be decreed by the Court to have a full
discharge
from all debts provable
against his estate
under said bankruptcy
Acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from
such discharge.

enough to

ensure

music.

requested
will start

Dated this 19th

(

ORDER uF

District

are

run-

ning, bag, potato and three-legged races, etc.
early evening there will be a concert on
the school common and later a dance for the
marines
in
Memorial
hall. Both picture

special

v^ill

skating

rink will be open.

have

features

and the

Lamb from the 3,
market.
Order
early for your 4th of July dinner. All goods
delivered late Monday night as the market
mil!

1.

_1_1

at

11

Fogg’s

A

,4

U

\xr; ♦ U

♦ 1.,,

|

prevailing style of skirts smart looking
hoisery are necessary, and Holeproof not only
meet the requirement but are guaranteed for
service. Sold only at The Dinsmore Storesilk

State Assessors will be in session at 9 a.
m., July Uth, at the courthouse in this city...
Read what the Penobscot Bay Electric Co has
to say about electrical bridal gifts... .Salmon
for July 4th at Bramhall’s Market. These fish
are received the day after they are taken from
the water and are in prime condition. Live
and boiled lobsters as usual. Delivery of all
orders will be made Monday, as this market
will be closed all day July 4th....Child’s white
iron bedstead,with mattress, and white enamel
bathtub, all in first class condition, for sale.

for

Liverpool, England

Mounted

on

on

silk U, S.

Flags, mounted

on

and

with

[

I

Apply to Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades, corner
High and Peach streets-Kitchen girl want-

L.s.

his

Jellerson & Greer’s restaurant... .Users
of the telephone should read the advt. of the
N. E Tel. & Tel. Co_See new time table of
Seven
the Eastern Steamship corporation.
ed at

trips a week now between Boston, Bangor and
intermediate ports... .Carle H. Stevens, M.
D., may be called by telephone at his office, 14
Main street, or his residence, 17 Church
street... .Dissolution of partnership of Albion
P. Goodhue of Belfast and Lincoln A. Gardner

ss.

|

„■

“David Harum'

Wednesday (One Evening only)
#

YOUR JOB.

(]
j

=

(

I

Blank Cartridge

Belfast, Me.

\.

"i

Automobile Parties.:
j

looks

simple that

so

most

[jj

people

would be astonished to know what

an

stock is necessary in order
to make one good pair of glasses
which shall be suitable to the wearer:

Rata destroy nearly
a

billion dollar*

worth of food and property

fit*

and mice and *top

ywr

every year.

K*

FRANK F.

1

GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST,
BELFAST, MAINE,

It 1* *afe to u*e. Deadly
bat harmlei* to human being*.
Rat* *imply dry up. No odor
whatever. Valuable booklet
in each can, *'How to Destroy Rata.” 25c.. 50c. and
$1.00. 6-lb. pail. $5.00.
to rat*

I, O. O. K.

.<*

MUSIC

Winter-

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND NEW
YORK

LEE

PATTERSON. Proprietor.

We Examine

The
(without
And

frit

_

KITCHEN

Most

drugs)

Up-to-Date

At Reasonable Prices.
?

Rroken Lenses Replaced

Chase & Doak,

I

QfRL

^Optometrists,
25 Main Street,

WANTED

STATE OF MAINE.

the aid of

the

Glasses

We are prepared to furnish broilers, alive or |
for the remainder of the season at the j
Belfast Poultry Farm, formerly the Ferguson
Farm. Free delivery. Telephone
E. L. COLCORD or
I
tf24
P. A. BRADFORD.
|

EXPRESS STEEL STEAMSHIPS
MASSACHUSETTS AND BUNKER HILL
Leave North Side India Wharf,
Boston, week
days and Sundays at 6 p. m. Same service
returning from Pier 18, North River, foot of
Murray St., New York City,
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine

Eyes

By Modern Scientific Methods

dressed,

—13 1-2 HOURS.
ROUTE VIA CAPE COD CANAL

TEACHING
REPAIRING

RENTING

J.

Notice is hereby given that the partnership
heretofore existing between Albion P. Good- |
hue of Belfast, Me., and Lincoln A. Gardner,
of Stockton Springs was dissolved on May 31, 1
1916, by friendly and mutual consent.
The business will be conducted at Belfast by
Mr. Goodhue under the firm name of Goodhue
& Co., as before and the Stockton Springs
business by Mr. Gardner under his own name. I
Anyone having an unsettled account con- !
tracted at either of said stores should make |
settlement at the store where said account I
was contracted.
ALBION P. GOODHUE.
LINCOLN A. GARDNER

Broilers

Belfast, Maine.

MUSIC MDSE.

j

STEAMSHIPS NORTH LAND AND
NORTH STAR
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
Tuesdays
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6.30 p. m. Also
Mondays at 10.30 a. m. June 19th to Sept 11th
inc.

SHOP,

17 Main Street,

SALE BY

Notice of Dissolution.

at

HIuck.

PATTERSON’S

In Seed, Hardware, Drug

FOR

GRAVES,

1cm* with

EAT COEN

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE

Belfast, Maine.

-AT-

Office of Board of State
Assessors,
Augusta, July 1, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that the State Asses-

JELLISON

&

For Sale

GREERS

Restaurant

25t[

sors

for sale

o

»

fjU

and I have this stock.

DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK

/

sale.

Glasses

!

1

Camden

will be in session at the Court
House in
Belfast on Tuesday, the 11th day of
July, at 9
clock a. m„ A. D. 1916, in the
of
County
Waldo, to secure information to enable them
to make a just equalization of the
taxable
property in said county, and to investigate
charges of concealment of property from
taxation, of undervaluation and of failure to
assess property liable to taxation.
B. G. McINTIRE,
J. J. DEARBORN,
W. F. DRESSER,
Board of State Assessors,
H.F. Sterling, Clerk.
2„26

on

enormous

Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and Qamden

Monday

f

specialty

j

BY WATER. SWAN WHI1 TEN-BICKfOKD COMPANY j
I
I
_._
BANGOR LINE

DIRECT

a

A PAIR OF

!

Let us quote you prices for your party. We
can handle parties from one to one hundred at
cheap rates, day or night. Two twelve passenger cars and smaller ones if desired. Sight
seeing tours arranged if desired. Get our
prices first. Always on the job.
Maine transportation co.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Manager.
24tf
Phone 316-3, or 109 4

ALL THE WAY

Bucksport,

^

,,-^>1|CZ30P||CZI01Z3||c=3|[o1[^^5oL.

IQI

k

Lines.

daily

°

MRS. ADA E. WILDES.

1

METROPOLITAN LINE

4

FOR SATURDAY NIGHTS, Beans and Hot Rolls served and
The public is cordially invited.

:

amd General Store*.

Leave Belfast daily, at 5 00
p. m. for
Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast
7.45 a. m for Searsport,
port and Bangor.

s

Steaks and Chops served to order, Soups, Salads. Sandwiches of all kinds.
Bread and Rolls, Doughnuts, Cookies and Cakes of all varieties.
The popular New York Ice Cream served at all times. Nut Bread

on

landings.

JOHN A. FOGG.

BUSINESS

Special Arrangements Made for Parties

i

a

I eastern Steamship

2

—335

t

Sage will save your hair; it will remove every trace of dandruff and banish scalp
itch and make your head feel fine.
The cost of a large bottle is trifling but the
benefits are very great as every druggist well
knows. A. A. Howes & Co. cheerfully gurantee Parisian Sage to you.

Night as This Market Closes all
Day July 4th.

SEASON’S

I

of said petition and this
order, adto them at their places of residence as

Parisian

All Goods Delivered Late

I

i

j

/

staff with

IS OPEN FOR THE

(>

I

|
|y

Wayside Tea House

The

copies

scalp.

ORDER EARLY

I

l

dressed
stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of tnesaid Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said District, on the 24th
day of
June. A. I). 1916.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. S.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.

SAVEYOUR HAIR AND

only

S1|c=ioc5]|c=Di[c=ioi=z)||abi=3||c=Dl[o1|c±>i[^l[o1[o1

=

bankruptcy.

tors

t

!

s

in

tion.

4th of July Dinner.

Feature

i

in

r

known creditors, and other persons
interest, may appear at the said time and
and
show cause, if any they have, why
place,
the prayer of said petitioner should not be
granted.
And it is further Ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known credi-

two great parties have adopted their platforms, and now all who are interested in Wearing good fitting clothing at reasonable prices,
should read the platform of Harry W. Clark &
Co. They sell the ‘‘Kuppenheimer Make” and
Royal Tailoring... .One used 1915 model Overland touring car for sale at a bargain by B. O.
Norton. Call at his office for a demonstra-

Evening

—

j

Bankrupt.

Mat and

Tuesday One Nig
Mary Pickford
“Rags”

Wm, S Hart in

Triangle

(

Carlyle Blackwell in
“The Puppet Crown”

Paramount ceature

petition and order thereon. |
JAMES E. HEWEY. fil-rlr.

Ordered by the Court, That

Tuesday

Monday (One Night only>

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk,

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
District of Maine, ss.
On this 24th day of June, A. D.
1916,
reading the foregoing petition, it is—

PLAYS

Kay Bee Five Part Features
Keystone Twe Reel Comedy

Bankrupt.
NOTICE THEREON.

hearing be had |
the same on the 4th day of
of Stockton Springs_For 4th of July goods upon
August,
A.D. 1916, before said Court at Portland, in said*
in
great District, at ten o’clock in
go to Carle & Jones. They have flags
the forenoon; and that
variety, horns, pistols, paper caps, blank cart- notice thereof be published in The Republican
a newspaper
printed in said District, '
ridges, blank cartridge revolvers, etc....The Journal,
and that all

Tens of thousands of men are losing their
hair daily and are ignoring the fact. Many a
man has lost his job because he lost his hair.
Dust and dirt make dandruff and dandruff
ma^es heads bald and bald heads are the first
to go when business is poor.
Wash your hair at least once a week with
any pure soap and every other night apply
Parisian Sage rubbing it thoroughly into the

,=^_

Opera House

TRIANGLE

1916

Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court, to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
uaiiKrupicy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 31st day of May, A.D. 1916.
DANIEL F. WALKER,

For Your

CARLE & JONES
^_

Maine,

D

!
Bankrupt's Petition for Discnarge.
In the matter of
)
Daniel F. Walker,
In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt, )
To the Hon. Clarence
Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine.
Daniel F.Walker of Freedom,in the
County of
Waldo and State of Maine, in Baid
District,
respectfully represents, that on the 9th day
of August, 1916, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of
property, and has
fully complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the orders of Court
touching

From the S. G. Norton Farm

5x8 ft.

Revolvers.

of

Attest:

The

KEEP

—^-r-=-

Friday and Saturday

WHITAKER,

A true copy of

LAMB

gilt tpps, 5c to $1.25.
Heavy sheeting U. S Flags, 4x6, $1.00. Double sewed stripes,
fast colors, 5x8, $1.25.
All wool bunting U. S. Hags, 48 Stars, 2x3 ft., 3x5 ft, 4x6 ft.,

'lorns, Pistols, Paper Caps, blank Cartridges

June, A

Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston,
daily
at 6.00 p. m. Leave Bangor
daily, except Sundays, at 2 00 p. m. for Boston and intermediate j

sticks.

staffs with gilt tops,

of

other persons in interest,
may appear at the
said time and place, and show
cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
And it is further ordered
by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this
order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence
Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said District, on the 24th
day of I
June, A. D. 1916.
!

New Advertisements.

G. Norton farm

REOI3TEREQJ

=

Belfast

On this 24th day of June, A. D.
1916 on
reading the foregoing petition, it is_
Ordered by the Court, That a
hearing be had
upon the same on the 4th day of August
A. D. 1916, before said Court at
Portland in
said District, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon;
and that notice thereof be
published in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in
said District, and that all known
creditors, and

Imperial quartet will fur-

houses

day

PRESTON W.

will be start-

Between heats there will be

TRADE MARK
~

dJ>y

already engood racing. The Bel-

but there

|

of

In the

were

Fred Taber of Boston visited Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie r. Miller last week_Mr. and Mrs.
John Sylvester, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Coombs
and Mr. and Mrs. True Elms visited Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Elms in Albion last Sunday.Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Toothaker, B, B. Toothaker and
Carrie Newcomb took an auto ride to Montville last

nish

same

colors. Ice cream and fancy cookies
served.
The
afternoon was spent
games.

tries

The summer house and
decorated in pink and white and
was

At 10

fast Band and the

street.

little hostess

the

Depart-

track at the fair grounds with Joseph FarweU of Rockland starter. The track

Katherine Ingalls, the little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel Ingalls, celebrated her sixth
birthday June 24th with a party at her home

Main St

1

Bankrupt, )

the

on

83

To the Hon. Clarence
Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States
for the
District of Maine.

(he following line of march: down Spring to
Church, over Church to Market, down Market
to High, over High to the foot of the square,
up Church to Grove, up Grove to Court, over
Court to the Common where they will disband.
Immediately following the parade Prof. L. 1.
Bateman of Auburn will give an oration on the
ed

Harry W. Clark & Co.,

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
)
In Bankruptcy.

In the matter of
Preston W. Whitaker,

on

Flag We Love,” fcy Mrs. Ethel S. Whiting; quotations on the Flag by Mrs. Etta P.
Savery.

were

Fire

r,lark. S.

R

the line of march

to decorate.

“The

table

on

selling plan.

preparedness

etc.

a

delegate and the following Flag Day
given: A flag song by Miss Ruth

Cedar

room,
tance.

visiting C imps. Canton Pallas, I. O.
O. F., Tarratine Tribe of Red Men, school children, Girls’ Home, Boot and Shoe Workers’
Union, city clergymen, autos, trucks, buckboards and carriages. The committee request
all to decorate their carriages and cars, and all

Kimball; reading, "The Birthday of Old
Glory,” by Miss Florence Kimball; paper on
Flag-Day by Mrs. Dora J. Bridges; recitation,

on

largely attended. In the evening not only was
seat occupied, as well as the
standing

every

their four

contributions

meeting Wednesday evening,

The Belfast Opera House was opened under
new management last
Saturday with a
matinee and evening entertainment, both

the Court

Boy Scouts, City Government,

is

appreciate

on

a-

This means that you can buy the very best of all
Readyto-Wear Clothes “The Kuppenheimer Make” at 5
per
cent cheaper then they are sold elsewhere.
You will need a new outfit of clothes as well as Shirts
Underwear, etc., before the 4th of July. Why not buy
them of us and save money.

the

street side of the common
in the following order: J. Harvey Stinson,
marshal of the day, with three aids; City Marshal George W. Frisbee, with police; the Belfast Band, the marines, a Red Cross auto, the
form

was

program

lumber.

5c to 50c.
L AGS!

parade,

■

deeds.
In spite of the big advance in prices of everything in
the clothing line “by preparedness,’’buying a big stock
many months ago before the advance, vve are enabled to
give our pash customers a 5 per cent discount under our

but many were unable toifind admitThe interior hes been
thoroughly
cleaned and renovated, the wajls and
afternoon.
ceiling
painted colonial yeHow with trimmings of a
The Day We Celebrate. The plars for
darker shade, the electric lighting service reare
practically
the Fourth of July celebration
arranged, with indirect lights in the balcony,
completed. H. C. Buzzell, Esq., chairman of and new
seats, which did not arrive in time
word
Tuesday
the general committee, received
for the opening, will be installed. The leadfrom Congressman Peters that the U. S. ship
feature at the Opera
Wadsworth would be in the harbor during the ing
Housevthis, Thursin the day, evening will be Marguerite Clark in “The
take
part
would
marines
and
the
day
parade will Seven Sisters.”.
The

21st, of Emma White Barker Tent, D. of V., a
report of the recent meeting of the State
Tent in Portland was given by Mrs. Belle Nic-

4th of July Goods
1

will
1E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans.
Daniel Chaplin Camp of Bangor. Newthe Dixmont
ell Smith Camp of Dixmont.with
of Brewer
Band, George H. Hartshorn Camp
over July
and R. P. Brown CBmp of Castine
a dinner in Me4th. The host cam p will serve
a dance in the
morial hall at noon and will give
A.

residents

At the

interest, is now at home....The P.
Doyen Company has appointed Capt. Pierce
Lewis, formerly Harbor Master of Port-

from

our

new

tertain

those interested in the work.

land, Me., master of its big wooden steam
lighter America, which Vessel is going to
carry paper between Stockton Springs and
Nefc York-The sch. N.
Ayer (formerly
George Nevinger) built at Milton, Del., in
which
sailed
so
1865,
many years out of Bangor and was in command of Capt. A. B. Mazrell, formerly of this city, sailed June 19th
a

Call at

demonstration.

a

master’s

H.

was

will

as

$1075.

Belfast, Me.

blind.
another,
Brooksville,
Mrs. Lvdia S. Hatch, who is also a shut-in,
has knit 90 sponges. Ab?ut $13 have been
contributed for material, cotton yarn, etc.,
and

load lumber for New York_F. R. Eaton, of
11

port on its way to Bar
as visited Camden each season
e yachts have come
up the wesskirting Long Island rounded

this

at

down

$8 per M_The
three-masted schooner Susan N. Flickering,
Capt. Haskell, arrived at Boston June 21st
from Charleston, S. C., with 322,000 feet of
umber. Weather conditions delayed her arlival a full week.
After discharging, the

H.

annual

and spruce lumber^at Boston for Buenos
$40 per thousand feet. This business

Aires at

cruise eastward in

its

Joanna, has loaded 313,227 feet of white

year ago tor

new one

i

—■

Werstand on a platform of three solid planks—Service, Greater Value Giving and Satisfaction.
It has carried us to victory and success year after
year
because it is not a platform of promises but of actual

1915 model,

—

red, white and blue in the Fourth of
July parade, and a large flag will be carried by
six young ladies. On
July 24th Anderson auxiliary of Rockland will be their guests, when

Society, was a delightful occasion and much
enjoyed by all present. Every number on the
program was well executed, and applauded by
The regular June meeting of
the school comthe audience.
Grace Hazeltine, who played mittee waB
held last Monday
evening, R«y.
Beethoven’s Fur Elise, Haydn’s Gipsy Rondo, Arthur A.
Blair, chairman, presiding. It was
and Gustav Lange’s Flower Song, received voted
to leave the
necessary repairB on the
prolonged applause. The six beginners played school buildings with
Supt. W. B. Woodbury.
remarkably well; one of them, Betty Hanshue, Ur. O. S.
Vickery was elected Medical inspecdoing excellent work in transposing. The tor of the public schools. It
was voted to
program was played from memory with the raise the
salary of Mias Florence M. Cross $50
of
the
Verdi’s
Miserclosing
duet,
exception
per year; that the High school
begin Sept.
ere, which was ^wonderfully well done by 5th and the
grade schools Sept. 11th; that the
Katherine Brown and Grace Hazeltine.
Rebecca

sold

Touring Car,

— ■

OUR=PLATFORM="

I-

rated in

and

a

piate,

: nacake

t0ff *

j

members

surprise party Wednesday
lilst, at their home on Bayview music during the afternoon, and a unique en.ai evening was spent and con- tertainment will be given by the young peogas served.
They presented the ple.
.me

-•

8iret

j

spring

,1a M. Clark

li:-

The

One used Overland

The Auxiliary to the Sons of Veterans
will
have a dance in Memorial Hall next
Monday
evening.
Thev will hnvo on a<>fn
j_

gifts. The guests were Isabel Coombs, Adefriends of the Belfast
i laide Howard, Doris Collins, Doris Wilson,
Woman’s Club will have a social gathering at
Edward Decrow.
<Varrington of Cincinnati, Ohio, I the home of Mrs. James C. Durham to-morWest Belfast.
Miss Sabra Dyer returned
row, Friday, afternoon. There will be readher daughter, Mrs. Thomas P.
led a recent meeting of the Boy ings by members of the Club and a silver col- from Boston last Thursday for a short vacaj
lection will be taken.
The work of the after- tion and in a few weeks will go to Vermont to
r grandson Tom, who is one of
sons was

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN

B. 0. NORTON,

The Woman’s Club has received a letter of
thanks and appreciation from the French Relief Bureau in Boston for the 400 surgical
sponges and 80 mits the club had donated.
The Club has 47 knitters, including several old
ladies. One who is ill in bed with a broken hip,

delivery open one hour after
(Tty carriers excused tt
-Ters excused for the day.

:i

'

office for

probably be held in the Universalist Church
from 9 A. M. to 12 M., and will be free to all
who are interested in canning fruit, vegetables, etc.

proof?

obpost office employees will
wmg schedule on Tuesday, July

5
—

Alonzo Adelbert Shute, son of Mr. and
Mrs.
Ralph D. Shute, who was recently married to
Marie, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Clifford
Gay
of Brooklyn. N.
Y„ left Hartford, Conn.,
with
the First
Tuesday,
Regiment of Connecticut National Guards. He
expected to go
to the border or to Fort
Worth, Texas.

Misses Mary I. Haskell and Catherine N.
Platte of the University of Maine Domestic
Science department will come to Belfast
July 28th under the auspices of the Woman’s Club and speak in the interests of the
Girls’ Canning Clubs which are being
organized throughout the State.
The meeting will

Can you afford to buy the
Mending kind when the
[same money will buy Hole-

——i»/iu

jv/umixmi

Sept.

there will be a supper, a business
meeting and
dance.
Several Division officsrs are also expected to be present.

$2.00.

High street.

nur u Dbiu in

Rufus Lowell of Montville
picked sevi^iT
ripe tomatoes from his garden June 3d. They
were planted in the house
early in the season.
Mrs. Amos F. Carleton
announces the engagement qf her elder daughter, Mariorie J.
to
Carleton.
H. Donald Mansur of
Hartford,
Conn. The
marriage will take place at the
Carleton home on Congress street
21st.

A child’s white iron bedstead with
mattress;
also a white enamel bath tub, all in first class’
condition. Apply to
MRS. CHAS. E. RHOADES,
Corner of High & Peach Streets.

j

FOLEY
KIDNEY PILLS
FOR BACKACHE KIONEYS AND
BLADOER

,i

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.
CHAS. M. H4LL,

r

el 306

Searsport Ave.

Children Cry
FOR

FLETCHER’S

C ASTOR | A
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D
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MAN’S

June In Missouri.
of The Journal.]
Springfield, Mo., June 13, 1916. The
month of June is to us full of joy and

(Correspondence

beauty.
with

To

begin

The
Don’t waste time with or-

have been favored

we

abundance of delicious straw-

an

cer

gathered fresh from our own
patch in the garden. For more than
four weeks, morning, noon and night we

Tell,

[

them without stint or weariness, and
handed over the patch at surplus times
and friends. We have also
to

Winter Wheat. Order a sack
ribbon

been bountifully supplied
lettuce, beet greens and
our first mess of

picked
This morning

1

and do

baking.

some

You

j

blue
can

we cut our first crop of endive and dug our first mess of new potaone hill being sufficient for the

toes,

days

needs.

Not

only

do

we

partake of

eatables, but our eyes are being
feasted with the sight of the beautiful.
Flowers of almost all early varieties are

the

everywhere in profuse abundance; particularly is this true of the
roses which just now are exceedingly proto

be seen

A week ago we were charmed and
our
delighed with the sights which met
the Btreets of
eyes as we drove through
the city. Last night in our perambulations we halted at a friend s home to gaze
fuse.

for

a

few minutes

on

about

fifty

feet of

Dorothy Perkins pink roaes literally
covered with blossoms on both sides of
the fence and about seven feet

high.

It

tivitioc

wonderful and beautiful sight. A
few weeks ago we visited the grounds of

was a

of our florists who had at that time
about an acre of peonies of all colors and
The scene created was beautiful
my powers of description. About
the west of us there were
fields of several acres of peonies, all in
bloom, which are gathered and shipped to
to

j

distant markets.

Commencement exercises of the High
schools, academies, and colleges are also
much

June,
with
made

in evidence

during

j

U. OF M. GRADUATE GRANDSON OF
VETERAN.

the month of

Major Packard of Cadet Battalion Comes i
of Fighting Stock. Good Student,
[fiangor Daily News.J
The highest military honors as well as
distinction in scholastic lines in the class
of 1916, U, of M., went to Major Ansel
A. Packard of Belfast.

Of these we have been favored
our full share and we have been

He is the grand-

Capt. Ansel Wadsworth of Co. G.,
26th Maine Infantry, who was a brave
soldier, winning promotion rapidly for
gallantry in action.
son

glad.

The roads, moreover, leading in all directions through the country have been
wonderfully improved during the pa«t

of

_

soon

you will

your

appetite,

only looked like raining’;
the Cunnles, tu, could kivver up their shap
poes with bandanners;
And’ send the insines scootin’ to the bar roon
with their banners.
I don’t approve o' teilin’ tales, but jest to yoi
I may state,
Our ossifers aint' wut they wuz, afore we lef
the Bay State;
Then it wuz "Mister Sawin, sir, you’re mid
dlin’ well, now be ye’/
Step up an’ take a nipper, sir; I'm drtffle glac
An

Very
improvement in

Buy a
or

see

Portland, Me.

now

(From the Santa Barbara Press.)

President Wilson has credit for having
“kept us out of war.” Will someone
please tell what Mr. Wilson might have
done, more than he has done, toward involving ub in war? What reason could
he have for
declaring war on any foreign

use a

enough

Moreover, Congress has some- !
thing to say about declaring war.
If Holland, and Sweden, and Norway, I

at

The dictionaries
many perplexities.
tell us that one’s business is that
which busies one, or that which engages I lie time, attent ion, or labor of
any one as his principal concern or
Interest. Then, whatever may be the
work for the day, the ‘principal concern or interest’ of serving good can
be paramount and so be rightly considered one’s
real
business.
And,
however much time ard attention external things demand,
the constant
effort to be and to do right can keep

Denmark,
Switzerland,
Spain, in close proxi rnity to the zone of
hostilities, have kept out of war, why

and

and

should not the United States, thousands
of miles distant, from the vortex, keep
out of war?
Or has President Wilson
likewise kept Spain, and Switzerland,
and Denmark, and Norway, and Sweden,

Now,
toward

steadily employed.
“This is all, of course, a mental
question; and right motive Is the keyone

what has President Wllon done

keeping

us

out

of war?

He has tabled and ignored Japan’s request for a settlement of the California
land question. The fire still smolders; an

I

1
i

(

In Use For Over 30 Years.

war.

I
■

To Let

!

|

An

eight-room house, either furnished oi
unfurnished, on Charles street extension. Inquire on the premise?.
25tf

---

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
tor the Countv of Waloo. on the second Tuesday of June, A. I). 1916.
certain instrument, purporting to lie the last
will and testament of John 1\ Bragg late
of Isle shorn, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate. Mary A.
Bragg ol said Ish shorn, named as executrix in
said vvill^io serve without bond,
Ordered. That notice he given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to lie
! published three weeks successively in The Ke
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
I Belfast, within and for said County, on the
! second Tuesday of July next, at ten of the
clock t eioie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not he proved, ap
j proved and allowed.
JAM KB LIBBY, Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Ain hi k W. Lkouakd, Register.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the lbth day of
June, A.l> Jtflti.
MORGAN of
Woicester. Mass.,
executrix of the last will of John W. Davis,
late of Northport, in said County of Waldo, oe
ceased, having presented a petition praying that
her resignation as executrix of said will may be
accepted by the Judge of this Court tor reasons
set forth in said petition.
Ordered, that tin* said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they mav appear at a Probate
Court, to he heltl atBeltast, within and tor said,
County, on the 1 lth < ay ot .inly, A. I). lPltt,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer ot said petitloner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

EOWENA

JEFFERDS SISTERS

A

j
I

j

and Holland out of war?

Always Bought

Signature of

I

1

home.

and

J

Children.

Birdofredom Sawin.

What reason has any foreign
power for declaring war on us? Has any
such threat been extended toward the
j
United States, and, if so, by whom?
countries have trouble

fcm]

Yourn,

power?

European

and

Bears the

jawin;

I'm safe enlisted for the

Infants

The Kind You Have

but, by Mighty,
Ef I hed some of ’em to hum; I’d give ’eir
iinkum vity;
I’d play the Rogue’s March on their hides, an
other music fullerin';
But I must close my letter up, for one on 'em'*
a hollerin'
These Anglo Saxon ossifers—Wal, ’tain't no

WHO HAS KEPT US OUT OF 1HE WAR-

nnin

for

11

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the
signa.
ture of Clias. II. Fletcher, and has been made under
|,is
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no otMl
to deceive you iu this. Counterfeits, Imitations
ami
44
Just-as-good” are hut Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

to see ye”;
it’s “Ware’s mj epplet? here Sawii
step an’ fetch it;
An’ mipd your eye, be thunderin’ spry or dami
ye, you shall ketch it.”
Wal, ez the doctor sez, some pork will bile s>

But

35c bottle at your nearest store,
write to-day for free sample.

"E F.” Medicine Co.,

[—„»JL^^J

Th»s kind o’ sogerin’ ain’t a mite like ou
October trainin’;
A chap could clear right out from there, ef’

Medicine.

. ■

.

TFrom the Biglow Paper?, by J. R. Rowell.]

the
and with the relish for
comes the strength to digest it.
For this old family remedy helps the
stomach, bowels and liver, and renews good
appetite and sound digestion.

and trying
to
manincome;
age these through merely human capacities and talents, are beset with

FOR SALE AT YOUK GROCERS

j

mnfnsinl

F.” Atwood’s

food,

or

one

beyond
fifty miles

Kv'irvcv

‘L.

1

THE MILITIA.

Thousands of Guardsmen Maybe Meditat
ing Today on Hosea Blglow’s Reflection!
of 1847.

The man who can’t cat doesn’t feel
much like working, and the mail with
a
weak stomach doesn’t get much
pleasure out of eating. Your stomach
is very important to your health, work
and happiness.
Don’t abuse it, don’t
neglect it, and when, for one cause or
another, your digestion goes wrong,
and you lose appetite, lie kind to
your stomach.
All it needs is a little
rest, and a few days' doctoring with

“When Jesus at the age of twelve
was sought by his mother while he
was hearing and asking questions of
the doctors
in the temple, he
answered her, ‘Wist ye not that I must
be
about
Father’s
business?'
my
Something not yet understood by her
was taking him into scenes and surroundings she had not planned for him.
Serving God, he went where this service led him; did what this service
demanded of him. No single account
In the Scriptures shows Jesus as serving himself or the selfish interests of
any person or persons about him. The
work of glorifying God and of establishing the kingdom of God in the
hearts of men was upon him, and
with unswerving
went
purpose he
about it,” says a writer in the Christian Science Monitor.
"All men today surely should be
engaged in just one business,—the
business of being and doing
right.
Whatever the outward activities may
be, whatever the daily routine, the
service of good should be uppermost.
Many people confine their thought
of
business
to
commercial
or
industrial
enterprises, to the ac-

from William Tell, the
flour that goes farther.

yesterday we
string beans.

Doing

Greatest Returns.

win domestic science prizes
with the good things baked

with radishes,

Being and

give you William

milled from Ohio Red

today

ate

neighbors

can

Business of

Right Is The One Bringing The

dinary flour when your gro-

berries,

For Poor Appetite and
Weak Digestion

TRUE^BUSINESS

MEXICO AND

I

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Toes
day of June, a. 1) 191t>.

I

At a Probate Court, held at lb
for I be County o' Waldo, on 11
day of June, a I) IMG.

|{

certain instrument purporti
of the last will and tesiati
sanfonl. late of Chelmsford,
having been presented for prob.

\

Ordered, That notice be give
by causing a copy oi
published three weeks success;*,
publican Journal, published at I
interested

may appear at a Probate < uni
Belfast, within and ior said c..
oud
Tuesday of July n-xt,
clock before noon, ami show ra
have, why the same should not
proved ai d allowed.
JAMKs I
A true copy. Attest:
Akthi k W. Leon

A BOO sr..—,,, ( ourt or Plot
W
>» fast, on the 13th day ..f Jm
l>. Whitten, adnunisiratoi on
Cl ester E, Whitten, late ot Kndeceased, having presented his
administration of said estate foi
Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, m The Kept
a newspaper published m Bellast
that all persons inteiested mav
bate Court, to be he'd at Belfast....
ot July next, and show ran-,have, why the said account slum;.
JAMES LI I
A true copy. Attest:
Ain HI K W. LK( >N \

A certain
instrument, purporting to he the
A
iast will and testament of Lewis M. Par
The grandson has served four years in
fridge, late ol Stockton springs, in said Countv
note of the situation. With an honot Waldo deceased, having been presented for
the U. of M. cadet battalion, winning
A LI X.) ss— in Court of Probate, held at Bel
\I7
probate. Leora A. Pai tridge of Stockton Springs
est desire for 'rightness' we cannot
the promotion from captain to major for
n
aggravating
smudge.
last, on the 13th day of June. 191U.
m said county, named executrix to serve witiifew years. Literally the “crooked places
go far wrong without a measure of
He has purposelessly invaded Mexico Wesley L, St nbiiMi, administrator on the estate ) out bond.
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helped by everybody, for his gift is to
AKTIU K
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
‘‘I can say. with the greatest of
Capital Is as secure in Canada as in get good out of ail things and all
thereof
he
that
notice
Me June Lit, 19D;
three
Ordered,
given,
Stonington.
.veeks successively ti i he Republican Journal,
per
if any they have, why tlie prayer of said peti
pleasure that Foley Kidney Pills were
the United States.
w eeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
in
in
said
Counis
Belfast,
newspaper
published
Capital
should
not
be
guarantioner
sons.—Raskin
granted.
the only thing that gave me relief
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counteed protection and
y, that all persons interested may attend at a
r1 U AUDI AN’S NOl ICE- Hi.
in sixteen years.”
security as it is not
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
I’robate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
J by givi s notice that she ha
Mr. G. W. Henderson of Dingle,
say, in Mexico. This means that AmeriA true copy. Attest:
of July next, and show C!»use, if any they Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
minted guaidian of
lay
can capital and
A inn n W. Lkokaki), Register.
llth day ol -July next, and show cause, if any
Miss., says more than that, too. He
tave, why the said account .should not be aliowindustry will continue to
suffered with cystitis (inflammation
SAKAH E. TUKNKK of I
have, why the said account should not be
they
!d.
into
Canada
pour
after
the
war.
of the bladder). It went on until he
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
u tin* County of Waldo, and
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Canada lacks a winter port on the Atreached the point where he had dizzy,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
he law directs. All peisoiis li.>
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
weak spells, and sometimes he would
A true copy. Attest:
lantic; and this year has sent 80 per
Arthur \V. Leonard, K ..ister,
June, A. 1). 1916.
igaiust the estate of said San it
almost faint with pain.
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
Of course,
cent 3f her vast
Iesired to present the an me tor s<
I
M. SMITH of Belfast, Me., widow of
exports out by way of
he doctored, went off to the mineral
11 indebted thereto are requested
American
late
of
Maitland B, Smith,
Hartford, Conn.,
held at
ports. Canada is now raising
springs and drank waters of different
[XTALDO SS —In Court of Piobate,
1 nent immediately.
II7ALDO SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Bela petition praying
half
of
havuig
presented
as
rV
deceased,
13th
much
on
day
June,
the
Belfast,
1916,
kinds, which altogether cost him a
spring wheat as the United
MIN Ml
of
VY
13th
Robert
F.
the
day
June,1916.
fast,on
Probate
Court
of
the
deterthe
that
Judge
may
(obert F. Dunton, administrator, de bonis non,
large sum of money.
States.
Still no perWithin a few years, she will be
Dun ton,executor of the vviliof Phoebe A. Staples, mine what amount shall be paid and to. whom it
Palermo, Me,, June 1, 1916.
vith tlie will annexed, on the estate of Charles
manent relief.
Now comes a friend
late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, havas much, and half her
to
fo.
said
executor
the
raising
shall
he
provide
by
late
Be
said
deceased,
paid
of
County,
Hast, in
laker,
crop must
Who recommends Foley Kidney Pills,
ing presented his first account of administration perpetual care of cemetery lot and monument
mar^et by way of the Pacific coast.
inving presented bis final account of admiuD
i DMINISTKATOKS’ NOTH I
and after using half a dozen bottles,
of said estate for allowance.
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
described in said petition.
ration of said estate lor allowance.
er hereby, gives notice tbai
it
When that day comes, Canada will be
his pains are all gone, he sleeps
j Dissolved in water for douches stops
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
he given, three
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
inly
appointed a*.uiiuisuulor of ti
that
notice
thereof
one of the
Ordered,
Boundly all night.
users of the Panama I
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
largest
a copy of this
all
interested
v»
causing
eks
by
When kidney and bladder trouble
persons
A 1)1)IE M. SHAW. late of W
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflamsuccessively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
Canal. —World Outlook.
order to be published three weeks successively in
comes on you and you suffer the pains
published in Belfast, in said Couu- that all
mation. Recommended by Lydia E.
u
the Count} of Waldo, deceit■-<
; y,newspape
persons interested may attend at a ProThe Republican Journal, a newspaper published
that all ersons interested may attend at a
and aches it causes, have irregular,
Ail r *
on the 11th day
bonds
as tiie law dneets.
bate
to
be
held
at
Pinkham
Court,
Belfast,
Med.
for
ten years.
at
a
Probate
Co.
at Belfast, that they may appear
’rebate Court, to be held at Bellast, on ttie 11th
painful secretions and a burning senieinands against I lit* estate id sam
of July next, and show cause, it any they
Court, to be held at i.elfast. within and for saio
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
lay of July next, and show cause, if any they
eation, take Foley's Kidney Pills at
he allowiesired to present the same tor m u
the
account
should
not
said
have,
why
A
of
on
11th
not
the
July,
D.1916,
should
be
day
allowCounty,
©nee and you will echo Mr. Mendertave, why the said account
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical
ill indebted thereto are request* d ;
ed.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
id,
eon’s sentiments.
Has extraordinary deanring end germicidal power.
FOR
nent immediately
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
if any they iiave.why the prayer of said petitionJAMES LIBBY, Judge.
JOSEPH W. ADI !'•
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by
A
true
Attest:
sold everywhere.
copy.
er should not be granted.
A true copy.
Attest:
The Paxton Toilet Company. Boston, Mass. V
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
Winterport, Me., May », 1916.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
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and believes

that the use of manures,
and fertilizers is important.
Ab to the
value of alfalfa, he says, “A
:
.■limbing in New England. I feeding
aluks
good field of alfalfa is like milling bran.
X®
New England during
:U.,S in
A ton of alfalfa is considered as rich as
increased
slightly
farm
have
a ton of bran.”
o9‘sl
to the

pgiamfl*'arm

'7,,

e

or

0*f

percent, according
the U. S. Department
,r!s of

’7 1

The present value of
throughout, the United

purr-

V'rl"1.

,,lkia

iin;pr0V’’

which is

5 per acre,

t*1'

„.

it'

years over
and in

$13,

per'

than $30

more

,ars

3

p8gt

!

present gain, a New
valued at $5,000 is earning
.,v, i value annually. Through j
stock, and the building 1
,the

;

1

with fertilizers and
increases in value
|r

man-

be

can

average farm.
increase in New England,
v.-n and tomatoes are be-

k

j

England

for canning
before, according to
Crop Reports for 1915,

N,
!

j1

w

t-ver
t

f

coming season,

;,e

treatment at once.

On request we will send you a free
the Blood,”
which contains a chapter on the grip.
Address the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.,
Schenectadv. N. Y.

pamphlet, “Building Lip

in-

an

yield per acre
for sweet
prices
Higher
s make more profitable

:

and in

j

highest

j

command

State in

leading

the

is

the

of sweet corn,

with

a

[From Edwin D. Haseer, Publicity Director
American Legion Headquarters, Toronto,
Canada.]
Lieut. Col. C. Seymour Bullock, the
American who founded the famous “Am-

last year.

■res

(i()0 Now Worth $10,000

erican Legion” movement, and
sprang
building up run- into fame as the organizer of the 97th
New England is shown battalion, Toronto, the first of the Amin
E. Baldic of erican
ices of C
organizations, has been promoted
v. Me., who some years
to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel
by
farm in the suburbs of Major General Sir Sam
Hughes, the

iune in

■

,rm

into

a

gullies

it

has

He

1,000.

high

since

state of

have been filled

|

imps and other refuse.
in ally but
poor, rough

This will be the first American battalion to be raised in Eastern Canada,
and is designed for the hundreds of Am-

out, and are now in
:,o tons of hay are raised
a large quantity of vegeiok crops are marketed by
set

ericans who have been

■

lines

of stable

these
put

Guests of honor of the occasion who were in
receiving line were Col. Hosley of Boston,
representative of the commander-in-chief,
Laura J. Smith of Attleboro, Mass., national
officer of the D. of V., and Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox, national senior vice president of the La-

to

them.

dies of the G. A. R.
The election of

officers took place at the
Thomas L. EastThursday morning session.

man, a prominent business man of Fryeburg,
was elected Commander by a unanimous vote.
In naming him for this important post the department felt that a wiser selection could not
He has long been promihave been made.
nently identified with all the activities of the
and
in
A.
G.
spite ot his years he still
R.,
maintains his keen, masterful grip upon the
aff'airs of the day. The other officers elected
follows: John Q. Adams, Houlton,
were as
senior vice commander; Chas. E. Wing, Wayne,
junior vice commander; Dr. Roscoe Smith,
Auburn, medical director; Rev. Geo. R. Palmer, South Portland, department chaplain; E.
H. Hanson, Portland, Roger A. Foss, Westbrook, William P. Hurley, Togus, Charles F.
Smith, Saco; Charles E. Ames, Newcastle,
council of administration; Fred A. Motley,
Portland, Asst. Adjt. and Q M. General.
At the afternoon session Past Department
Commander John D. Anderson installed the
..ffiKurc rtf the denartment.. after whirh
the encampment listened to informal speeches
L.
T. Carleton of Winthrop, Capt. Hosley of
by
Boston and the new department commander.
In the evening a very enjoyable reception was
given by the Portland G. A. R. and its auxiliaries to the visiting members of those organizations from other sections of the State. The
new officers were all in the receiving line.
Before the reception a most delightful entertainment was given in the main hall under the
special direction of Col. E. C. Milliken, assisted by a committee from Bosworth Post.
At the meeting ot the Woman's National
Relief corps Thurnday morning, memorial
services were held under the leadership of De-

ity.

increased

The watchword of the American Leis “We’ll fight for International

gion

unty Farmers Experiment. Honor and Justice; as we would for the
P-dressing of meadows with Stars and Stripes.” Every man to enter
pounds of high grade fer- must be an American, either native
lacticable and profitable is born, naturalized, or a Canadian with
tic reports of the Windham American
parentage.
They are said to
Farmers' Association. An be the best fed, best
paid and best look-

h

y
■

trom

one

to

the

nit

whpn

when

and one-half
in yield
fertilizer

was

moisture was

not

acre

thf*

where there

fe.i

to

ed after men in any army, and a married
man receives an equivalent of about
$75.00 monthly if a private. They are

was

provided with distinctive badges and are
good certainly regarded as “heroes”
among
rass.
Much of the alfalfa all
Canadians, who honor them for comdham county yielded three : ing to
help fight a battle not their own,
to the acre last year.
simply because their consciences tell
Increase In New England. |
them it is the right thing to do.
tically every farm bureau in
Recruiting stations are being opened
conducting alfalfa demon- all along the border line—at McAriam
I with hundreds of practical
Junction, on the line from Portland, at
-reasing their acreage each St. John, N. B., at St. Stephen, just
nil the support of the agri- across the
bridge from Calais, Maine, at
■ges and experiment sta- Yarmouth, Nova, Scotia, and, of
course,
's rapidly
becoming an im- at Halifax, the historic city where the
in New England.
When battalion will be trained for overseas
v

;

[t

greatly

join

was

Literary News and Notes.

Maine G. A. R.

the

in that dis-

Of course, no effort is
ever made to induce Americans to cross
to Canada for purposes of
enlistment,
for this would be a violation of neutral-

Mr.

have contributed

the

to

farm.

v

ic

by

living

trict, and the numbers who will naturally
cross the border line from New
England

and

manure

icrtilizers are used

Canadian Minister of Militia. Col. Bullock’s battalion is the 237th, and will
consist of about 1200 officers and men,
with headquarters in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

rofitable culture and the
i10,000. One thousand

-—-

noma

NEW AMERICAN LEGION BATTALION
STATIONED IN HALIFAX.

tiiizers and manures to seaturity and .high quality
■

fitful sleep and vague pains in the head
and elsewhere.
The treatment calls
for rert and a tonic.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, a non-alcoholic tonic, are particularly suited for
building up the blood and strengthening the nerves after an attack of the
grip. The rich, red blood expels the
lingering germs from the system and
transforms despondent grip victims into cheerful, healthy, happy men and
If you have had the grip get a box
of Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills now from
the nearest drug store and begin the

With favorable market
„,re

There is a form of neurasthenia that
follows the grip. Doctors call it ‘postgrippal” neurasthenia. One of the
foremost medical authorities of New
York city in a lecture in the international clinics, said:
“Broadly speaking, every victim of
the grip will sutler from post-grippal
neurasthenia also.
Lowering of nervous tone with increased irritability is
the most striking effect of the disease,
languor of mind and body, disturbed,

women.

.;acreage increases rangand four tenths in Maine
...vent in Vermont over the

uvumixwi

And Allied Bodies Hold Their Annual MeetEdward S. Ellis. 76 years of age, of
a,writer
Upper Montclair, N. J.
ings m Portland.
of boys’stories, died at Cliff Island, Me.,
The annual encampment of the
Ellis began to
Mr.
19
Department
At
20th.
June
of Maine, G. A.
R., began in Portland Wednesworks being dime novels.
day morning, June 14th, and was presided over write, his first
of higher
by Department Commander Simon S. An- Later he took up the writing
more
drews of Biddeford. The
following past de- class juvenile works, publishing
in
fact, that he
bo many
* commanders were
present: ‘Edwin than 100 books;
C. Muliken,
exact
the
number.
Portland; Edwin Riley, Rum ford had himself forgotten
,®me8 L: Merrick. Waterville; Fred S.
and groups of
Walls, Vinalhaven; John D. Anderson of Gray;
Many fine page views
Woodbury K. Dana and William H. Holston of views appear in the July number of th*»
Westbrook. Reports
Three
occupied the session, and Popular Mechanics magazine.
it was brought out that since
1900, only 16 pages depict various aspects of the Sinn
years ago, the number of G. A. R. men in the
Feiners’ uprising in Dublin; several
State has been reduced from
something over
activities in the va9,000 to 2,926. On last Memorial day the sur- other pages picture
rious theaters of war; other interesting
viving members of the department of Maine
show the launching of a
decorated over 11,000 graves of
departed sol- illustrations
diers of the Rebellion. There are at
flying boat from a British warship; the
present
in the department 1027
voting members in the high hurdle race at Palo Alto, Calif.;
188 pogts, and of that number there were in
American and Mexican soldiers searchattendance more than 300, a most
gratifying ing for Villa’s band; the safety-first
feature in the estimation of the
department train, an exhibit which shows forth the
officials.
in the interests
Col. George A. HoBley of Boston, past na- government’s activities
tional chief of staff and past department of public safety; latest modes in motor
commander of Massachusetts, was a guest at costumes and hosiery; artistic garden
for the home, etc.
the afternoon session and addressed the
gath- furnishings; novelties
ering briefly, confining his few remarks chiefly In all the magazine contains 349 illusto the affairs of the G. A. R., as the
The Shop
repre- trations and 220 articles.
sentative of the commander-in-chief. He also
Notes and Amateur Mechanics departdevoted a few words to preparedness
giving it ments contain much interesting and
his hearty endorsement.
most of it illustrated.
Then came the reception of the delegations practical material,
from the various allied organizations sending
of
The series
practical articles on
greeting* to the Maine G A. R. The ladies of
“Preparation fcr Proof-reading’’ by Arthe G. A. R. were the first to be received.
is continued in the June
They were represented by Mrs. Mary R. Tar- thur Pemberton
number of “The Writer,” the Boston
box of Fry burg, Mrs. Ruth Robinson of Waterville and Mrs. Alfred B. Perkins of Hallo- magazine for literary workers, ana mere
well. Mrs. Tarbox spoke for the delegation is also an article on “Marketing Manuand George W. Golden of Oakland responded.
scripts” and an instalment of “Common
Rev. Gay C. White, Col. Arthur M. Soule and Errors in
Other
Writing Corrected.”
O
U
U/UOnnmk
tn
U
are
Unionizing the Authors’
of Veterans, and their greetings were respond- headings
Books Written
l’he League, Collaboration,
ed to by Col. E. C. Milliken of Portland,
in FicState Relief Corps sent Mrs. Hattie F. Davies on the Firing Line, Advertising
tion, and To Acquire a Good Literary
of Rockland, Mrs. Mary Quimby of Westbrook
usetul
feature
and W. W. Thomas of Yarmouth, and they Style.
Perhaps the most
were received by Dept. Chaplain George R.
of “The Writer” is the Directory of PeNext in line was riodicals which is
each
Palmer of South Portland.
month,
published
the National Relief Corps, represented by
giving information about the manuscript
Mrs Elizabeth J. Savage of Bangor, Miss
American
of
periodicals
requirements
Maud Merrick of Waterville, Mrs. Enzetta A.
their editors. In
Small of Belfast, Mrs Israelson and Mrs. Ruth furnished directly by
department headed “Manuscript
Eaton of Skowhegan. James L. Merrick of the
Waterville responded to their greeting. And Market” information is given about the
last came the Daughters of Veterans in a del- present special needs of various periodiegation consisting of Mrs Mattie Riley of cals, and several prize offers for manuPortland and Miss Annie Norton of Massascripts are announced. There is a full
chusetts, a member of the national society. reference list of “Literary Articles in
Commandreceived
were
by
Department
They
Periodicals,” and the “News and Notes”
er Andrews.
news of the literary
In the evening the delegates were given a paragraphs give the
"The Writer,”
reception by Bosworth Post of Portland. and publishing worlds.
Chandler’s orchestra furnished music and Miss now in its twenty eighth year,is indispenPortland
beautifulSouth
of
Annie Place
sang
sable to those who write, and interesting
ly several solo. Col. E. C. Milliken was mas- to all cultivated people. The price of the
ter of ceremonies and among the speakers inis ten cents a month, or one
troduced by him were Col. Hosley of Boston, magazine
dollar a year, and the address is P. O.
Mrs. Mary Ii Tarbox of Fryeburg, senior vice
Box 1905, Boston.
president of the Ladies of the G. A R.; Mrs.
Laura Smith senior vice president of the NaThe July Woman’s Home Companion
tional Relief Corps, and Hon. E. C. Reynolds.

GRIP AND NEURASTHENIA

more
year ago, and $9
The increased
,,ars ago.
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partment Chaplain Elizabeth Hodgton.

The

inofficers elected Wednesday afternoon
jI stalled
Laura J. Smith of Attleboro, Mass
were

contains clever short stories and articles
There are also sevon timely subjects.
eral serials and a wide variety of material in the regular departments. Among
the short stories and serials are: “The

Vintage,” by Sylvia Chatfield Bates,
“Wanted—A Shoehorn,” by Ralph HenBarbour, “The Rising Tide,” by
ry
Margaret

Deland,

“Mr.

Robertson,

service.
after

Men are in uniform an hour

fhey

about “Uncle John” Brashear, astronand scientist, considered by Charles
M. Schwab to be the most wonderfuf

omer

Rush.
drawings and verses by Olive
Fashions are discussed by Grace Margaret Gould. The picture section, printed by the Alco Gravure process, and including the result of the prize photo’‘Life on the
graphic contest entitled
Farm,” is better than ever.

j

Unnecessary.

geon’s

■

WINTERPORT.

Boyle recently bought

Frank W.

in
town

shows

METRO
PICTURE!
that's

why
it is

the
Best

Simmons land to first mentioned
bound, conaintn g about sixteen acres.
Also another parcel of land situated in said
Waldo formerly owned and occupied by
George
Simmons, being north and westerly of said described parcel and joining the same, containing fifty acres, more or less. Meaning to convey the same premises conveyed to me W K
Packard by Walter S. Packard, et als. by deed
dated July 19, 1897, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 248, Page 234; and
whereas the condition of said
mortgage has
been broken.
l ow, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
WM. F\ PACKARD.
June 21st, A. D. 1916.

a

Ford car.

Winfield Waldron of Portland gave an
address at G. A. R. hall, Sunday afternoon and evening, June 18th.

will be guests of Mrs. Fisher’s brother,
Harry Campbell, in Worcester.

stars

in

METRO
PICTURES

to land then formerly of the late A J. Cilley;
thence turning and running easterly to land
formerly of Robert Drinkwater; thence tur
ning and running southerly to said Duck Trap
river; thence by said river to the place of
beginning, containing 225 acres, more or less,
and being then known as the homestead farm
of the late Noah M. Gould, and being the same
farm on which said Oscar W. Gould then resided, and whereas, said Waldo Trust Company. by its deed of assignment, dated January 20th, A D. 1914, and recorded in said Registry of Deeds in Book 314, Page 33b, assign’d, transferred and set over unto the undersigned, Charles E. Knowlton of said Belfast,
he said mortgage deed, the real estate there>y conveyed and the notes and claim thereby
lecured; and whereas the condition of said
nortgage has been broken: Now therefore, by
eason of the breach of the condition thereore 1 hereby claim a foreclosure of said mort-

Over forty, representing four classes of
the Sunday school here, went to Bucksport Center, June 16th, and enjoyed the
entertainment and supper given by the
Boy Scouts and Campfire girls at the
Grange hall.
N0R1H STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Everett Littlefield and wife were in

Prospect June
Mrs. D. F.
June 17th

on

14th.

Dunaver was yi
business.

Searsport

Horace Clark and family of Park were
recent visitors in town.
Laurens Donaldson has been confined
the house the past week

to

with

j

I age.
Dated this 20th of May, A. D. 1916.
3w23
CHARLES E. KNOWLTON.

the

mumps.
Mrs. Irvin Harris was in Searsport
June 15th, going as a guest in the Part-

ridge

Mrs.

spent

Roy Littlefield and son Glen
the past week in Searsport and

!

Locations

|

Prospect.
Levi Ellis went to Guilford June 17th,
one of the party going in the Cunningham car.
Wilfred Donaldson closed his school
June 16th after a very successful term
of 12 weeks.

Mrs. Fred Eames
in the family
of Searsport.

recent visitor
of her son, Jacob Eames,
was

Te

Mrs. Ciara Nickerson has returned
home after a short visit with her daughter, Mrs. A. C. Clark.

for Summer

lames H. Duncan, (1, L
SEARSPORT, MAINE,
.and

typographic

Seekens

Harold

Guilford June 17th to be

over-Sunday

guests of their daughter. Clarice Colson,
and attend the
that town.

cei

village cemetery.

MORE MEN THAN WOMEN
HAVE APPENDICITIS
Surgeons Btate

men

are

slightly
than

more

appendicitis
people should know that a few
doses of simple buckthorn bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka, often
relieve or prevent appendicitis. This
mixture removes such surprising foul
subject

to

women.

Belfast

Old Corner Drug Store.

Water Powers

Undeveloped

Unlimited Raw Material
AND

Chestnut mare, 9 years old, sound, good
Suitable for ladies.
A'so Bangor buggy and Concord wagon, har1 iess, etc.
Will sell whole outfit cheap to right
1 tarty, or will sell separately.
Address P. O. Box No. 238,

Iriver,

STOCKTON

SPRINGS,

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications
are

invited and

when

will

regarding locations
receive attentions

addressed

to any agent’
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

MAINE

CENTRAL

TRUCKING
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking,
Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
Have just added to my equipment a 2-ton
Acme

auto true kmade by the Cadillac conLeave orders at the stable, corner of

cern.

A large lot of most desirable Shetland ponies
tf all ages. Married farmer as teamster wantsd. Also expert in poultry or garden and field
:rops. J. Henry Rines’ farm, Westbrook,

ceive prompt attention.
Telephone connection

Main and Cross streets, and they will

t26

For Sale
For

goods.

ELON B. GILCHRtST.

re-

W. W. BLAZO,

daine.

household

RAILROAD,

—--—-

Ponies for Sale

large assortment of
particulars apply to

the

PORTLAND, MAINE.

I wish to give notice that my
iental office will be closed until
fuly 11th.
DR. W. C. LIBREY.

A

of

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAiNE.

NOTICE

matter that ONE SPOONFUL relieves
almost ANY CASE constipation, sour
stomach or gas. The INSTANT, easy
action of Adler-i-ka is surprising. The

in life.

Team for Sale

tennial celebration of

Manson Littlefield and Helen Dunaver
were in Thorndike June 14th where they
accompanied the body of their father,
Noah Littlefield, for interment in the

and

give opportunity to those desiring’ to
make a change in location fora new start

Good Farming Land

Many in

Lyman Partridge and family motored

Timberlands,

lyrll

Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Ellis attended the
graduating exercises of the Village High
School Thursday evening, June 15th.
this vicinity attended the
funeral of Noah Littlefield, whose death
occurred June 12th in West Prospect, at
the home of Albion Clark.

Camps

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Hydrographic Surveys,
General Engineering Work,

Page spent Sunday,

and

Hotels

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

Surveying,
Valuation of

and Blanche
June 18th, in Searsport, guests of Mrs. Lemuel Dickey.
Mrs.

Mill Sites, Farms,Sites

ephone 249-3

a

Everett Gross of North Prospect was
the guest of Harold Littlefield Friday
night, June 16th.

to

Quarries,
Factory

car.

—
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Notice oF Foreclosure.
Whereas W. M. Currier, of Waldo, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated the eighth day of December A D. 1913, and recorded in the Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 305, Page
352, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate situated in
Waldo
aforesaid, and hounded as follows: A certain
lot or parcel of land situated in Waldo aforesaid, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the weBt side of the road leading from George Simmons’ to Belfast as the
same ran in 1868 on the southeast
corner of
land then occupied by said
Simmons; thence
southerly on said road about fifty rods to an
ash stump; thence westerly on land then of H.
F. Hawkins and Joshua
Thompson about fifty
rods to a stake and stones, thence
northerly
on land then of E. F. Sheldon on the
stone wall
as then laid to said Simmons land about
fifty
rods to a stake and stones, thence on said

u—m_L

a

—

vise1186

parcel of land conveyed by Wellington N.
Hurd to Frank L. Tuck. July 2, 1909, by deed
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, book
296, page 90, and described therein as follows:
Beginning in the north line ot my homestead
property, and the south line of land of one
Whalen (now or formerly) at a point 300 feet
easterly from the easterly line of the Oak
Point Road, so called; thence easterly on said
line of Whalen to the Penobscot River to low
water mark; thence southerly as the shore
runs to land now or
formerly of Joseph I.
Hurd; thence westerly on said Hurd line to a
point 500 feet easterly from said easterly line
of said Oak Point Road; thence
northerly in a
straight line to the point begun at; together
with a right of way to said Oak Point Road
across the remaining portion of
my homestead
property;
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage
has been broken:
Now, therefore, I, Franklin B. Cole, executor
of the last Will and Testament of said
Benja*'
min F. Cole, by reason of the breach of the
cj edition thereof, claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
FRANKLIN B. COLE, Exec,
by Walter A. Cowan, his attorney.

he has ever met. There are a number of other articles on timely subjects,
and an unusually good assortment of
fiction. The fiction includes “The Cinderella Stuff,’’ by Oscar Graeve, “Hen”
Friend, the Bear,” by Hugh S. Fullerton, “Little Hacks of Kindness,” another “Victor” story, by Sophie Kerr,
“The Ghost in the Galley, a powerful
murder story by William McHarg, and
“Annye’s Ma,
by Jack Lait. “Between Two Worlds,” a love serial of
stage and society people, is continued
by Philip Curtiss. Among the special
articles is one entitled “How I Made
Them Hire me,” by an anonymous writer, who tells how he secured a tenthousand-dollar job after he was down
and out at forty-two. ThU is one of the
series entitled “Your Hidden Powers
and Some of the Keys to Unlock Them.”
"Toe In!” by Dr. Arthur R. Reynolds,
former Health Commissioner of Chicago, explains why so many feet hurl
and how to take care of them.
"A Fine
Achievement at Small Cost,” by Walter
Prichard Eaton, describes the revolution
in American drama that has been started by the Washington Square Players, a
group of young and ambitious semi-professionals. Among the other articles
and stories are “Can Any State Beat
Iowa?” by Herbert Quick, “The Highest Room,” by Darragh and Rosemary
Aldrich, and “Can You Drink and Hold
Your Job?” by Edwin F. Bowers. The
department on Interesting People includes an unusual sketch of John Hays
Hammond and his son. The results of
the contest on will power and the department on “The Family’s Money
contain several short articles of practical interest.
man

Notice of Foreclosure of Mortgage

WOMAN AVOIDS
OPERATION

J

Wellington N. Hurd, of Winin the County of Waldo and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
the thirteenth day of January. 1911, and recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
book 295, page 17, conveyed to
Benjamin F.
Cole of Hampden in the County of Penobscot
and State of Maine, a certain parcel of real
estate situate in said Winterport, bounded
and described as follows:
Beginning at a stake on the west shore of
of Penobscot River, at high water
mark
Beven rods
southerly of land formerly of David
Stubbs land, and in the most southern corner
of land which was deeded to
Abigail Hurd by
Lydia Hurd September 6, 1853; thence north
70 3 4 degrees west in line with said
Abigail
Hurd’s land 28 rods to a road; thence south
36 degrees west 21 rods
two
links
to a
lacking
stake; thence south 45 1-2 degrees west 24
rods lacking four links to a stake; thence south
74 3-4 degrees east 76 rods to high water mark
on the Penobscot
River; thence northeasterly
by said river to the place of beginning:
Excepting and reserving therefrom the

WHEREAS
terpurt

•In the July American Magazine is an
interesting article by Merle Crowell

|

j

Notice of Foreclosure.

by George Hudson,
Mr. West of Portland was the guest
•Househusband,’
“The Blue Envelope,” by Sophie Kerr.
of Lewis Atwood June 15th while in
“Extra, Extra,” by Frances R. Ster- town on business connected with the
rett, “Peace and War at the Drayton’s,” by Louise Seymour Hasbrouck water works.
and “Chloe Malone,” by Fannie Heaslip
Mrs. Harriet Hall of Cherryfield was
Lea. The special articles include “It’s a
recent guest of Mrs. A. J. Lockhart
Frank
in
Street
Town,” by
the Prettiest
H. c. E.
A. Waugh, who teaches a much needed and accompan ied her to Bucksport for
lesson in civic improvement, “Peace at the commencement exercises at the SemiAny Price,” by Earle Harrison, who dis- nary.
cusses the arguments of the pacifists in
Not
Joshua Treat, Jr., and wife, E. B.
an original manner, “Why We Are
Gold Nealley, wife and daughter Winnifred,
Business
Oscar W Gould of Lincolnville,
“Little
Divorced,”
and
in the County of Waldo and State of
in
were
in Monroe Thursday evening, WHEREAS,
Appetites”
Mines,” “Fashions
his mortgage deed dated the fifth
deMaine,
the
by
15th
to
attend
the
exJune
regular
graduation
many’others. Among
day of June, A. D. 1909, and recorded in the
partments are ‘The Tower Room,” “En- ercises of the High school.
Waldo County Registry of Deeds in Book 294,
tertainment,” “Your Son’s Career,”
Mrs. E. B. Nealley and Mrs. R. L. Page 344, conveyed to the Waldo Trust Comconducted by a successful business man, Clements attended the recent meeting pany, a corporation organized and existing
laws of the State of Maine, and
“The Woman Motorist,” conducted by of the 18th District of Rebekah
Ledges under the
its established place of business at
C. H. Claudy, "Better Babies,” “The in Belfast and were the
of Mrs. having
guests
in
said County of Waldo, a certain
the
for
Belfast,
Family
Exchange,” “Films
The F. A. Nye while in the city.
parcel of land situated in said Lincolnville,
Group,” selected by Helen Duey. Cora
with buildings thereon standing and described
Sumner Fisher, wife and daughters,
section on cooking is conducted by
to wit: Beginning at
stake and
for Eunice and Phyllis, went to Boston June as follows,
section
The
Purmor
Perkins.
stone on the bank of the Duck Trap river,
attractive 15th.
includes
of
their
readers
they
part
stay
During
and
in
a
so-called,
running
younger
northerly direction

by
In the June Atlantic appears the secThey were: Josie Matthews of Pittsfield, presithe Lejnd installment of “A Soldier of
Maude C. Campbell of Biddeford, senior
dent;
present themselves, if physi- vice
—a terrible and abpresident; Alice Jordan of Bethel, junior gion,” by E. Morlae,
J
sutlicient plant food to get
cally fit for service.
I vice president; Amelia Soule of Woodfords sorbing document of warfare as seen by
Etran:rt and to maintain a steady
treasurer; Eva Fogg of Norway, chaplain;
1 member of the French “Legion
CLll THIS OUT-IT IS WORTH MONEY.
executive board, Maude A. Merrick of Waterj-ere.” In graphic detail and dramatic
ugh the early critical stages,
of Skowhegan, Emily
Isadore
Spear
sustains
ville,
than
more
DON T MISS THIS. Cut out this
of failure with alfalfa is
slip, inclose Farrar of Saco, Abbie Lord of Augusta, Mary ; ntensity this article
with 5c to holey & Co.,
he interest roused by its predecessor,
111., writing Stinchfield of Clinton; i.ena Hunt of Portland,
due manure should be applied your name and address Chicago, You
will reclearly.
which was considered by many to be the
Ida C. Rolfe councilor; Harriet
secretary;
-ceding crop when available, ceive in return a trial package containing Braun of Newport, patriotic instructor. The nost important contribution to war literFoley’s Honey and Tar Compound for bronchial
Rare indecided to present a flag to the Berwick
amount of fertilizer used at
iture that has yet appeared.
coughs, colds, and croup; Foley Kidney Pills, corps
ieed are such intensive explorations of
and
Cathartic Tablets. Specially com- High school.
; anting, and as
Foley
R.
finished
their
as
the
G.
A.
“The
The Ladies of
top-dressing forting to stout persons. Sold
he field of personal recollection
everywhere.
sessions Thursday. In the forenoon reports
wifi
pillowing years.
Jirl,” by Katherine Keith. ofFeopb
were read, and in the afternoon officers were
the
heroMated Early Pearl Oats.
ie divided in their estimate
NORTH ISLESBORO.
Ida
A.
Foster
were.
President,
elected, ihey
be few who do not
ne; but there will
•iand, the Maine grower
of Portland; senior vice president. Lola B.
rre’et with delight her sure-handed porMr. and Mrs. E. S. Preble have moved to Hayes of Foxcroft; junior vice president, Liz
d the Early Pearl
sen-ations
variety
zie W, Millett of South Paiis; chapiain, Ida J.
rayal of the experiences and
the iollowing four essen- Dark Harbor for the summer.
This notable
Moore of Auburn; secretary, Mertie J. Perkins
mimon to all childhood.
Mrs. Helen Ryder spent last week in Bel- of Hallowell; treasurer, Phebe M. Hatch of
ing oats profitably.
lumber also contains a paper by L.
(1)
councilor, Ruth N. Robinson of
Vines Brown on President Wiis in’s MexMing seed (2) a fertile soil fast, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank II. Fryeburg;
Winslow; patriotic instructor, Dora Bridges of
interestcan policy, and two extremely
Mayo.
;-bed (4) early
Belfast; inspecting officer, Annie L. Emery of
a Political I11spring, or
essays, “Education as
ng
officers
were
installed
The
Waterville.
H.
M.
who
has
bybeen employed at
Coombs,
cison.
He points out that
and “The
Mrs. Mary R. Tarbox, njtional senior vice : Pution,” by Bertrand Russell,
one of the U. of M. fraternity houses, is at
iear at any price.
Deserted Temple,” by Margaret Sherpresident.
home for the summer.
At the Thursday morning meeting of the
wood, which furnish constructive criti'could be plowed in the fail
Woman’s State Relief corps, a memorial sermodern educational methods,
usm of
Fred Coombs and family, who have been reapplied and worked in with
vice was led by Mrs. Annie Glover of Monson, ■
air of the Himsiding in Castin: for some time, have returned the State chaplain In the afternoon officers fhe cold, cedar-perfumed forth from C.
t he next spring the iand
dayas seems to breathe
to their home here.
were elected and were installed by Mrs. Wingood shape to prepare the
nie Smith of Auburn, past State president.
The schools in town closed June 16th.
The
The officers are: President, Fanny Warren of
He advises the use of 500 jji
teachers and pupils celebrated the closing of Bridgton; vice president, Ina Roberts of Westigh-grade fertilizer per acre, the school yea*- by picnics and buckboard brook; chaplain, Villa Webster of Turner; conat the time of
ductor, Sadie W. Jennings of Bangor; guard,
planting or rides,
Mabel Hieber; directors, Clara Thomas of Yarbefore the last harrowing.
Mrs. Eliza Bates and Misses Frances
Decker, mouthville, Sarah Small of Biddeford, Sadie
iise in yield and
quality will Beulah and Elsa Bates, attended the Com- Tufts of Auburn, Carrie Fisher of Freeport,
Mattie Campbell of Union. The president appay lor the cost of the fertil- mencement exercises of the M. C. I. in Pittspointed the following officers on her staff: Inmg to Mr. Copeland. Oats j field last week. Jesse Bates was a member of spector, Lydia Cahill of Hampden Highlands;
installing officer, Millie Thomas of Rockland; Medicine Which Made Surplanted just as soon as the the graduating class.
treasurer. Alice Calley; secretary, Maude PorWork
been worked in the spring,
ter of Bridgton; patriotic instructor, Elsie
DEAin’S RHEUMATIC PILLS for RheumaAlexander of Brunswick; press correspondent,
ialist Gives Crop Essentials.
tism and Neuralgia. Entirely vegetable. Safe.
“For two years I
Ella Alphard of Auburn; senior aide de camp.
Astoria, N. Y.
ire L. Gleason, a
MassachuBessie Morrill of Gray; aide de camp at large, was feeling ill and took all kinds of
FREEDOM.
< who has been
Elizabeth
of
North
Parker
I was getBerwick.
tonics.
his
devoting
ing worse every day.
age to raising hay, gives the
OtiB Sylvester from Connecticut is passing
I had chills, my head
the results of his thirty-five his vacation with his
Having overthrown the Civil Service
family in the village.
would ache, I was
•rience with stable manures
at
and
law
having
every opportunity,
Arthur Sampson from Bath was the guest of
always tired. I could
roial fertilizers.
not walk straight
‘‘I have j his uncle, C. B.
Sampson, June 17th and 18tb. filled the offices with as many Democrats
of the pain
because
'able manures and commeras possible, it is to be
expected that the
John Rogers, a student at the Bangor Semiin
my hack and I had
•ts must be used
Wilson
administration
reverse
to
will
soon
1 nary and pastor of the Freedom church, is at
together
pains in my stombest
results.
its attitude and become an advocate of
My candid | home on his vacation.
ach. I went to a
'* r all of these
doctor and he said I
Mrs. A. M, Small and daughter Marian were
the principle of Civil Service Reform.
years of ex- !
must go under an
that crops of all kinds may in Portland the past week visiting Miss Vivian An order may be expected almost any
operation, but i did
on any farm
by comb ning Small, a nurse in Dr. W. L. Cousins’ hospital, time throwing a protecting cloak around
not go.
I read in
'• s of
The Ladies’Circle met with Mrs. Lottie Vose all those "deserving Democrats” who
fertility rather than by
the paper about
tier one of these alone.
A good time was enjoyed by all
I have June 16th.
have been placed on the government pay Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comiat farmers must deal
pound and told my husband about it. I
liberally and at the close of the meeting refreshments roll.
said I know nothing will help me but I
■'h of these fertilizers. If both were served.
No substitute for the spider web has will try this.’ I found myself improv"
purchased in ordinary times,
Consul General R. P. Skinner of Lon- yet been discovered in the manufactur- ing from the very first bottle, and in two
will go twice as far if
rightly ex- don reports that the total value of de- ing of surveying instruments. It is used weeks time 1 was able to sit down and
: ‘0
eat a hearty breakfast with my huscommercial, fertilizers as in
clared exports from London to the Unit- for the cross hairs that mark the exact
band, which I had not done for two years.
center of the object lens in a surveyor’s
"table manure, but both are ined States during the first four monthe
in the best of health and
telescope. The "professional” spiders Ididamnotnow
•able to the largest success.”
Mrs.
have the operation.
of 1916 was $58,822,349, as against $45,- are kept in a large room in charge of
John A. Koenig, 502 Flushing Avenue,
Alfalfa On Every Farm,
608,931 for the first four months of 1915. three or four women. Each filament as
N.
Y.
farm is too small to have a small
it is spun is wound upon metal frames Astoria,
Wonder what they would have done to
Every one dreads the surgeon’s knife
whirled in the hands of one of the womalfalfa,” declares W. T. Gup- us had
Sometimes
and the operating table.
been
at
and
we
with a en.
they
peace
e Commissioner of
Agriculture. free trade Democratic tariff law on our
nothing else will do; but many times
alfalfa much the same as grass
The death rate from wounds in the war doctors say they are necessary when
hands?
after letter come9
over, uBing lime and thoroughly
is less than one-half as great as it was a they are not. Letter
i
to tne Pinkham Laboratory, telling how
INDIANA MAN’S EXPERIENCE.
year ago. Dr. Jacques Bertillon, medi,ring the soil, and results will be
and were not
were
advised
operations
cal statistician in the French army, defu1,
Frank Moseley, Moore’s Hill, Ind., writes: “1
He
says *^rperformed; or,if performed,did no good,
Guptill.
clares that by hardship and exposure the
tan.
was troubled with almost constant pains in my
but Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comsows alfalfa with barley to
men have become so toughened that they
sides and back. Great relief was apparent after
pound was used and good health followed.
sure °f a
and
to
cut down the the first dose of Foley Kidney Pills and in 4 can now stand twice as much as they
crop,
(j,
If you want advice write to
°f getting it started. He ad- hours all pain left.” Foley Kidney Pills make could last year. Then 45 out of every
active and healthful and stop sleep- 1,000 wounded
died, while now less than Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.
tf'e use of lime on old land kidneys bladder
ailments. Sold everywhere. 20 succumb.
disturbing
(confidential), Lynn, Mass.
well drained and sweet, the
eJ, and the young plants

William Beebe’s ‘‘The Hills,” unique
pages from a naturalist’s log-book. An
appreciation befitting the greatness of
of one of the Atlantic’s most eminent
contributors, Henry James, is provided
by Helen Thomas Follett and Wilson
Follett. John Galsworthy, writing in a
more satiric vein than usual, contribues
a little
masterpiece in the sketch “Manna.” There is also a collection of notable war articles, including “Mucke of
the Emden,” the graphic account of a
brave German naval officer’s Odyssey,
by Lewis R. Freeman; "War and the
Sexes,” by Ellen Key, and “A Different
World after the War,” by Bouck White.
Alter Brody contributes a poignant
prose-poem, “Kartushkiya Beroza,” and
there is verse of distinctive quality by
John Hay and George Woodbury.

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTORI A

SEARSPORT.

“CLARIONS FOR COMFORT”

Barge Moslem sailed Monday for Philadelphia.
M. Ross is building
his residence on Church street.

Capt.

A.

a

garage

Comfort
users everywhere.
with a Clarion Furnace means
easy management, even temperature, plenty of power,
small running expense, a constant supply of pure fresh air.
Consult your best interests
and choose the Clarion but
choose soon so that the Clarion dealer may have plenty
of time to install.

Charles Fish left Saturday and will spend
the summer with William George.
Warren Jackson joined the steamer Belfast
Monday in the steward’s departmdht.
John Sanborn of

Searsport

House

Belfast

was a

Wednesday

and

guest at the
Thursday.

Capt. Arthur Hopkins of Brewer was a guest
of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Clement Saturday,
E.

Hon. W. T. C. Runnells has bought the H,
Bangs property near Union schoolhouse.

Mabel E. Griffin, who has been visiting
in Canton, Mass., and Augusta, returned home
last week.

BANGOR,

SOLD BY W.

Gordon Healey of Dorchester, Mass., is the
guest of Capt. and Mrs. H. G. Curtis on Water

Mrs, R. L. Weymouth of Belfast and Mise
Wing of Burnham called on friends in

Friday.

town

the A
Carr, night
George
A. C. plant, is visiting his family in Rockland
for a week.
watchman at

E.

Miss Lillias P. Nichols of New York is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. L. L. Nichols, on
Water street.

carpenters have the frame up and are
boarding in J, P. Walker’s summer cottage at
The

Pleasant

Cove.

Mr. and Mrs. James H. Duncan returned
last week from visits in New Hampshire and
Haverhill, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Smith and daughters of
Brewer are at their cottage at Pleasant Cove
for the

summer.

C. Tyler of Bangor arrived Saturday and
opened the cottage he recently bought of Prof.
L.

George D. Pettee.
Lost, last Saturday, on Main street, a black
silk handkerchief. Finder please leave at J
H. Sullivan’s store.
Mr. and

Eugene T. Savage of Bangor

Mrs.

opened their cottage

have

shore for the

on

the western

summer.

Mrs. Mary A. Littlefield of Prospect is a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Smart on the
Mount Ephraim road.

Steamer Bylali finished discharging Wednesday June 21st at the P. C. & W. plant and sailNews.

Newport

ed for

t.dith Thurstc n was called to Sangerville Monday by the serious illness of her
brother, John Thurston.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Hammons and young
daughter of Chicago who have been visiting in
town, have returned home.
Miss B.

WVF. Cram and children of Bangor
Moose Point cottage on the Belfast road for the summer,
Mrs.

opened

have

Mrs. C. A. Colcord of Danbury, Ct., arrived
last

week and has

Main street for the
M

opened

her house

on

East

summer.

'o rim.

«(

1

e_

Brooklyn, N. Y., and is a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Lincoln R. Colcord, Main street.
S. destroyer Benham was in the harbor
Thursday- afternoon, Jan. 22nd, for a few
hours, and proceeded to Belfast.
U

Mrs. H. W. Kneeland and daughter Phyllis
of Dorchester, Mass., arrived Friday and are at
Mrs. Frank E: Curtis on Park street:
Capt. and Mrs Edward Simonton of WashingC., arrived Tuesday and are guests of
Mrs. Ella S. Dolliver on Main street.

ton. D.

B. Eyre and children of Orange,
N. J., arrived Friday and have opened their
house on Union street for the summer,
Mrs. Clara

Mrs. Charlotte B. Ford and Dr. Amelia C,
Ford of Milwaukee arrived Monday and will

spend

the

summer on

West Main street.

Dr. and Mrs. F. K. Sawyer and daughter
Mildred arrived Tuesday from a two weeks
visit in Boston, Providence and New York.
Capt. Sydney J. Treat of the Boston Pilot
service arrived

Capt. and Mrs.
II,

Mrs. J.

Bucksport,
Black

on

F.

Montgomery

who

Main

Sunday to
W. Treat,

visit his
on

parents,
Water street.

children of
week with Mrs. J. W,
and

spent a
street, returned home Saturday.

Mary Sargent and daughter, Miss HanAlton, arrived Saturday and have opened their cottage on Norris street for the sumMrs.

nah

f

mer.

County Attorney Pierce and family arrived
Thursday from Bangor and are at one of tin
H. R. Dyer cottages at Pleasant Cove for tht
summer.

i""1"
I

A/ HALL,

in the Pendleton homestead
street.

summer

Main

WeBt
1

son

in town last

were

Miss Caroline Adams, daughter of FrederW. Adams, cashier of the Merchant's
National Bank of Bangor, is a guest of Mrs.

J. D. Sweetser

Howard street.

on

Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Packard and daughter,
Miss Mary M. Packard of SeLee Lake, were in
town last week to attend the funeral of Mr.
Packard’s mother, Mrs. Mary M. Packard.

change of time on me B. & A. railroad
into effect, June 26th.
Trains leave

The
went

Searsport at 6.30

a. m.

Bangor

rive from

at

and

9.30

3.20 p. m., and

a. m.

and 6.15 p.

ar-

m.

Ruth, Capt. Briggs, arrived June
22nd from Newport News with 4,500 tons of
coal to the P. C. & W. Co. at Mack’s Point, finished discharging June 27th and sailed for
Steamer

Newport

three

an

egg

9^

inches

by 7^

inches with

full developed yolks.

Sunday morning, July 2nd,

will be

observed

Children’s Sunday at the First Congregational Church. Ail members of the Sunday
school are requested to meet at the vestry to
as

io

cariiiAii

in

a

hn/lw

Mrs. Cora E, Dow and daughter, Miss Kate
Dow, who attended the graduation exercises
at Smith’s college, Northampton, Mass,, where
Miss Sallie Dow graduated, returned home
Sunday, accompanied by Miss Dow.
Horace G. Peaslee, one of the best known
citizens of Park, passed away Monday morning, June 26th, at 6 o’clock after an illness of
several months of internal troubles, aged 57
yearg. He is survived by his widow and one
brother, Merrill H. Peaslee of Park.

M. A. Cook, agent for the Peerless Casualty
Co. of Keene, N. H., made a big showing for
the company week before last, by writing one
half of the business written for Maine during
week, a6 he was told by the State manager, H. P. Warren, last Saturday. Mr. Cook has
now been appointed district manager of this
district, which is from Bangor to Rockland,

the

appoint ageDts, and would like
power
good agent at Stockton Springs.
to

with
a

Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
Dodge's Corner.
Black of Chelsea, Mass., spent the week-end
in jjwanville, guests of Mrs. T. D. Nickerson
and daughter Harriette.... Three young men
the
town—Leon
from the north part of
Blake, Frank Stairs and Raymond Cross, have

of the steamers of the
Eastern S. S. corporation.... Mrs. Nancy Dorr
is very Bick, and as she is quite aged there
is not much hope of her recovery.... Mr. and

employment

on

one

Fellows of Belfast, Searsport, Monroe,
Unity and Bucksport gathered in the lodge
Sears Lodge, in Searsport, Friday
room of
evening, June 23rd, and witnessed the working
Hon.
of the second degree by Unity lodge.
John E. Bunker, secretary of State, and grand
attended
of
Maine,
master of the Odd Fellows
the meeting in his official capacity and was
much pleased with the large gathering and the
excellent work of the degree team. At the
close of the degree work Mr. Bunker addressed the body in a way which should add stimulus to the future work of the lodges attending
and which also was most pleasing to those who
I had so efficiently carried out the work of the
i evening. Never before had there been a larger
: gathering of Odd Fellows in Searsport or a

j
j

..

Racing

Electrical “Brides Maid”
of roLA GRANDE TOUR consists hot entirely
blossoms.
orange
mance and the fragrance of

Costly bridal

robes and delicate

1

creased and wrinkled in heavily

I

grips-

lingerie become

packed trunks

Free-tor-alt 1-2 mile Trot

Pace.

or

see

that the bride

LIKES ELECTRICAL GIFTS

on

Pace.

the 4th.

Everyone

3.00

sight of these
a large assortment
Convince yourself by calling and inat our stores.
specting our display.
brighten up
useful, lasting gifts. We have
way her eyes

at the

Penobscot Bay Electric Company

Trot

mm

or

Pace.

f

New Waldo

F*

(HR1

I
ii»t

Owiers’ Oat Race 1-2 milt

county and vicinity is invited to decorate their
and take part in the Preparedness Parade.
in

Two Bands, Imperial Quartette before Grandstand,
Features in the two Picture

ALL

—-

cars

^

and teams

““‘b
The

Sports between herts. In Evening, Band Concerts, Special
Theatres, Dances and Skating Rink.

ARE

,*‘

\l

INVITED-

■alii

...

—

_
-~~

The

————_

—
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CURRENT.

PRICE

BELFAST

PAID PRODUCER.

10 00a 14 00
00a2 00 Hay,
ob
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
13
3 75a4 00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
Lamb
Skins,
4
00
Beans, Y. E.,
8
20a32 Mutton,
Butter,
Beef, sides,
8JalO Oats, 32 lb., 1 laal 55
35
8
Potatoes,
Beef, forequarters,
10
60 Round Hog,

Apples,per bbl,l

Barley, bu,
Cheese.
Chicken,
Galf Skins.
Duck,

Dees’
Fowl’

Geese,
RETAIL

j

Faced
that would
reference

Cotton’Seed,

Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover seed,
Flour,
H G. Seed,
Lard,

the controversy

Orland, June 9, to Mr. and

Fred Dodge,

daughter.

daughter.

and
and

In Bucksport, June 11, to
Dork.
Mrs. Percy Dorr, a daughter.
and Mrs.
Eaton, In Orland, June 12, to Mr.
Edwin E. Eaton, a daughter.
Mr. and
to
June
8,
Ginn. In Bucksport,
Mrs. Ralph Ginn, a daughter.
JacksjN. In Belfast, June 24, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold A. Jackson, a son—Olen Sumner.
June 20, to
Kneeland. In Brooklyn, N. Y
Mr. and Mrs Frank E. Kneeland, a daughter.
Miller. Ill Linconville, June 17, to Mr.

:___

of the railroads

proposal

No other body with such an intimate know.-dge
of railroad conditions has such an unquestioned position in the public confidence.
The rates the railroads may charge the public for
transportation are now largely fixed by this Government board.
Out of every dollar received by the railroads from
the public nearly one-half is paid directly to the em-

__U

In Belmont, June 17,
Fred Barlow and Lenora Millay.
Flood-Buck. In Searsport, June 24, by
Rev. Thomas J. Martin, Geo. L. Flood of Alexander and Miss Mary K. Buck of Searsport.
I
Farnham-Crosby. At Bellows Falls, Vt„
J. FarnMay 12. by Kev. A. P. Pratt, Elmer
ham ot Patten and Miss Alice Crosby of Orland.
June
21,
In
Searsport.
Hodgkinb-Griffin.
Miss
Almon E. Hodgkins of Bar Harbor and
Mary Eva Griffin of Searsport.
In Brockton, Mass., June
King Norton.
14, at St. Paul’s Cathedral, Reginald A. King
of Manset, Me., and Rena A. Norton of Camden, Me.
Lson-Munsey. In East Palmyra, June 21,
A. Lyon of
by Rev. H. W. Norton, Clement of
Palmyra.
Pittsfield and Miss Sara C. Munsey
Mitchell-Prescott. In Rockland, June 21,
of
W.
Mitchell
Carl
by Kev. Pliny A. Allen,
Union, and Addie S Prescott of Rockland.
McDonnell-Paul. In Camden, June 21,
Frark J. McDonnell and Nettie M. Paul, both

A

In Ellsworth, June 20f Amos W.
64 years, 6 months and 26 days.
Cobb. In Bucksport, June 23, Mrs. Laurette
Cobb, widow of the late Charles Cobb.
Greenlaw. In Stonington, June 13, Mrs.
Bertha L. Greenlaw, aged 53 years.
Harrington. In Orland, June 15, Elliot C.

■

Harrington.

ployes
can

for the settlement

«

Hi

|v
H

by

as

wages; and the monev to pay increased wages
from no other source than the rates paid

come

the

public.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, with its control over rates, is in a position to make a comp ete
investigation and render such decision as would protect the interests of the railroad employes, the owners
of the railroads, and the public.

Question For the Public

impartial Government inquiry

to

Decide

or

by industrial warfare.

National Conference Committee of the Railways
ELISHA LEE, Chairman

C-

N.

G. H. EMERSON. G.nl Ma.au.,
Great Northern Railway
C.H. EW ING.Uen'l Manager.
Philadelphia & Reading Railway.

P. R. A LBR1GH r. Ge.U Manaur.
Atlantic Coast Line Railroad.
I
W BALDWIN Ga t’l Manager,
Central of Georgia Railway.

Coombs-Wasgatt. In Prospect Harbor, June
20, by Rev. P. C. Dalzell. Merton A. Coombs
of’stoningtnn and Miss Evelyn A. Wasgatt of
Prospect Harbor.

I
I|
I
I
I

employes

The railroads feel that they have no right to grant a wage prefermen
constituting o
$100,000,000 a year to these employes, now highly paid and
a
from
public tribunal t
one-fifth of all the employes, without a clear mandate
facts.
all
the
of
a
review
after
case
shall determine the merits of the
The single issue before the country is whether this controversy is to be seined by

of Camben

I

the

to

follows:

is as

Leaders of the train service brotherhoods, at the joint conference held in Nc
York, June 1-15, refused the offer of the railroads to submit the issue to arbitrate
or Federal review, and the employes are now voting on the question whet!
authority shall be given these leaders to declare a nation-wide strike.
The Interstate Commerce Commission is proposed by the railroads as t
public body to which this issue ought to be referred for these reasons:

married.

;

I|

Leaders Refuse Offer and Take Strike Vote

and Mrs. Horace Miller, a daughter.
PERKINS. In Orland, May 22, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold L. Perkins, a son.
Perkins. In Penobscot, June 19, to Mr. and
Mrs. R. H. Perkins, a son.
Saunders. In Orland, June 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. llarvev H. Saunders, a son.

\

j

Mr.

p

i

“Our conferences have demonstrated that we cannot harmonize our differences of opinion and that eventually the
7 herefore, we propose that your
in controversy must be passed upon by other and disinterested agencies
proposals and the proposition of the railways be disposed of b\ one or the othur of the following methods;
1. Preferably by submission to the Interstate Commerce Commission, the only tribunal which, by reason of its
accumulated information bearing on railway conditions and its control of tfie revenue of the railways, is in a position to consider anti protect the rights anil equities of ail the interests affected, and to provide additional revenue
necessarv to meet the added cost of operation in case \our proposals are found by the Commission to be just and
reasonable; or, in the event the Interstate Commerce Commission cannot, under existing laws, act in the premises,
that we jointly request Congress to take such action as may be necessary to Enable the Commission to consider and
promptly dispose of the questions involved; or
2. By arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the Federal law” (The Newlands Act).

__

June 23, to Mr.

transportation costs
problem be settled

matters

BUKIN.

a

the country an additional burden in
the
railroads propose that this wage
year,
tribunal.
Federal
impartial

firemen and brakemer

Railroads Urge Public Inquiry and Arbitration

—

1“

to an

conductors, engineers,

on

The formal

Wh^at

BOWDEN.

a

from the

public body.

a

86

Mrs. William Bowden, a
DODGE. In Belfast,

f

With these employes, whose efficient service is acknowledged, the railroa
have no differences that could not be considered fairly and decided justly by su.,

RETAIL MARKET.
1 10
18 Lime,
5
18a22.0at Meal,
7
91 Onions,

13al4
86 Oil, kerosene,
*
Pollock,
1°
24, Pork,
113
2 00, Plaster,
5
10 Rye Meal,
140
00 Shorts,
24lSugar,
50
6 57a8 00 Salt, T. I.,
5
4 50‘Sweet Potatoes,
Meal,
1G|

Cheese

by demands

impose

$100,000,000

j

PRICE.

Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 141b.,
Corn
Cracked Corn,
Corn Meal,

!

^

Straw,
36a30
lSTurkey,
3
l&Tallow,
12al3
20 Veal,
26 Wool, unwashed,
5 00
16; Wood, hard,
3 50
18j Wood, soft,

24

lip

Federal Inquiry or \
Railroad Strike? i

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

KK’ISTharriord Railroad.

A
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*sCHOYER
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ideal
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JAM bb RUSSELL.

Pa Railway.

°

w» S'/BES?

“

'EEL?
IJ2823-SZS
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BUZZELL.

I ,Buzzell, aged

1
Hopkins. In Orland, June 15, Henry H.
I Hopki- s. aged 79 years, 1 month and 15 days.
1
MARDEN. In Brewer, June 22, Ambrose A.
I Marden, aged 76.

Morrill. In Belmont, June 9, Harriet K.
Morrill, aged SO years, 11 months.
1
MAYHEW. In North Belfast, June' 25, Mrs.
I Lydia A. Mayhew.aged 62 years and 1 month,
a
Patterson. In East Belfast, June 23, Mrs.
I Ann S. Patterson, aged 76 years, 5 months and
I 17 days.
I
Nuss. In Belfast, June 26, Carrie Robbins
I Nuss, aged 30 years and 6 months.
I
Pascal. In Camden, June 2o, William H.
I Pascal, aged 60 years, 8 months, 13 days.
1
Peaslee. In Seareport, June 26, Horace G.
1 Peaslee, aged 57 years.
I ; Reed. In Belfast, June 22, Mrs. WillettaW.
1 Reed, aged 61 years,
In Marlboro, Mass., June 17,
I
Simmons.
I Samuel Simmons, a native of Hope, Me., aged
I j 77 years, 7 months and 7 days.
I j Sherman. In Staten Island, N. Y., June 9,

merly of Brooksville, aged 80 years.
In Ashville, North Carolina,
Woodcock.
June 23, D. Faunce Woodcock of Belfast, aged
31 years, I month and 24 days.
"

j
j

SHIP NEWS.
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All roads lead to Belfast

Dittiii.

You will readily

;

or

8

This is the time the bride fully appreciates
and
usefulness of a “Traveller’s Electric Flatiron,
will gratefully remember the giver of the gift.

SPORTS.

___________________

and

the

AND

Large List of Entries

IBarlow-Millay.
THE

1

2-30 Trot

J

Mary
from Bar Harbor,

L

Schooihouse Common at 11 o’clock A. M. Afternoon Sports held
County Fair Association Grounds at 1 o’clock P. M.

on

Horsd

kins of Bar Harbor.

j
j
j

Odd

Oration

,

RACES

HORSE

GAMES,

PARADE,

Hodgkins-Griffin. At the home of tin
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Warren A
Griffin, Searsport Harbor, at 11 o’clock Wed
■esday morning, June 21st, Miss Mary Lvj
Griffin became the bride of Almon B. Hodg

Mrs. Edward A. Mathews and family motored
from their home in Union to spend Sunday
with their parenis. Mr. and Mrs. W, J. Mathews.Mrs. Fred E. Stinson continues to improve and hopes, with someone to care for her,
to go to her camp in July,

Automobiles, Firemen and Boy Scouts.

TWO BANDS IN ATTENDANCE.

bride's

The house was very ef
fectively decorated, white flowers combinec
with ferns transforming the rooms into bowIn the parlor an arch was arers of beauty.
ranged of green from which was suspended
wedding bell of white flowers. Before thif
setting the bridal party was formed. Men
delssohn’s wedding march was played by Mist
Evelyn Greeley, and the bride, entering on th<
arm of her father, was attended by her sister
Miss Edna, as maid of honor, and by little
flve-years-old Dorothy Griffin, who was hei
aunt’s ring bearer, Owen L. Flye of Brooklin was the best man. The single ring servict
was impressively performed by Rev. Thomat
J, Martin in the presence of some twenty-five
or more guests, and the bride was given it
marriage by her father. Immediately following the ceremony, the bride and groom were
surrounded and warmly congratulated, and t
dainty wedding breakfast was served by MisPrudence Griffin, sister of the bride, assistec
by Mrs. Silas Buck, Misses Annie Buck, Evelyn Greeley and Ruth Barbour. The newlyweds left soon after for a brief wedding trip
after which they will go to their“new home it
Bar Harbor. The bride’s gown was of 2
handsome white net over white silk, and she
I
carried a shower of bride’s roses. The main
of honor wore pale blue silk, and the rinj;
Both
bearer a dainty frock of white lingerie.
Eastern
bride and groom are graduates of the
bridt
The
Castlne.
State Normal School of
! has for some time been one of the promoter!
hei
of the Auto Rest Tea Room, which she and
sisters have maintained very successfully a
t<
well
known
is
which
and
Searsport Harbor,
motorists. She is a member of Knyvetta Re
is
a
Mr. Hodgkins
prosperou
! bekah Lodge.
business man of Bar Harbor and a mem
I young
ber of the Masonic orders and Odd Fellows
The bride was the recipient of some ver;
b<
costly and beautiful wedding gifts, and will
followed to her new home by the best wishe
wai
Her
away
gown
of many friends.
going
a smart tailored suit with which she wore
th
dainty blouse and becoming hat. Among
out-of-town guests were Capt. F. M. Griffin 0
Malden, Mass., and W arren A. Griffin, Jr., o
Derby, Maine, brothers of the bride, Mis
E. Bates of Calais, and several friend

PARADE

We believe in Preparedness and as a prevention against rain on this July day u>e are going to give a $2.00 Umbrella
to the best decorated car. $2.00 Umbrella to the best decorated truck. $2.60 Umbrella to
the best decorated team. $2.00 Umbrella to the best decorated buckboard.

Mary M. Packard, widow o
M. Packard, a former maste
of
Searsport, died at her home a
shipbuilder
3 a. m., June 18th, aged 79 years. She had beei
ill since last January but the end came sud
denly, following an ill turn from which sh<
did not rally. She was the daughter of Thomas and Eliza B. Park, who came to Searspor
from Minnesota, and was born in Searspor
and the greater part of her life was spent ii
this vicinity. She is survived by one son
Burton M. Packard, proprietor of a sporting
camp at Sebec lake, and by two daughters
Mrs. Henrietta R. Young of Searsport, wit!
whom she lived, and Mrs. Caroline Colson ol
Brooklyn, N. Y. She also had 12 grandchil
dren. She was greatly beloved by her familj
and had many friends. During her old ag<
and illness she had the devotion of her chil
dren and grandchildren and will he sadly miss
The funeral took place Junt
ed in the home.
20th, Rev. Thomas J. Martin of the Congiega
Bearers were Capt
church
officiating.
tional
D. C. Nichols, Capt. A. V. Nichols, Capt. Amos
Colcord.
Intermen
Nichols and Capt. B. F.
was in Elmwood cemetery.

News.

by laying

Decorated

Obituary.
Marlborough

Roscoe N. Porter has a flock of white Wyandotte hens and one of the biddies has been
laying a double yolk egg for sometime every
third day. Last Sunday she capped the climax

PREPAREDNESS

|

Consisting of City Government, Military and Civic Orders, Sailors from the War Vessels.

w

ed with seasonable flowers being used wit
beautiful effect. The ceremony took place a
7 30 o’clock in the living room, in which th
color scheme was green, white and blue, wit
field daises and lleur de lis most artistically ar
ranged. To the strains of the Mendelssohi
wedding march, played by Miss Evelyn Gree
ley, the bridal party entered and took place
before the green and white arch. The brid
in a dainty frock of white organdy, richly em
broidered, and carrying white suowballs an
ferns, was attended Dy her sister, Miss Anni
Buck, in pale blue voile with white lace. Th
groomsman was Ralph Mortland of Searsport
Rev. Thomas J. Martin performed the cere
mony, using the single ring service, and th
bride was given in marriage by her father.

ick

■

I

STARTS FROM SCHOOLHOUSE COMMON AT 10 O’CLOCK A. M.,

\

*

Under the Management of Belfast Board of Trade and the New Waldo
County Fair Association.

}

§

Annie Buck, who has been teaching in
schools in Fort Fairfield, is spending
her vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Buck, at Park.

*

GRAND

Flood-Buck. The home of George H. Bucl
Searsport Harbor, was the scene of a ver r
pretty wedding Saturday evening, June 24tl
when his daughter, Mary Relief, was marrie i
to George Levi Flood of Alexander in th
presence of about 15 guests, relatives an
friends. The house was handsomely decorat
ed, quantities of cedar and evergreens combir

public

AT BELFAST

:

were

ed.

Miss

the

BELFAST

enthusiastic meeting. Over 100 men
present and enjoyed the degrc
and address by the grand master, 0
speeches by others present, and the delightf
banquet served by the home lodge. Cordi
invitations were extended to Grand Mssti
Bunker to attend meetings of the other lodgi »
represented, and many of which were accep
bers
work

Nichols of Brookweek to attend
the funeral of Mrs. Mary M. Packard, Mrs.
Colson’s mother.
Mrs. A. B.

lyn, N. Y.,

Colson and

on

MAINE

more

Mrs. Beverly Du Bose and son arrived Saturday from North Carolina and will spend the

street.

Bessie

I

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

Miss

I

4th OF JULY CELEBRATION I

ESTABLISHED 1830

Charles B. Deshon left Monday to visit Mr,
and Mrs. Amos D. Carver in Brooklyn, N.Y.

Barge Spring finished discharging at the P,
C. &W. plant June 22nd and sailed for Newport News.

GRAND-

That’s the verdict of Clarion

near

I
I

I

II
1

Frederick Watson Sherman, formerly of Lincolnville, aged 60 years, 10 months.
Scott. In Deer Isle, May 25, Mrs. Frances
E. Scott, aged 67 years, 6 month and 10 days.
Tapley. In Eddington, June 16, Charity
widow of Capt. Abram Tapley, for-

Temple,

York, June 25. Ar, sch. Mary Weaver,
Stockton; at City Island, bound east, schs
Annie P Chase. Guttenburg for Eastport (anchored); Flora Condon, Port Reading for Eastport (anchored); Lizzie D Small, Elizabethport for Belfast; 27, ar, sch Susie P Oliver,
Stockton.
Boston, June 21. Ar, schs Susan N Pickering. Charleston, SC; Mabel E Goss, Portland;
Orozimbo, South Gardiner; 23, ar, schs Mineola,
Stockton; Nelson Y. McFarland, do.
Baltimore, June 21, Sid, sch Mark Pendleton,
Tucacas; 23, ar, sch Ruth E Morrill, Rio JaNew

neiro.

Philadelphia, June 22. Ar, sch Henry F
Kreger, Lisbon; 26, ar, sch George F- Klinch,
Long Cove.
New Orleans, June 22,
Cld, sch General E
S Greeley, Buenos Ayres.
June
22,
Ar, stm Black Rock,
Norfolk,
Searsport; 23, sld, 82h Josephine, Lisbon;
stmr Black Rock, Bangor; 26, ar, sch Mark
Pendleton, Baltimore for Tucacas.

Mobile, June 19. Ar, schs City of Augusta
Daibanen; Annie Ainslie, Maeoris; Emma S I
Lord, Caibarien.
Sailed, sch Mary E I
Perth Amboy, June 20.
Morse, St John, N B.
A large assortment of house:
Florence & Lillian,
sch
June
Sld,
21,
Bangor,
For particulars apply to
Boston; 24, ar. sch Julia Frances, Belfast; sld,
3ch Robert Pettis, Boston; 27, sld, sch Wm 1)
ELUN B. Gl GH
Mangam, Hinghara.
Sld, stmr Byalyl, NorSearsport, June 21.
folk; 22, ar, stmr Ruth, Norfolk; sld, barge
Spring, Philadelphia; 24, ar, stmr Massasoit,
Boston and sld for Machiasport; 27, ar, stm
Deposit Book No. 195, issued by
Mohawk, Boston asd sld for Jonesport.
Ar, schs C B Clark and Company, Belfast. Finder will }
Stockton, June 22.
same
to
ar
lumber;
24,
barge
James L Maloy, to load
T. FRANK PARKER.
Pequoife, to load lumber; 27, sld, sch C B Clark,
Belfast, June 19, 1916-25
New York.
C
F
schs
Pendleton,
June
24,
Ar,
Rockland,
Chickahominy River for Camden; Charles H.
Klinck, Roberts Harbor for New York.

For Salt

LOST

FOREIGN

PORTS.

Sailed, sch Gladys
Barcelona, June 21.
(from Mobile) C-ivita Vecchia.
Ar, sch Daylight,
Rio Janeiro, June 19.

Philadelphia.

_

eight-room house, either furnished

An

quire
H

on

26tf

the

on

Charles street extension.

premises.

7<7

Residence 17 Church SI
lei

To Let
unfurnished,

Office 14 Main St.,

or

In-

JEFFERDS SISTERS

FOLEY KIDNEY VM
El
EOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND

